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COMPLEX AUDITORY SIGNALS

Final Report: Complex Auditory Signals AFOSR-85-0374.

The following represents a summary of research of the research for the period, September 15, 1985 to
September 1, 1988. We summarize our past research in terms of three major themes: 1)synchrony detection,
2) perception of nonstationary spectra, and 3) basic properties of profile analysis.

1. Synchrony Detection

One major research theme of our past research has been the topic of synchrony detection pursued
largely by Dr. V. M. Richards. Briefly, she claims that the perception of many complex acoustic stimuli
depends on simultaneous comparisons of dynamic changes occurring in different spectral regions.
Specifically, Dr. Richards believes that envelope comparisons (Ref. 11, 12) can be made in different spectral
bands and that the correlation between these envelopes is a major cue to the coherence and grouping found
in many complex acoustic stimuli.

The idea of cross-spectral comparison has been around for some time in the acoustics community.
Interest in this idea was considerably stimulated by the experiment of Hall, Haggard, and Fernandes 1984.
Before that time, cross-spectral comparison was generally considered to be of no importance. The basis for
that opinion was an unpublished technicao report by Schubert and Nixon (1970). In their experiments,
subjects were asked to distinguish between correlated and uncorrelated noise bands. They found that such
discrimination was impossible. Richards (Ref. 10-see list presented below) found that such discrimination
was possible and traced the earlier failure to a poor choice of frequency location and duration of the noise
bands.

This effort is probably one of the most interesting current developments in psychoacoustics.
Whereas, previously we had thought such comparisons were impossible, we now know that they are possible
and can be made with some precision. In effect, they suggest that a new kind of auditory process must be
carefully considered in explaining the perception of any complex auditory signal.

Dr. Richards is finishing the last year of her NIH post-doctoral fellowship and has made application
for a FIRST award from NIH to further support this research. We presume, for the purposes of this
proposal, that such support will be forthcoming. Thus, we will not request future funding in this proposal to
support research on this very important topic. Although she is welcome to stay at Florida and pursue her
research, she is naturally looking for a full faculty position and, undoubtedly, will eventually secure one.

2. Perception of Nonstationary Spectra

A second general theme of our past research has been the exploration of the perception of
nonstationary spectra. The specific research involves complex auditory spectra containing components that
are amplitude modulated. The resulting paper (Ref. 8) should appear shortly. Although amplitude
modulation is known to greatly increase the saliency of individual components of a complex spectra, such
modulation does little to increase the detectability of amplitude changes in these components. Except for the
highest frequency components (f > 2000 Hz), amplitude modulation tends to make changes in level of
components less detectable. One experimental condition allowed us to estimate the upper rate for which the
relative phase of the modulation was important. That rate appears to be about 40 Hz and to be the same for
frequency regions as diverse as 250, 1000, and 4000 Hz. For modulation rates above the value, the phase of
modulation between the various components of the complex can be ignored; only the power spectra of the
stimuli are important.

A second aspect of nonstationary spectra is the detection of amplitude variation occurring over the
entire spectrum, such as the amplitude modulation of noise, or a silent gap inserted in the ongoing noise. In a
recent paper (Ref. 7), we compared human performance in such tasks with a modification of a model first
proposed by Viemeister (1979). Viemeister's model, typical of a wide class of model, accounts for such
detection by using a decision rule that computes the variance in intensity fluctuation at the output of his
detection process. Our modification was to compute the maximum-to-minimum ratio observed in the same
output. It is, however, possible to argue that su:, - :,ecion depends on comparison of level fluctuation
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across different frequency channels, that is, synchrony detection. The reason is that amplitude modulation or
the presence of a gap occurs at the same time for all frequency locations. Thus, one might also explore the
extent to which gap detection can be explained on the basis of detecting simultaneous patterns of output
observed over several spectral channels (synchrony detection). Gap detection and amplitude modulation
detection are major components of one of our future research initiatives and will be discussed in greater
detail later in this report.

3. Basic Properties of Profile Analysis

The third and final area of effort has concerned the basic properties of profile analysis. Since this will
be a major theme of our proposed research, we will describe it only briefly here. We know, from a number of
previous studies, that the smallest detectable increment in the intensity of a single component of a multi-
component complex occurs when the frequency of the incremented component lies in the middle of the
spectrum (Ref. 9). The detection of complex amplitude changes throughout the spectrum is currently not
understood in terms nf simple integration of the detectability of the change in single components (Ref. 5).
However, it is possible to suggest a simple computational scheme to account for the detectability of most
complex changes (Ref. 3). Unfortunately, this computational scheme can be shown to systematically fail to
account for one class of stimulus change that involves changes in the spectral density of the components. The
systematic exploration of this variable, the number of components used to represent the complex spectrum,
indicates that the apparent analysis band of the listener (profile critical band) is about the same size as the
conventional critical band (Ref. 2).

In addition to these substantive papers, we have also contributed summaries of this research area.
Such efforts help to organize our own thinking about the area, and provide succinct summaries of this
research for active researchers in this and neighboring fields. Ref. 1, 4, and 6 are illustrations of such efforts.

4. Past Publications

1) Bernstein, L R., Richards, V., and Green, D. M. (1987) "Detection of spectral shape changes" in a book
edited by Yost, W. A. and Watson, C. S. entitled Complex Auditory Detection (Plenum Publication)

2) Bernstein, L R. and Green, D. M. (1987) "The Profile-analysis bandwidth" J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 81, 1888-
1895.

3) Bernstein, L R. and Green, D. M. (1987) "Detection of simple and complex changes in spectral shape." J.
Acoust. Soc. Am. 82, 1587-1592.

4) Green, D. M. (1988) Profile Analysis: Auditory Intensity Discrimination. Oxford University Press, New
York and Oxford

5) Green, D. M. (1986) "Frequency and the detection of spectral shape change" in a book edited by Moore,
B.C.J. and Patterson, R. D. entitled Auditory Frequency Selectivity (Plenum Publishing Corp.)

6) Green, 0. M. and Bernstein, L R. (1987) "Profile Analysis and Speech Perception" in a book edited by
M.E.H. Schouten entitled The Psychophysics of Speecn Perception (Martinus, Nijhoff Publishers,
Dordrecht, Boston and Lancaster.)

7) Green, D. M. and Forrest, T. G. "Detection of amplitude modulation and gaps in noise" (1988) A paper
accepted for the VIII International Symposium on Hearing Research, Groningen, the Netherlands.

8) Green, D. M. and Nguyen, 0. T. (1988) "Profile analysis: Detecting dynamic spectral changes. to appear in
Hearing Research.

9) Green, D. M., Onsan, Z. A., and Forrest, T. G. (1987) "Frequen-y effects in profile analysis and detecting
complex spectral changes." J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 81, 692-699.

10) Richards, V. M. "Monaural envelope correlation perception" (1987) J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 82, 1621-1630.
11) Richards, V. M. "Component of monaural envelope correlation perception" (1987) submitted for

publication in Hearing Researcn 1987.
12) Richards, V. M. "Aspects of monaural synchrony detection" (1988) A paper accepted for the VIII

International Symposium on Hearing Research, Groningen, the Netherlands.

The following papers have been submitted for publication and are still under review. -, v,,tiltibi try CodG s
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13) Green, D. M. and Forrest, T. G. "Temporal gaps in noise and sinusoids" submitted to the J. Acoust. Soc.
Am.

14) Raney, J. J., Richards, V. M., Onsan, Z. A. Onsan, and Green, D. M. "Signal uncertainty and
psychometric functions in profile analysis" submitted to the J. Acoust. Soc. Am.

15) Richards, V. M., Onsan, Z. A., and Green, D. M. "Auditory profile analysis: Potential pitch cues"
submitted to Hearing Research.

5. Personnel

The major technical people are listed below, along with comments on their present status.
Dr. Les Bernstein January, 1986 - January, 1988. Dr. Bernstein is now at the University of

Connecticut, Medical Center. We have nearly completed negotiations with Dr. Bruce Berg, Ph.D. University
of Indiana, 1987, to replace Dr. Bernstein. He is presently a research fellow in the radiology section of the
Harvard Medical School and will join the laboratory in July, 1988.

Dr. Virginia M. Richards -NIH postdoctoral fellow, June 1985-present. She has been invited to
continue her research at the laboratory, but is actively seeking a 'real' job.

Dr. Timothy Forrest-assistant in psychoacoustics, October, 1985-present. Dr. Forrest is an
entomologist by training and is actively seeking an academic position in that area.

Mr. Quang Nguyen (B.S. Electrical Engineering, University of Florida, 1986).
Ms. Zekiye Onsan (B.S. Astronomy, University of Istanbul, Turkey, 1977).
Mr. Richard Newton (B.A. Computer Science, University of Florida, 1988) Now working for

Intel Corporation, Santa Clara, California.
Mr. Timothy Tucker (B.S. expected May, 1988, Electrical Engineering, University of Florida).
Ms. Jill Johnson Raney-graduate student, 2nd year.
Ms. Cheryl Williams-secretary and laboratory coordinator.
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THE DETECTION OF SPECTRAL SHAPE CHANGE
Leslie R. Bernstein, Virginia Richards,

and David M. Green
i Psychology Department! University of Florida,

Gainesville, Florida
32611 U.S.A.

Introduction

We describe several experiments involving the
detection of a-change in the spectral shape of a
complex auditory signal, what we call profile-analysis.
All of the experiments are'discrimination tasks
involving a broadband "standard" spectrum and some
alteration of that spectrum produced by adding a
"signal" to the standard. 'For all of the experiments
described here, we used a standard composed of a set of
equal-amplitude sinusoidal'components. The spectrum
of the standard was, therefore, essentially flat. In
different experiments, various waveforms were added to
this standard to create changes in its spectral shape,
and the ability to detect such changes was measured.
In the first experiments, we describe how the relative
phase among the components of the standard waveform
influences the detection of a signal. The results are
very simple. Phase seems to play no important role.
The detection of a change in spectral shape appears to
depend only on changes in the power spectrum of the
signal and is independent of the temporal waveform.
Next, we describe how the detection of an increment in
a single component dependslon the frequency of that
component. These results provide the basic data to
evaluate complex changes in the whole spectrum, such as
a sinusoidal ripple in thelamplitudes of the components
over the entire spectrum. I Our data indicate that
there is a sizable discrepancy between the ability to
detect changes occurring over the entire spectrum and
the ability to detect changes in single components.

Procedure

We used a two-alternative, forced-choice procedure
to evaluate the detectability of the change in spectral
shape. In one interval, the listener heard the
"stardard" sound; in the other interval, the listener
heard the "standard plus signal". The signal component
was always added at a fixed phase relation to the
standard component, generally in-phase. An adaptive
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two-down, one-up rulelwas used to estimate 70.7 %
correct detection. The thiesholds reported are the
signal amplitude re the component of the standard to
which the signal is added.! A threshold of 0 dB means
that the signal and standard components are equal in
amplitude. Typically, the average threshold was based
on at least 12 runs of 50 trials. Each sound was
generated digitially and presented for about 100 msec.

The standard spectrumiwas composed of a sum of
sinusoidal components. Except for one experiment where
the number of components is varied, there were 21
components extending in frequency from 200 to 5000 Hz.
The ratio of the frequencies between sucessive
components, was constant; that is, the frequencies were
spaced equally on a logarithmic scale. Because
distance along the basilar membrane is proportional to
the logarithm of frequency, our components provided a
roughly uniform stimulus over the linear receptor
surface of the cochlea.

One final experimental feature must be clearly
understood. Because we arelinterested in the detection
of a change in spectral shape, we must ensure that the
observer is not simply discriminating a change in
intensity at a single frequency region. To do this,
we randomly varied the overall level of the sound on
each and every presentation. The level of the sound
was chosen from a rectangular distribution of intensity
covering a range of 20 or 40 dB in 1 dB steps. The
median level was about 50 to 60 dB SPL. Thus, while
the "flat" standard might ke presented at 71 dB, the
altered spectrum, the "signal plus standard", might be
presented at 34 dB on a given trial of the forced-
choice procedure. The observer's task was to detect
the sound with the alteredspectral shape despite the
difference in overall level.

Effects of phase

In most of the experiments concerning profile
analysis, the phase of each component of the multitonal,
complex has been chosen at random and the same waveform
(except for random variation of level) is presented
during each "non-signal" interval. Therefore, the
logical possibility exists that observers might
recognize some aspect or aspects of the temporal
waveform. If this were true, then discrimination could
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be based on some alteration of the temporal
waveform during the "signal" interval rather than by a
change in the spectral shape of the stimulus per se.

Green and Mason (1985i investigated this
possibility directly with the following experimental
manipulations. Multicomponent complexes were generated
which consisted of 5, 11, 21, or 43 components spaced
logarithmically. In all cases, the frequency of the
lowest component was 200 Hz, the highest was 5 kHz.
The overall level of the complex was varied randomly
over a 40 dB range across presentations with a median
level of 45 dB SPL per component. The signal consisted
of an increment to the l-kHz, central component of the
complex.

In what Green and Masn termed the "fixed-phase"
condition, four different complexes were generated for
each number of components (5, 11, 21, and 43) by
randomly selecting the phases of each component. Note
that for these fixed-phaseiconditions, the same
waveform (except for random variation of overall level)
occurred during each non-signal interval.

In what Green and Mason called the "random-phase"
conditions, 88 different phase-randomizations of the
multicomponent complex were generated. On each interval
of each trial, one of the 88 waveforms was selected atrandom (with replacement) for presentation. Thus, the
temporal waveforms generally differed on each

presentation. The amplitude spectra, however, were
identical.

Figure 1. Si gnal threshold . -
(do) a. a function of the 0 0
number of components in the C

ohtin.ed for each of the four I -L.
phaee-randomiatione whn the
phase of each component was
fixed throughout a bloc Of 0
trials ("fi.d-phave' C
condition). tilled trianglea0 -?
data from the *random-phase" V 0
condition in which the phases 
of. the components were chosen I
at randoa on each
presentaion. -20

5 II 21 43
Number of Compoen*s In Complev

The results are presented in Figure 1. For each
value of component number, the open circles represent
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the thresholds obtained for each of the four
randomizations in the fixedLphase condition. The
triangles represent the data obtained in the random-
phase conditions. The results indicate that changing
the phase of the individual components and thus the
characteristics of the temporal waveform has little, if
any, effect on discrimination even if the waveform is
chosen at random on each and every presentation. These
data are consistent with those obtained by Green,
Mason, and Kidd (1984) who generated waveforms
utilizing-a procedure similar to the fixed-phase
condition described above.

The inability of changes in the phase of the
individual components, and thus changes in the
characteristics of the temporal waveform, to affect
discrimination supports the view that, in these tasks,
observers are, indeed, basing their judgements on
changes in spectral shape.

The form of the functibn relating threshold to thel
number of components in the! complex is one that has
been replicated many times in our laboratory. In
general, as the number of components and thus the
density of the profile is increased from 3 to 11 or 21
performance improves. An intuitive explanation for
this result is that as the number of components which
compose the profile is increased, additional
independent bands or channels contribute to an estimate
of the "level" of the profile.

I
Further increases in Ihe density of the profile

lead to decrements in performance and this trend is,
for the most part, explained by simple masking. When
the components are spaced so closely such that several
components fall within the Pcritical band" of the
signal, the addition of thesignal produces a smaller
relative increase in intensity and thus becomes more
difficult to detect. In future publications we will
present a more detailed anaiysis of these effects.

Frequency Effects

The results discussed hbove suggest that detection
of an increment to a singlelcomponent of a multi-
component complex is based 6n changes in spectral
shape. The phase relation among the components appears

__ __JZ~IE L_
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t- o have little, if any, effect on performance.

In exploring the nature of this process, one
fundamental question is whether the frequency of the
component which is incremented (the frequency region
where the change in the power spectrum occurs) greatly
influences the ability to detect a change in spectral
shape.

This question also beats on that of how the
auditory system codes intensity. There are, at laast,
two different mechanisms that have been proposed as the
basis for detecting changes in the intensity of
sinusoidal components. One' is what we will call the
"rate" model. It assumes that changes in acoustic
intensity are coded as changes in the rate at which
fibers of the eighth nerve 'fire. One limitation of
this model is the fact that the firing rates of
practically all auditory fibers saturate as the
intensity of the stimulus is increased (Kiang 1965;
Sachs and Abbas, 1974; Evans and Palmer, 1980). The
dynamic range of firing rate for many fibers is only
aboiit 20 tn 30 JB. f n the 'ether hand, it is possible
that there is some residuall information in small
changes of rate even at th highest stimulus levels
where the amount of change produced by increasing the
intensity of the stimulus is small. There is also the
question of how one should regard saturation when one
considers the entire populati~n of fiberq which may
respond to a given stimulus: in that different
populations of fibers may saturate at different
intensities.

A second view of inten'sity coding stresses the
temporal characteristics of neural discharges. Sachs
and Young (1979) and Young and Sachs(1979) have
demonstrated that "neural spectograms" based on neural
synchrony measures preserve the shape of speech spectra:
better than those based on 'firing rate. We were,
therefore, particularly interested in how well
observers could detect a change in spectral shape at
very high frequencies. At the highest frequencies,
above 2000 Hz, neural synchrony deteriorates and, if
that code were used to signal changes in spectral
shape, then the ability to detect such alterations in
the acoustic spectrum should also deteriorate.

In one previous study, Green and Mason (1985), we

________ - __,__----___-_i ___n__i____-.---- - -
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-made some measurements of hbw the locus in frequency
affects the ability to detect a change in a complex
spectrum. Our results suggested that the mid-frequency
region, 500 to 2000 Hz, yielded the best performanace
but variability among the different observers was
sizable. Also, those data may have been contaminated
by the listeners having received substantial prior
practice with signals which were in the middle of the
range.

The results of our most extensive experiment
(Green, Onsan, and Forrest,i 1986) on this issue are
shown in Figure 2. The standard spectrum is a complex
of 21-components, all equal in amplitude and equally
spaced in logarithmic frequency. The overall level of
the standard was varied over a 20-dB range with a
median level of 40 dB SPL per component. The signal,
whose frequency is plotted along the abscissa of the
figure, was an increment i ni the intensity of a single
componerL. The ordinate, like that of Fig. 1, is the
signal level re the component level to which it was
added. The results show that best detection occurs in a
frequency range of 300 to 3000 Hz, with only a mild
deterioration occurring at the higher and lower
frequencies. If detection of an increment in this taski
were mediated by changes inI neural synchrony, one would
expect to observe considerably poorer performance at
the highest frequencies as :ompared to the middle and
low frequencies. This did pot occur.

-................ !,

_j ._j
a 0J
o L

Figure 2. signal threshold >
(dB) a0 a 1wnctLon of the W j
frequen..y of the* :Ignel. C
Tventy-ons-c.pOnent complexes r -1
were employed. The signal we LU -I..

added In-phae to the-
correapondIg ecomPonnt in the z

complex.-
3 -20

I .. . . . . I , .1! I

200 1000 5000
FREGOUNCY IN Hz

One other result from this recent study also
deserves mention. The experiment described immediately
above was repeated with onel important exception. The
median level of the standard was 60 rather than 40 dB
SPL. This higher intensity level would be expected to

medi
_ _-A-
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produce firing rates ah or close to saturation in
nearly all fibers. Despite this fact, the thresholds
obtained were, in almost all cases, lower than those
obtained at the lower intensity level.

In conclusion, these two results do not afford a
determination of the underlying neural code which
mediates the detection of a chanige of spectral shape in:
our experiments. I

Complex Spectral Changes i

The experiments described above involve changes in'
the intensity of a single component of the multi-
component profile (a "bump" in the spectrum). We now
turn our attention to more complicated manipulations,
experiments in which the intensities of several
components of the spectrum were altered simultaneously.;
A primary qoal of these experiments was to determine
whether listeners' ability to detect these complex
changes could be predicted on the basis of their
sensitivity to changes in the intensity of a single
component in the profile. I

Figure 3. Three different
frequencis h, uk ing 0 lu no P"

0inusold l & a~ton. The a.~1I1Th
signal amPlILtude at ech I
c o. nent frequency i gIven
by Eq. I and is added to the

standard i th a relative

Impli tud about 1/S the I 1 
1  

II .
standard amplitude. C MM

Once again, a Iflat, "standard" composed of
logarithmically spaced components ranging from 200 to
5000 Hz was used. The signal, however had an
amplitude-spectrum that vari ed sinusoidally. The
Iamplitude of the ith compon 'ent, a~i], was given by

a[iJ = sin( 2 * pi * ki* i/M ) i=l,M Eq. 1!
where k represents the "frequency" of the variation and'
M is the number of components presented. We refer to
this variation in amplitude' as a "sinusoidally rippled"
spectrum, and to k as the "ripple frequency". Figure 3

1 illustrates the result of in-phase addition of the
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*"standard" and the "signal"' of for case M=21. The
three values of k are as indicated. Cosinusoidally
rippled amplitude spectra have also been examined.
Such signals are generated as described above, except
that the sine term of Eq. iL is replaced by cosine.

Two points deserve note. The first is that k, the,
frequency of the ripple, is restricted by the number of'
components. This value must be smaller than one half
the number of components (k < M/2). Second, changing
the value of k does not alter the signal's root-mean-
square (RMS) amplitude. All1 values of k produce the
same a[i]'s, only their order is changed.

Thresholds were measurIed as the RMS amplitude of
the signal re the RMS amplitude of the standard.
Values of k ranged from 1 to 10. Thresholds were
virtually constant for all values of k (ripple
frequency) and type of varialtion (sine or cosine),
with an average of -24.5 dB across all conditions
(Green, Onsan and Forrest, 11986).

These data define a modulation transfer function
(MTF). Interestingly, this! function is flat rather
than exhibiting the low-pas s characteristic that is
typically observed in sensory psychophysics. Because k
may not exceed 10 for this 21-component complex, we
were unable to investigate igher ripple frequencies
and thus to assess more completely the form of the MTF.
Undoubtedly, thresholds would increase if the ripple
frequency were sufficiently large. We are currently
examining the effect of greater ripple frequencies by
using profiles composed of a greater number of
components. These data wilil allow us to describe more
fully the MTF i.e., the relation between the frequency
of the ripple and detectabillity.

Finally, let us compare the rippled specrtum
thresholds with predictions based on the ability to
discriminate a bump in the spectrum; data obtained
using increments to a single component of the profile.
Because the ability to detect an increment in a single
component of a 21 component spectrum is, to a first
approximation, independent bf the frequency of the
signal (Fig. 2), one may predict the threshold for
these 21 component rippled spectra. If we assume that

the information concerning changes in the intensity of
each of the signal's 21 channels is processed
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--- independently and that d' is proportional to pressure,
then the optimal combination is the one in which the
squared d' for the complex stimulus is equal to the sum
of the squared d's associated with the each of the
channels (Green and Swets, 1966). This leads to the
expectation that the detectability will be improved by
the square root of 21.

me ]DW00 to as follows, - dWho4uLf n t a

bump i a flat profile leade to t1hregholds of about -16
da. This tranalatoe to a pressure of 0.16 relative to
the standard. Thus, we would expect that the average
pressure per component for a 21 component signal to be
0.16/Y2I or 0.035 (relative to the standard) which is
equivalent to an RMS amplitude of -29 dB. This value
is 4.5 dB smaller than the mean of -24.5 dB observed.
Thus, performance on the complex spectral shape
discrimination task is poorer than expected based on
the data collected using changes in the intensity of a
single component in the spectrum.

One could argue, of course, that there are less
than 21 independent estimates of the spectrum. This is
certainly possible, but twoi points argue against it.
The first is that only six or seven independent
channels across the 200 to 5000 Hz range are needed in
order to acheive the level If performance found in
using the rippled spectra. :Second, if the different
components are not processed independently, then
increasing the ripple frequency would be expected to
produce increases in discrimination thresholds.
Rather, we find that ripple frequency does not affect
threshold levels over the range of values tested, and
that the thresholds obtained using complex, rippled
spectra fall short of those expected based on the
results of discrimination of changes in a single
component of the profile.
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Detection of a change in spectral shape, or profile analysis, appears to be mediated by
comparisons across widely separated frequency "channels" rather than by local comparisons
among adjacent frequency regions [e.g., Green et al., J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 73, 639-643
(1983) ]. Two experiments were conducted in order to determine the "resolution bandwidth"
of these channels. The first involved detection of an increment to a single component of a
multicomponent background as a function of the number of components in the background.
Performance improved as the number of components was increased from 3 to 21. Further
increases yielded poorer performance and the estimate of the "resolution bandwidth" from
these data suggests that this poorer performance was due simply to masking. The second
experiment involved discrimination of a multicomponent complex having a flat amplitude
spectrum from one having a sinusoidally "rippled" amplitude spectrum. The latter experiment
yielded somewhat larger estimates of the "resolution bandwidth" than did the former. Finally,
profile analysis was investigated under a dichotic condition that precluded peripheral masking
of the signal. Our results, like those of Green and Kidd [J. Acoust Soc. Am. 73, 1260-1265
(1983) ], suggest that, although spectral analysis can be achieved using information across
ears, performance is inferior to that obtained with diotic stimuli.

PACS numbers: 43.66.Fe, 43.66.Jh, 43.66.Rq, 43.66.Yw

INTRODUCTION tral comparison because increasing the density of compo-
nents that define the profile leads to improvements in perfor-
mance (e.g., Green et al., 1983; Green et al., 1984; Green

A wide variety of experimental data reported in pre- and Mason, 1985). However, peripheral aspects are also ap-
vious publications suggests that detection of a change in parent because, if the components which compose the multi-
spectral shape, or profile analysis, is a "global" process. The component background or "standard" are spaced so closely
detection process appears to depend upon simultaneous that several components fall near the frequency of the signal,
comparisons across wide separations in frequency, i.e., a decrement in performance results which appears to be due,
across widely separated "channels" rather than on local at least in part, to simple masking (Green and Mason,
comparisons among adjacent frequency regions (e.g., Green 1985).
et al., 1983; Green er al., 1984). Consideration of the nature In almost all of the experiments concerning profile anal-
of this process has led to two related questions. The first ysis reported to date, the stimuli have been presented dioti-
question concerns the bandwidth of each of these channels. cally. That is, the stimuli were identical at each ear. In the
The second question concerns how information is combined third experiment, we wished to compare performance ob-
across the individual channels. We choose to refer to these tained with diotic stimuli to that obtained when the stimuli
channels as "resolution bands" rather than as critical bands were presented dichotically. That is, the profile (except for
because, although they are probably closely related, it is un- the component at the signal frequency) was presented to one
clear, a pr'-ri, whether they are indeed identical. The first ear and the component to which the signal was added was
two experiments we will report address these questions. Two presented to the contralateral ear. Green and Kidd (1983)
quite different experiments were employed in order to deter- also used this dichotic configuration and found performance
mine the width of the "resolution bands." In the first, we to be substantially inferior to that obtained with diotic stim-
measured listeners' thresholds for an increment to a single uli. However, it is unclear to what extent this result was
component of a multicomponent background as a function influenced by their listeners having received substantial pri-
of the number of components in the background. In the sec- or training with the diotic presentation. In the third experi-
ond. listeners discriminated between a flat, multicomponent ment, we again attempted to determine whether profile anal-
background and one which was characterized by a sinusoi- ysis can be achieved when the stimuli are presented
daily "rippled" spectrum. Thresholds were determined as a dichotically. More specifically, we wished to assess (I) how
function of the number of "ripples" or the "frequency" of efficiently "profile" information could be integrated across
the ripple. the ears and (2) the form of the function relating detection

A related question concerns the extent to which the de- threshold to the number of components which compose the
tection process is limited to peripheral processes. Certainly, background when the possibility of peripheral masking of
some aspects of profile analysis appear to suggest some cen- the signal is removed.
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I. EXPERIMENT 1-EFFECTS OF SPECTRAL DENSITY ground. For example, if the level of the signal were equal to

A. Procedure the level of the component in the background, then we say
the signal-to-background ratio is 0 dB.

Five paid observers with normal hearing participated inMulticomponent complexes consisting of 3, 5, 11, 21, this experiment.

4!, or 81 components with logarithmic frequency spacing
between components were utilized. For each complex, the B. Results and discussion
lowest frequency was 200 Hz; the highest was 5 kHz.

All stimuli were generated and presented via a PDP 11/ Figure 1 contains the data obtained when the frequency

73 which also controlled the experimental timing and collec- of the signal was 1 kHz. The number of components in the

tion of responses. The stimuli were played through a 16-bit profile is plotted logarithmically along the abscissa; signal

D/A at a sampling rate of 25 kHz and were low-pass filtered threshold in dB is displayed along the ordinate. Each point

at 10 kHz. The duration of each stimulus was 100 ms with represents the mean of the thresholds obtained from the five

10-ms cos2 rise/decay ramps. The stimuli were presented listeners. The error bars represent the mean of the standard

diotically over TDH-50 earphones. errors computed for the individual listeners. The solid lines

A two-alternative, forced-choice procedure was used. represent our theoretical predictions and will be discussed in

Each trial consisted of two 100-ms observation intervals sep- detail later. The data indicate that as the number of compo-

arated by 500 ms. Intervals were marked by a visual display nents is increased from 3 to 21, threshold decreases mono-

at the listner's response box. Feedback was provided for 200 tonically (the signal becomes more detectable) from about

ms after the listener responded. - 11 to - 20 dB.

During one observation interval, the multicomponent As the number of components is increased beyond 21,

background was presented with all components at equal am- threshold increases monotonically to about - 8 dB for an

plitude. The other interval contained the background plus 8 1-component complex. The sharp minimum in the function

the signal. The signal consisted of an in-phase addition to a at 21 components is also characteristic of the individual

single component of the complex. The signal occurred with data. These data are entirely consistent with those of earlier

equal a priori probability in the first or second interval, investigations (Green and Mason, 1985; Green et al., 1983,

Three different frequencies were selected for the signal: 1984).

380, 1000, and 2626 Hz (except in the case of the five-coin- As mentioned in the introduction, these trends can be

ponent complex where frequencies of 447, 1000, and 2236 explained in a rather straightforward manner. Assume that

Hz were employed. For the three-component complex, only the listener detects the presence of the signal by comparing

one frequency ofthesignal, I kHz, was employed). Different the relative level in the resolution band containing the fre-

frequencies of the signal were utilized in order to determine quency of the signal to the level of the remaining bands

whether the resolution bandwidth depended on center fre- across the spectrum. As the number of components which

quency; e.g., the bandwidth might be a constant ratio of cen- compose the profile is increased from 3 to 21, additional

ter frequency (signal frequency). If this were so, then de- independent bands or channels contribute to an estimate of

creases in performance (presumably due to masking) the mean "level" of the profile. As the number of compo-

produced by increasing spectral density ought to be similar nents and thus the density of the profile is increased beyond

regardless of the region of the spectrum which contains the 21, additional components fall into the "resolution band" of

signal. the signal. The addition of the signal then produces a rela-

The level of the signal was varied adaptively in order to
estimate that level which would produce 70.7% correct (Le- ,,.... I ,,'

vitt, 1971 ). The level was decreased by 4 dB following two C
correct responses and increased by 4 dB following one incor-
rect response. After four "reversals," this step size was re- - -5
duced to 2 dB. Threshold was defined as the mean of the L. V

signal level across all reversals, excluding the first four. Tri- W -10
als were run in blocks of 50 and each run produced approxi- n

mately 12 to 16 reversals. The frequency of the signal was cc -15
fixed over each block of trials. Twenty-four estimates of LU
threshold were obtained for each listener and condition. The a B

mean of these estimates, averaged across listeners, is report- C,

ed as threshold.
The overall level of the stimuli was varied over a 20-dB -25_ _ ......1__. ..... _

range in l-dB steps. A value was chosen randomly on each 3 10 1

and every presentation in order to preclude the listeners' NUMBER OF COMPONENTS

basing their judgments on absolute level rather than on the FIG. 1. Threshold for detection of an increment to the t-kHz "signal" corn-
spectral shape. The median level was 50 dB SPL per compo- ponent of a multicomponent background as a function of the number of
nent. The dependent variable (threshold) is the ratio in dB components in the background. Squares represent thresholds averaged

across listeners. Error har represent the mean of the standard errors com-
of the level of the signal (the size of the in-phase addition) to puted for individual listeners. Solid lines represent theoretical predictions as
the level of the corresponding component in the back- discussed in the text,
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tively smaller increase in power within the band and thus totes to 3 dB per doubling but only for very, sPry large
becomes more difficult to detect. According to these notions, numbers of components, i.e., 10 000 or more!)
the monotonic decrease in threshold in the left-hand portion In summary, the data in Fig. I are described well by
of Fig. I is due to integration of information across bands. considering the improvement in performance as the number
The monotonic increase in the right-hand portion is due to of cornponents is increased from 3 to 21 to be due to integra-
simple masking. We will now examine these explanations tion of information across independent bands or channels,
more formally. and the decrement in performance for increases beyond 21 to

The monotonic decrease in threshold in the left-hand be due to masking. To the degree that the data depart from
portion of the figure was modeled by assuming that as corn- these predi-tions, they do so largely because the monotonic
ponents are added to the complex, they yield additional inde- decrease in threshold does not exhibit a uniform slope. Rath-
pendent estimates of the level of the profile. Under this as- er, as noted above, there appears to be a sharp drop between
sumption, threshold would be expected to decrease at a rate II and 21 components. At present, we have no satisfactory
of 1.5 dB per doubling of the number of components, that is, explanation for this trend which is also exhibited in the indi.
with the ,-. A line having this slope was fit to the data by eye vidual listener's data.
and appears to predict the decrease in threshold quite well. Figure 2 is similar to Fig. I ,and contains the data ob-

For increases in the number of components beyond 21, tained for frequencies of the signal of 380 Hz, I kHz, and
an intuitively appealing explanation is that simple masking 2.626 kHz. The parameter of the plot is the frequ-'y of the
causes an increase in threshold. If the density of the complex signal. Three of the listeners from the original group of five
is such that the addition of components causes one or more participated in this portion of the experiment. The 1-kHz
to fall within a common "resolution band," then they pro- data have been replotted from Fig. 1. Each point represents
vide no additional information as to the level of the profile. the mean of their thresholds. Note that in the case of the five-
Rather, their presence causes the signal to produce a smaller component background, the low and high frequencies em-
relative increase in power within the resolution band and ployed were actually 447 Hz and 2.236 kHz, respectively.
thus a less effective signal. Because the minimum of the func- Curiously, the thresholds obtained with signals above
tion lies at 21 components, this value appears to be a good and below I kHz do not exhibit a sharp minimum at 21
estimate of the spectral density at which this occurs. components. However, for all three frequencies of the signal,

The increase in threshold in the right-hand portion of thresholds increased rapidly when the number of compo-
Fig. I was modeled in the following manner. For simplicity, nents was increased beyond 21. This finding suggests that
we assumed that for the 21-component complex, only the I- the width of the resolution band is a constant ratio of center
kHz signal component lies within the resolution band. Next, frequency over the range of values tested. Note that the
we calculated the increase in power within the band pro- thresholds for the 380-Hz and 2.626-kHz signals are elevat-
duced by the signal at threshold for this condition. The reso- ed relative to those obtained when the signal was added to
lution band was modeled as a triangular filter symmetric in the central, l-kHz component. The average increase in
log space whose bandwidth we wished to determine. For the threshold relative to the l-kHz signal is 4.7 and 6.1 dB for
41- and 81-component complexes, multiple components the 380-Hz and 2.626-kHz signals, respectively.
would, presumably, fall within this resolution band. As a This elevation of threshold for high- or low-frequency
function of the bandwidth of the filter, we calculated the signals is consistent with previous studies. Green and Mason
levelof the signal necessary to produce a constant increment (1985), who used stimuli similar to those employed here,
in power within the band, i.e., the same increase in power
produced by the signal at threshold for the 21 -component
complex. The predicted thresholds are plotted as the solid 5- 1
line in the right-hand portion of the figure for a triangular S
filter extending from 852-1174 Hz. Our predicted thresh- G -J
olds lie remarkably close to the data. Most important, the - 'a
equivalent rectangular bandwidth of our filter, 162 Hz, com- L 5 --
pares favorably with accepted estimates of the critical band c _. "-CD- _~ --- ... _
around I kHz. - -- -- _ -

The reader may be puzzled (as were we) that thresholds -increase at a rate of about 6 dB per doubling of the number of _ - 15 -- ....

components rather than at 3 dB per doubling. Note that we - Z "-20
have calculated the size of the increment which must be add- i
ed in-phase to the single component at the frequency of the "n u -25
signal in order to produce a constant increment in power

within the band. Our calculations reveal that as the number -30
of components is increased beyond 21 and multiple compo- 3 10 81
nents begin to fall within the resolution band, the slope of :he NUMBER OF COMPONENTS
line relating threshold to the number of components is pre- FIG. 2. Similar to Fig. 1, The parameter of the plot is the frequency of the
dicted to be about 5.5 dB per doubling, very close to that signal; triangles: 380 Hz; squares: I kHz; circles: 262(b liz. Note that for thefive-component background, signal frequencies of 447, l(KK, and 2236 Hiactually obtained. (The predicted slope eventually asymp- were employed.
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also observed that detection thresholds were lowest when sinusoidally as a function of the logarithm of frequency. Fig-
the signal was added to the central, 1-kHz component of a ure 3 shows this manipulation graphically for a 21-compo-
21-component complex. In addition, a more recent investi- nent complex. The first panel shows a single cycle of sinusoi-
gation in our laboratory (Green et al., 1987) also revealed dal variation in amplitude over the spectrum; the next one
this trend. However, the results of this latter study also indi- shows two cycles of amplitude variation; and, finally, the last
cated that ( 1 ) when listeners receive substantial practice, panel shows ten cycles, the greatest variation that can be
thresholds for low-frequency signals are extremely close to achieved with 2! components because alternate components
those obtained with a l-kHz signal, differing by only about 3 increase and decrease in amplitude.
dB and (2) above I kHz, threshold increases slowly with Specifically, the "signal" waveform was produced by
frequency reaching + 6 dB relative to that obtained at 1 setting the amplitude of successive components a(i) accord-
kHz. The data in Fig. 2 are in agreement with these findings ing to the following equation:
in that thresholds are, in general, lowest for the l-kHz signal a(i) = sin[2-rk(i/M)] i = 1,2,...,M,
and highest for the 2.626-kHz signal. where i is the number of the component, ranging in this case
II. EXPERIMENT 2-VARIATION OF SINUSOIDAL from I to 161, a(i) is the amplitude of the ith component of
RIPPLE the. signal spectrum, and k is frequency of the ripple. Recallthat the first component, i = 1, corresponds to a frequency

The purpose of this experiment was to provide an addi- of 200 Ha st component,i = 1, c orresponds to

tional, independent estimate of the resolution bandwidth. In
frequency of 5000 Hz.

this experiment, the signal produced a tinusoidal chaiige in The depth" of the ripple resulting from the addition of

the amplitudes ot the flat profile rather thin an increment to the signal to the standard waveform depends upon the ratio

a single component. That is, the addition of the signal pro- of the amplitudes of the signal components to those of the

duced what we refer to as a "rippled" spectrum. We wished standard's equal-amplitude components. The depth of the
to investigate how detection would be affected as a function stnadseulmpidec pons.Teethftetof ihnsiaer ow detlecn wripple is, of course, monotonically related to the signal-to-
of the number of ripples. standard ratio. We scaled the amplitude of this "signal" andThe results of a previous investigation (Green et al., added each component in-phase (respecting sign) to the cor-

1987) showed that thresholds were virtually constant as the reding component of-the itsandard spect toepr-

"frequency" or number of ripples was varied from one to ten. d ng e in the spectrum o inFg

We reasoned that if the frequency of the ripple was increased 3.ce tha i the sgnaluamlitudeas at 2of the

further, a point would be reached where the relatively high- standard amplitude.
frequency sinusoidal variation in amplitude would not be stnadmpiuefeqecyble siusidivaiaion incaplit would not b- It should be noted that by constructing the signal in the
detectable because individual "cycles" would fall within sin- manner described above, the root-mean-square (rms) of the
gle resolution bands. The "internal" spectrum would thus be amplitudes across components is independent of the fre-

flat and indistinguishable from the background. That is, we aue s across c aset is vales f the f

expected the data to exhibit a low-pass characteristic. The quency of the ripple k because the 161 values for any set of

point at which sensitivity begins to decline would indicate chae the ame; on l e orer ihin the s haleen

the spacing at which a peak and valley of the ripple begin to 0.707. We refer to the signal-to-standard ratio as the rms

fall within a single band and, hence, would provide an esti- .igna amplitud to the alto any compo f the
signal amplitude to the amplitude of any component of the

mate of the resolution bandwidth. standard.

A. Procedure Note that one disadvantage of this technique is that we
cannot determine if the decline in detection performance as

The standard waveform was a 16 1-component flat spec- the number of ripples is increased is dominated by any spe-
trum that ranged in frequency from 200-5000 Hz. The cific frequency region(s). The data from experiment 1 sug-
successive components were spaced equally on a logarithmic gest that the resolution bandwidth is, roughly, a constant
scale. The ratio between successive frequencies was 1.0203; proportion of center frequency. If this were true, then be-
there were 34.5 components per octave. The addition of the cause our spectra are rippled sinusoidally as a function of the
signal produced a power spectrum whose amplitude varied logarithm of frequency, the predicted decline in detection

ONE CYCLE TWO CYCLES TEN CYCLES:j 5
-J

COMPONENT N'IJMBER COMPONENT NUMBER COMPONENT NUMBER

FIG. 3. Three different "'frequencies' of ripple k, using sinusoidal variation. The signal amplitude at each component frequency is given by Eq. ( I) and is
added loathe standard with a relative amplitude or about 1/5 that of the standard.
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performance as the frequency of the ripple increases would a third group of three listeners which included one naive
be mediated by a uniform loss of resolution across the spec- listener and two highly trained listeners employed in our
trum. In any case, our estimate of the resolution bandwidth laboratory. Interestingly, both the naive listener as well as
yielded by this procedure must be a relative one, in effect, an one of the highly trained listeners exhibited a nonmonotoni-
estimate of Q. city similar to that displayed for group 2 in Fig. 4. Their

The five observers who participated in experiment I also thresholds for 40 ripples were higher than those for 80. We
participated in this experiment. find this trend, which occurred in four of eight listeners test-

ed, to be most perplexing. We are unable to offer a satisfac-
B. Results and discussion tory explanation for its existence.

The data are displayed in Fig. 4 where the number of In general, the data of Fig. 4 exhibit the expected low-
ripples imposed on the flat spectrum is plotted logarithmi- pass characteristic described earlier. When the number of

cally along the abscissa. The threshold of the signal is dis- ripples is increased from one to ten, thresholds remain essen-

played in the usual manner along the ordinate. Recall that tially constant. As the number of ripples is increased beyond
we have reported the rms value as our measure of the ampli- ten, thresholds increase. We attempted to use the data ot Fig.

tude of the signal. 4 to determine the "low-pass cutoff" of the function and

The average data obtained from three of the five listen- ultimately an estimate of the resolution bandwidth.

ers (group 1) are plotted as squares; triangles represent the We used several procedures to fit two straight lines to
average data from the remaining two (group 2). Error bars each group's data and took their respective intersections as

represent the mnean of the standard errors computed for the estimates of the "corner-" or 3-diB-down-point of the im-
individual listeners whose data are'displayed. Data averaged plied resolution band. Depending on the details of the proce-
across all listeners are plotted along the solid line. dure used to fit the data, the intersection occurred between

The data in Fig. 4 indicate that thresholds remain fairly 10 and 14 ripples. Considering that our components span

constant as the number of ripples is increased from 1 to 10, a 4.64 octaves, a 3-dB point of 14 ripples implies that the reso-

result which was alsoobtainedby Greenetal. (1987). Asthe lution band spans 0.33 octaves. At I kHz, the resolution

"frequency" of the spectral ripple is increased beyond 10 to band would be about 230 Hz wide. Similar calculations for a
80, thresholds increased monotonically for group I at a rate cutoff often ripples yield a bandwidth of about 320 Hz.

of about 6 dB/oct, reaching about - 10.5 dB at 80 ripples. There is a considerable discrepancy between these estimates

Thresholds for the two listeners in group 2 are higher than of the resolution bandwidth and that of 160 Hz obtained
those of group I over the entire range of values tested. In from the data of experiment 1. In addition, they are quite a

addition, they do not increase monotonically between 10 and bit larger than usual estimates of the critical band in this

80 ripples. Rather, the thresholds obtained in the 40-ripple region.

condition are higher than those obtained with 80 ripples. It should be noted that, for the data of Fig. 4, a cutoff of

At first, we thought this anomaly was either due to ran- slightly greater than 20 ripples would have had to have been

dom fluctuations in the data or was artifactual. We reran observed in order for the estimate of the resolution band-

several of the conditions after generating new signals for the width to match that of 160 Hz obtained from experiment 1.

40-ripple condition and found that the elevation in threshold No reasonable fit to the data of Fig. 4 would yield such an

at 40 ripples persisted for these two listeners. Finally, we ran estimate. Thus we are confident that the discrepancy in our
estimates of the resolution bandwidth is not a result of the
particular details of the procedures we employed to fit the

. . .. ..i . . data.
1 On the other hand, if the resolution bandwidth was not a

0, ,constant proportion of center frequency, then our single esti-
, -5- mate of the resolution bandwidth of 230 Hz around 1000 Hz

L : awhich corresponds to a Q of 4.34 could be dominated by any
o -10 - "_- -" frequency region which was characterized by a proportion-a j

, -15 - d ately small resolution bandwidth. However, because the

- -20- - ---- data from experiment I suggest that the resolution band-
"-- width is roughly a constant proportion of center frequency_j -25-

- - and, because our spectra are rippled sinusoidally as a func-

2 -30 "" tion of the logarithm of frequency and, hence, should occupy
-35- equal spatial intervals along the basilar membrane, we are

reasonably sure that the decline in detection performance as
.. ,,.... the frequency of the ripple increases is accompanied by a

1 10 80 uniform loss of resolution across the spectrum.
NUMBER OF RIPPLES One possible, but unappealing, explanation for our dis-

FIG. 4. Detection threshold as a function of the number ofsinusoidal "rip- parate estimates of the resolutior 'bandwidth is that the de-
ples" imposed on the fiat spectrum by the signal. Triangles: average data for tction processes employed by he listeners to perform the
group 1; open circles: average data for group 2; solid line: average data for
all listeners. Error bars represent the mean of the standard errors computed tasks of experiments I and 2 are sufficiently different as to be
for individual listeners, mediated by different resolution bandwidths. It is interesting
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to note that our stimuli with rippled spectra are in some -.
sense similar to those employed by others (Bilsen and
Ritsma, 1970; Yost and Hill, 1978) who investigated the
discrimination of flat spectra from those with a linear spec- -
tral ripple. Furthermore, the thresholds obtained in these L D

studies are similar to ours. It is quite possible then that our C3 W - 10 "

listeners employed pitch cues similar to those employed by -15
listeners in these previous studies in order to detect the pres- - - 15 "t,-..

ence of the ripple. Such cues would not be expected to be z "'- (

available in the case of an increment to a single component z '- "(experiment I ). This suggests one way in which the tasks of U,

experiments 1 and 2 may be different. -25

III. EXPERIMENT 3-DIOTIC/DICHOTIC 3 10 81

COMPARISONS NUMBER OF COMPONENTS

The results of experiments I and 2 strongly suggest that FIG. 5. Threshold for detection of an increment to the l-kHz "signal" corn-
detection of a change in spectral shape is limited by peri- ponent of a multicomponent background as a function of the number of

components in the background. The parameter of the plot is the interaural
pheral processes which produce peripheral masking. We configuration of the signal. Triangles and squares represent diotic and di-

noted in the introduction (as did Green and Kidd, 1983) chotic conditions, respectively.
that certain aspects of profile analysis appear to suggest
some central comparison process(es). The present experi-
ment was designed to investigate profile analysis in the ab- show little variation. having a r-zin ef - 10.4 dB and rang
sence of peripheral masking of the signal in an effort to assess ing from - 9.0 dB at three components to - 12.3 dB at 5
more adequately the role of central processes. components. It is important to note, that all of the dichotic
A. Procedure thresholds displayed in Fig. 5 are supe-io, to that which

would be expected had the listeners ignored the profile infor-

The procedure was the same as that employed in experi- mation and used only the information in the contralateral
ment 1 with a few important exceptions. All stimuli were ear to which the single sinusoidal component was presented.
generated and presented via an IBM-PC which also con- If such were the case and the listener ba-ed his/her decision
trolled the experimental timing and collection of responses. on the interval containing the more intense tone, then one
The stimuli were played through a 12-bit D/A at a sampling could calculate that the expected threshold, given the 20-dB
rate of 14.286 kHz and were low-pass filtered at 10 kHz.' random variation in overall level, would be - 3 dB (Green,
The duration of each stimulus was 200 ms with a 5-ms, cos 2  1986). The average dichotic threshold is about 7 dB lower
rise/decay ramp. The frequency of the signal was I kHz. than this value.
Detection was measured as a function of the number of com- On the one hand, one would not expect the dichotic
ponents in the multicomponent background. thresholds to increase as the number of components in the

Each trial consisted of two 500-ms observation intervals profile is increased beyond some critical value because the
separated by 300 ms. The first 250 ms of each observation "flat" profile (except for the component at the signal fre-
interval contained a visual warning display on the IBM's queny) was presented to one ear and the component to
monitor. Feedback was provided for 400 ms. Eighteen esti- which the signal was added was presented, in isolation, to the
mates of threshold were obtained for each listener and condi- contralateral ear. Thus there was no opportunity for peri-
tion. pheral masking to degrade performance as was true for the

Signals were presented either diotically as in experiment diotic conditions, and the data are consistent with such ex-
I, or dichotically. When the dichotic configuration was em- pectations.
ployed, the "fiat" profile (except for the component at the On the other hand, if profile information could be com-
signal frequency) was presented to one ear and the compo- bined across ears without loss, as the number of components
nent to which the signal was added was presented, in isola- increased from some small number, dichotic thresholds
tion, to the contralateral ear. Three paid observers with nor- would be expected to decrease in a manner similar to that
mal hearing (who had not participated in the previous observed for the diotic thresholds. Further-more, because
experiments) participated in this experiment, this process would not be limited by masking, the dichotic

thresholds could, theoretically, decline to som,- asymptotic
value at or below that obtained in the most sensitive of diotic

5. Results and discussion conditions. This, clearly, ,was not the case.

Figure 5 displays the results for the diotic and dichotic That the dichotic thresholds do not decline as the num-
conditions. The data for the diotic conditions are quite simi- ber of components is increased beyond five appears to sug-
lar to those presented in Fig. I and, like those data, exhibit a gest that there is some limit to the extent to which profile
minimum at 21 components. The dichotic thresholds are information can be combined across ears, which renders
larger than the diotic for all numbers of components tested further increases in the number of components ineffective.
and do not exhibit any pronounced minimum. Indeed, they Why this is so remains obscure.
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In summary, the data of Fig. 5 do not appear to consti- IV. GENERAL DISCUSSION
tute a strong test of the extent to which profile analysis is We have stated that profile analysis, or the detection of a
mediated by peripheral and/or central processes. It may be change in spectral shape, appears to be a "global" process
the case that if central processes are involved, then they are that relies on simultaneous comparisons across a wiue range
limited by the efficiency with which information across the of independent frequency channels. Experiments I and 2
ears can be combined, a process that, presumably, precedes were designed to yield independent estimates of the band-
the determination of spectral shape, width of rhese channels, what we have called the "'resolution

Webandwidth." The estimate of 160 Hz around kHz, obtaed
about 7-9 dB lower than those obtained by Green and Kidd bndwit Th istite of h aund l-z, a(198), ho tilzed siila prsenatio wih 3and21- in experiment 1, is consistent with the accepted values of a( 1983), who utilized a similar presentation with 3- and 2 1!- critical bandwidth, and thus supports our contention that
component backgrounds. These investigators also found crbnth n thusrsupeorsr c ith atperorm-cewit dihotc simli o b sustatialy nfei- the decrements in performance observed with increasing
perform ce with dichotic stimuli to be substantially inferi- spectral density (Fig. I ) are, in fact, due largely to masking.
or to that obtained with diotic stimuli. However, it is unclear bandwidth
to what extent the discrepancy between the dichotic thresh- around 1 kHz, yielded by the data of experiment 2, was some

olds obtained by Green and Kidd and those obtained by us a5o 2 t iel ed iha ata in experien hs

was influenced by their listeners having received substantial 1.5 to 2 times larger than that obtained in experiment 1. This

prior experience with the diotic presentations. disparity leads us to speculate that the tasks of detecting an

We also considered how binaural interactior may have increment to a single component in a "'flat," multicompon-

influenced otir dichotic thresholds. From the viewpoint of ent background and that of discriminating a "rippled" from

the majority of models of binaurarhearing (see" for example, a "flat" spectrum differ in ways that are quite complex. One

Colburn and Durlach, 1978), one prerequisite for binaural may not be able to simply extrapolate from one to the other.

interaction is the presence of energy in corresponding fre- This finding is not unique and, in one respect, these data

4ucncy ~ or cianie6 ai die two ears; i.e., neural events are consistent with those obtained in an earlier investigation
can only be compared across pairs of fibers with similarwere un-
characteristic frequencies s able to predict listeners' ability to discriminate flat from rip-

Recall that for our dichotic stimuli, the 1-kHz signal pled spectra on the basis of their sensitivity to changes in the
intensity of a single component unless we assumed that per-component was absent from the ear which contained the formanceintheformertaskwasmediatedbyasmallnumber

multicomponent background. To the extent that compo- ofwdlspcdhansarsstepcruaocuin

nents in the profile which surrounded the l-kHz region fell wwidely spaced channels across the spectrum, a conclusion

within a common "binaural critical band" with the l-kHz which is entirely consistent with the data obtained in the
present study. One way in which an effectively small numbercomponent in the opposite ear, binaural interaction could of channels may be produced is if the channels are not lade-

occur. If such were the case, the listener could, theoretically,

detect the presence of the signal by comparing the interaural pendent but rather are correlated in a manner suggested by
detetthe dprities ofthesinlbycomn the interDurga Durlach et al. (1986). Regardless of the mechanism, it isintensitive disparities (liDs) in the two intervals. During a difficult to understand why the number of effective channels
signal interval, the lID would favor (relatively) the ear for detecting the presence of spectral ripple is smaller than
which contained the 1-kHz component to which the incre- that which appears to be utilized when the task involves de-

ment was added. This logical possibility exists regardless of t

the fact that the waveforms in each l-kHz peripheral filter tecting increments to a single component. The data from
would not be highly correlated. Thresholds for lids have experiment I show that thresholds continue to decline as the

been shown to be as small as 0.4 dB ( - 26.5 dB, using our number of components is increased from 3 to 21, a fact which
dependent measure) with interaurally uncorrelated signals suggests that, for that task, there are many more than five or(Nuetzel, 1982). so effective bands.

(ueelihod 1 . aIt is difficult to understand why the effective bandwidth
The likelihood that a listener could utilize such a cue i hs w ak ast ifrs et eaecr

would increase as the number of components in the profile, in these two tasks appears to differ so greatly. We are cur-
rently in the process of investigating, in greater detail, the

and thus the proximity of components to the l-kHz region nature of these two tasks.
increased. For example, in the case of the three-component The results of experiment 3, like the data of Green and
complex, the "profile" channel contained the frequencies Kidd (1983), suggest that although spectral analysis can be
200 Hz and 5 kHz. There is little possibility that either of achieved using information across ears, performance is infe-
these components could interact binaurally with the l-kHz rior to that obtained with diotic stimuli. However, our di-
component in the opposite ear regardless of the value of the chotic thresholds were somewhat smaller than those ob-
"binaural critical band" one chooses to accept (e.g., Bour- tamed by Green and Kidd. The present data do not support
bon, 1966; Sever and Small, 1979; Sondhi and Guttman, the notion that listeners were utilizing any binaural cues. In
1966). In contrast, for the 8 I-component complex, the com- future publications we will report how binaural cues may
ponents closest to I kHz in the "profile" ear are 960 and 1041 affect the discrimination of spectral shape when a variety of
Hz, which lie within accepted values of a critical bandwidth. dichotic configurations is employed.

The data of Fig. 5 do not support the notion that listen-
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Detection of simple and complex changes of spectral shape
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In most of the previous studies (see Green, 1987) concerning the detection of a change in
spectral shape, or "profile analysis," the listener's task was to detect all increment to a single
component of an otherwise cqual-amplitude, multicomponent background. An important
theoretical issue is whether listeners' sensitivity to more complex spectral changes can be
predicted frons these results. In the present investigation, the sensitivity of a single group of
listeners to a wide variety of simple and complex spectral changes was determined. After
collecting the data, it was noted that almost all the thresholds could be predicted by a simple
calculation scheme that assumed detection of a change in spectral shape occurs when the
addition of the signal to the fnat, multicomponent background produces a sufficient difference
in level between only two regions of the spectrum. Unfortunately, this scheme, while successful
for our limited set of data, fails to account for other "profile" data, namely, those obtained
when the number of components is altered.

PACS numbers: 43.66.Fe, 43.66.Ba, 43.66.Jh

INTRODUCTION ed diotically over TDH-50 earphones to three listeners with
A number of previous publications by Green and his normal hearing, who were seated in separate sound-treated

colleagues (see Green, 1987, for a review) have described rooms.

listeners' ability to detect changes in spectral shape, a pro- A two-alternative, forced-choice procedure was used.

cess termed "profile analysis." In most of those studies, the Each trial consisted of two 100-ms observati6i intervals sep-

standard or background stimulus consisted of a number of arated by 500 ms. Intervals were marked by a visual display

equal-amplitude componcrts spaced at equal logarithmic in- at the listener's response box. Feedback was provided for 200

tervals in frequency. The signal, when added to the standard, ms after the listener responded.

produced a change in this spectrum, an increment to a single During one observation interval, the multicomponent

component of the multicomponent background. Thus a background was presented. All components ofthis standard

common spectral change was simply a "bump" in the other- were equal in amplitude. The other interval contained the [
wise fiat spectrum. standard plus the signal. The signal altered the amplitude of

An important theoretical issue is whether listencra' sen- one or more components of the standard and occurred with
sitivity to more complex spectral changes can be predicted equal a priori probability in the first or second interval.

from their sensitivity to increments to a single component of The level of the signal was varied adaptively in order to

a 21-component background. While some limited attempts estimate the level that would produce79.4% correct (Levitt,

to address this question have been made in the past (Green, 197 1): The level was decreased by 4 dB following three cor-

1986), we wished to address it more thoroughly by deter- rect responses and increased by 4 dB following one incorrect

mining the sensitivity of a single group of listeners to a wide response. After four "reversals," this step size was reduced

variety of simple and complex spectral changes. By doing so, to 2 dB. Trials were run in blocks of 50 and each run pro-

we hoped to describe a model that would account for all the duced approximately 10 reversals. Threshold was defined as

data. Although a simple calculation scheme predicts the the mean of the signal level across the last even number of I-
present data rather well, it clearly fails as a general model of reversals, excluding the first four. Twenty-four such esti-

profile analysis. mates were obtained for each listener and condition. The
mean of these estimates, averaged across listeners, is the de-

I GENERAL PROCEDURE pendent variable in all these experiments.

In all the experiments described below, the stimuli were The overall level of the stimuli was varied over a 20-dB
2 1-component complexes with equal logarithmic frequency range in I-dB steps. A value was chosen randomly on each
spacing between adjacent components. The lowest frequen- and every presentation in order to preclude the listeners'
cy was 200 Hz; the highest was 5000 1-1z. basing theirjudgments on absolute level rather than on spec.

All stimuli were generated and presented via a PDP tral shape. The median level was 50 dB SPL per component.
11/73, which also controlled the experimental timing and Sensitivity to a change in the spectrum is reported as the
the collection of responses. The stimuli were played through ratio in dli of the level of the signal to the level of the corre-
16-bit D/A's at a sampling rate of 25 kllz and were low.pass sponding component or components In the background, For
filtered at 10 kltz. Tho durstion of each stimulus wes 100 ma eample, IF the amplitude of the signal component were
with 10-ms cos riso/decay ramps, The stimuli ware present- equal to that of the corresponding component in the back-
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ground, then we say the signal-to-background ratio is 0 dB. the mean computed across the data from all listeners. The
If the signal changes the amplitude of nore than one compo- dotted line represents the thresholds estimated by Green et
nent, we report the root-mean-square (rms) amplitude of a!. (1987) in an extensive study of the effects of the frequen-
the signal re; the standard amplitude. cy or the signal.

Our average data indicate that the listeners were most
II. EXPERIMENT i: SINGLE-INCREMENT THRESHOLDS sensitive to increments in the middle region of the spectrum.

As noted in Sec. I, we wished to determine whether lis- Thresholds differed by less than 2.5 dl for the 525-, 1000-,

teners' sensitivity to complex changes in spectral shape and 1903-11z signals. The greatest sensitivity was observed
could be predicted from their sensitivity to increments of a with the 1000--lz signal, which yielded a threshold of

single component in a "flat," multicomponent background. - 15.75 dB. The 234- and 4256-Hz signals yielded some-

The first problem one encounters is that previous data what poorer thresholds of - 7.58 and - 10.51 d[, respec-
(Green t at., 1987) indicate that the detectability of an in- tively.
crement to a single component in the spectrum vaj its greatly These data are entirely consistent with those obtained
asa functionofthefrequencyofthecomponent. Whythis is previously (Green and Mason, 1985; Green et al., 1987).
so is an interesting issue in itself. The result has been known Note that Green et al. used a two-down, one-up adaptive
for some time (Green and Mason, 1985), but, as yet, we procedure that estimates the level of the signal that would
know of no satisfactory theoretical explanation for its exis- yield 70.7% correct. In the present study, we employed a
tence. three-down, one-up procedure that estimates the level for

The data obtained in this first experiment served as a 79.4% correct. Thus our listeners are, on average, somewhat
basis for predicting listeners' sensitivity to complex changes more sensitive than those who participated in the previous
in spectral shape. In addition, obtaining these data allowed study. Because d' is approximately proportional to the ener-
us to deteimine whether the performance for this particular gy of the signal (Green et al., 1987), the difference is equiva-
group of listeners was typical of that observed for the many lent to a change in signal level of about 3.6 dB.
listeners who have been tested previously. The thresholds reported above are for the simplest spec-

The standard was composed of 21 equal-amplitude tral manipulation, tie addition of at increment to a single
components ranging from 200--5000 lIz spaced equally dis- component of an otherwise flat, multicomponent back-
tant on a logarithmic scale of frequency. The signal consisted ground and have established that our listeners' data are typi-
of an in-phasp addition to a single component of the stan- cal of those obtained previously. We now turn our attention
dard. Five different frequencies were selected for the signal: to a series of experiments in which we measured listeners'
234, 525, 1000, 1903, andl 4256 liz. The frequency of the sensitivity to more complex spectral manipulations.
signal was fixed during a block of trials.

Ill. EXPERIMENT 2A: STEP SPECTRA
A. Results and discussion In this experiment, the standard was composed of the

The data are presented in Fig. 1. The frequency of the equal-amplitude, 21-component background. The signal
signal is plotted logarithmically along the abscissa; signal caused a change in the amplitude distribution of the compo-
threshold in dl is displayed along the ordinate. Each point nents over the entire frequency range. Two types of change
represents the mean of the thresholds obtained from the were studied. In the "step-up" condition, the amplitudes of
three listeners. I he error bars represent the standard error of all components above some critical frequency were in-

creased by the same amount while, below that frequency, the
amplitudes were decreased by the same amount. At the criti-

- I cal frequency, what we call the "step frequency," the ampli-
S-tude was left unaltered. In the "step-down" condition, the

same procedure was employed but the frequency scale was
d> reversed. Five frequencies, the same as those employed in

-10 - experiment 1, were chosen as the step frequencies. c

Is.

o-2 - A. Results and discussion a
-25 Figure 2 displays the average thresholds for the step-up n

........ s00(triangles) and step-down (inverted triangles) signals as a
FREQUENCY [Hz) function of the step frequency. It is important to note that, c,

for these signals, as well as for those described below, we p,

FIG. I. Threshold for detection ofan incremeni on a ai;r.n,, emponent CS& have plotted the rms level of the signal re: the amplitude ofr a,
multieomponent background as a function or the frequ,-ncy of the compo. single component in the background. The solid line repre- bt
nent. Circles represent thresholds aseraged acros listeners. Error bars rep- sents our calculated thresholds and will he discussed later, as be
resent the standird error or the mean computed across the data from all will the data from the other experimental conditions that sit
listeners. The dotted line represents data obtained by Oreen ft al. 11987). appear in tic left-hand pot tion of tie graph.
Note that a three-down, one-up procedure (79.4% correct) was employed ap
in the present study, whereas a two-down, one.up procedure (70.7% cot. The data of Fig. 2 are similar to those of Fig. I in that a ell
reet) was employed in the previous study. change in spectral shape appears lo be most detectable when Ira
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- .- B. The two-channel, level-difference calculator
In attempting to explain quantitatively the step-up/I10 - step-down data, we considered a simple calculation scheme

1 -ts that assumes detection of a change in spectral shape occurs
-2o when the addition of the signal to the flat rnulticomponentbackground produces a reliable and sufficient difference in
-25 level between only two regions of the spectrum. The single-
-9o increment data of Fig. I were used as the basis for our calcu-_.-_30. .. . , , t lations.

200 1000 5000 Assume a level, x, (i = 1,2,...,21 ), is measured in each
FRECUENCY tMtz of 21 frequency channels (corresponding to the frequencies

of the discrete components of our stimuli). Each of these
FIG. 2. Data and predictions for experiment 2. Average thresholds for step- measures is assumed to be contaminated by independent
up (triangles) and step-dov n (inverted triangles) are plotted as a function Gaussian noise with mean zero and variance a-,. Thus each
of the frequency of the step. Error bars represent the standard error of the
mr'an computed across the data for all listeners. The solid line represents x, is assumed to have a normal distribution with mean in,
predictions from the calculation scheme. Obtained and predicted thresh. and variance o-2. In a given experiment, two channels, iandj,
aids for tilt-up (squares), tilt-down (circles), and alternation (diamonds) are selected and the decision is based on the difference in
are displayed in the left portion of the graph. Open symbols represent ob- l , ) between only those two channels on each and 4
tained thresholds; solid symbols represent predictions derived from the cal.- ee x ,)btvc nytoetocanl nec n

culation %cheme. every presentation.
When the equal-amplitude standard is presented,

n = in for all channels and, therefore, in, - ,. = 0 for all
i,j. In this case, (x, - xj ) is drawn from a normal distribu-
tion with mean zero and variance (or, + or,).

When the standard plus the signal is presented,
the step occurs in the midfrequencies and is least detectable A = (in, - ij ) and (x, - x, ) is drawn from a normal dis-
at the extremes. Thresholds for the step-up and step-down tribution with mean A and variance ((r, + of). The detect-
conditions were virtually identical for three of the ive fre- ability of the signal cas be expressed as:
quencies tested. The greatest sensitivity was, once again, ob-
tained at I kHz and yielded a threshold of about - 23 d. d t  A (1)
At 4256 Hz, the threshold of -20.5 dlB for step-up was (a + cr) ° s
slightly lower than that of - 17.9 dl obtained with the step-
down signal. A considerably larger discrepancy occurred at To calculate the d' for a given experimental condition,
234 llz where the threshold for step-down was - 15.0 dB, we assume it is maximized over the two combinatorial 21 or
while that for step-up was - 6.0 dl. We will discuss these 210 possible pairs (i atd j) of channels. For many condi-
discrepancies in greater detail after presenting a simple cal- tions, this choice is simple. For example, when the signal
culation scheme for predicting these complex spectral consists ofan increment to a single, say the k th, component,
changes. then nil = in for all i#k. In this case, A = 0 except for

Except for the step-up condition at 234 l iz, the thresh- Ink - m. Because the value of ink - ini is constant regard-
ohls obtained with each step frequency are lower than those lessofthechanncl to whichjcorresponds, d'is maximized by
obtained for single increments at the sanse frequency (Fig. choosingj so that (o2 + o])OS is minimized.
1). An important clue to understanding this difference In order to apply the scheme described above, it was
comes front consideration of the changes in level produced necessary to estimate a single parameter-the variance asso-by addito g m e signal to the stacidard for each case. cated with the l-kHz channel. Because the l-kilz signal .4

In the case of an increment to a single component of an (signal I I) yielded the lowest threshold, the channel con-
otherwise flat, multicomponent background, if the level of taining this frequency must be assumed to have the smallest II
the signal re: the component to which it is added is - 15 dB, variance. We denote its standard deviation as a,. Therefore,
a relative increase of 1.42 dB is produced at the frequency of consistent with the strategy for maximizing d' described
the signal. In the case of a step signal, recall that the compo- above, when a single increment occurs at any of the 20 fre-
nents below the step frequency are decreased (increased), quencies other than I kHz, the level in its channel is com-
while those above the step frequency are increased (de- pared to that at I kHz. Once the value for or, (corresponding
creased). In that case, a - 15-dB signal will cause the com- to the 100-Hz channel) is chosen, then all the o,'s corre-
ponents that are incremented to be raised 1.42 dB above the sponding to each of the other frequencies are determined,
nominal background level and those that are decremented to because, for each other frequency, d b and A are known.
be lowered by 1.7 d. The total diffcrence in levei then would Tle value ofo'1 was calculated in an iterative fashion by
be 3.12 dB, a larger difference than that obtained for the minimizing the rns er ror ofour calculated thresholds for all
single increment. The reader should note tiat the random 21 signal conditions presented in these experiments. The val-
variation of the level of presentation within and across trials ue of d', at threshold, is 1.16, which corresponds to 79.4%
encourages the listener to compare the relative levels in spec- correct level of performance estimated by our adaptive task.
Iral regions above and below the step frequency. The value of o, determined by the iteration, was 0.854 dlB. "
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The exact value of this constant does not have a very large scheme. If one were to ignore the notion of different magni-
effect on the predicted thresholds because o'j is the smallest tudes of variance affecting the measurement of level on each
standard deviation among all 21 channels. Thus, in calculat- channel then, clearly, the two channels that would yield the
ing a d' value, the other standard deviation, or, tends to greatest difnerence in level would be those at the extremes of
dominate [see Eq. (I)I. the spectrum-200 and 5000 Hz. As shown by Eq. (I ), how-

Using the o,,s so derived, linear interpolation was used ever, the maximal d' m',olves a trade-off between difference
to estimate o,,'s for frequencies other than the five for which in level and the inherent variability of its measurement. Ac-
data were obtained and thresholds for the step stimuli were cording to the scheme, d' is maximized for the tilt-up spec-
calculated. The results of these calculations are represented trum when the difference in level between the 6th (447 Hz)
by the solid line in Fig. 2. and 21st (5000 Hz) components is employed. For tilt-down,

As Fig. 2 shows, the results of the calculations fit the d' is maximized when the 7th (525 Hz) and 21st channels are
data quite closely except for the thresholds obtained with the used. The thresholds reported above, which are within 0.4
step-up signal at 4256 arid 234 Hz. Our analysis predicts dB of those actually obtained, were based on tie use of these
that, for all frequencies, step-np and step-down thresholds differences in level. c
should be identical. As mentioned earlier, this was clearly
not the case for step frequencies of 4256 and 234 Hz. While V. EXPERIMENT 2C: ALTERNATING SPECTRUM
the relatively small discrepancy at 4256 lIz may be due to In this experiment, we employed a signal essentially
random variation in the data, the large disparity between the identical to that used by Green and Kidd ( 1983). The signal
step-up and step-down thresholds at 234 Hz cannot be dis- was such that, when it was added to the background, it t0
missed so easily. This trend, which occurred for all three caused successive components to be alternately incremented R
listeners, also occurred for another group of listeners who and decremented. qi
were run previously in a pilot experiment. We know of no sp
logical explanation for its existcnce.

A. Results and discussion th

The average threshold of - 21.7 dB obtained for this of
IV. EXPERIMENT 2B: TILTED SPECTRA condition is plotted as the open diamond in Fig. 2. This value Sta

Once again, the standard or background consisted of the is about 6 dB lower than that obtained for the single incre- riF
eqnal-amplitude, 2 I-component profile. Two different sig- ment (experiment I ) at I kliz. Green and Kidd ( 1983) also Stu
nals were used; each contained the same 21 components as measured a 6-dB difference for these two conditions. ad,
the standard. The addition of the signal to the standard pro- Our calculated threshold of - 21.8 dB for the alternat- res
duced a spectrum that either tilted tip or down about the ing spectrum is plotted as the solid diamond in Fig. 2. Once dut
cUntral, 1-kllz, component. In the first case, the addition of again, our calculations were based on the assumption that
the signal to the standard caused the amplitude of each detection ofa change in spectral shape occurs when the addi- ma
successive component to increase linearly with component tion of the signal to the flat, multicomponent background con
number. In the second case, the amplitude of each successive produces a reliable and sufficiently large difference in level bec
componctit decreased with component number. fy varying between only two regions of the spectrum. For the alternat- thni
the relative level of the signal with respect to the standard, ing spectrum, the difference in level between any two adja- valt
we %%ere able to vary the magnitude or slope of the spectral cent components is identical. Recall, however, that these dif- sign
tilt. We should note that the "tilt" was linear on a pressure or ferences are most detectable in the l-kHz region. Therefore, ami
amplitude scale. That is, it was not linear in dB. For the small the difference in level between only two components in this
amplitudes of the signal required for detection by our listen- frequency region is used in calculating the threshold.
crs, however, the tilt was, in fact, essentially linear in dB as Once more the calculation scheme provides an easy way B. R
well as amplitude. The listener's task was to discriminate the to understand why this result occurs. The level of the signal
flat from the tilted spectra. Separate thresholds were esti- required for detection of a change in spectral shape is 6 dB t h re!
mated for both the positive and negative tilts. less in the case of the alternating spectrum than for a single rippl

increment. Again, the essence of the explanation is that the ' yield
A. Results and discussion addition of the signal to the background produces simulta- u.

; I ues.
The results for the tilt-up and tilt-down stimuli are dis- neously both increments and decrements to the flat back- Gree

played in Fig. 2 as the open qnares and circles, respectively, ground. Hence, a given level of the signal produces a greater ' -

T here is little difference in the thresholds for the two condi- dB difference between two regions of the spectrum and a value
tions, with tilt-down yielding a slightly lower threshold of larger d' than does a single increment. What is counterintui- w wher,
- 18.8 dl as compared to - 17.5 dB obtained for tilt-tip. tive about this account is that the use of only a single differ- dictec
Our calculated thresholds for the tilt stimuli are shown by ence in level describes the data despite the opportunity for slight
the open and closed circles. As Fig. 2 indicates, our calculat- many such comparisons-ten independent pairs ofcompari- pies is
ed values of - 17.9 and - 18.9 dB for the tilt-up and tilt- sons for the alternating spectrum. as the
down conditions, respectively, mirror this trend and are Valle
within 0.4 dB of the thresholds obtained. VI. EXPERIMENT 3:SINUSOIDALLY RIPPLED SPECTRA space(

These tilted spectra provide perhaps the most illistra- In this experiment, the signal produced a sinusoidal -. compa
tive demonstration of the operation of the calculation change in the amplitudes of the flat profile. That is, the addi- . narrov
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tion of the signal produced what we refer to as a "sinusoidal- TABLE I. Obtained and predicted thresholds (dIS) for the sinusoidally rip-

ly rippled" spectrum. pled spectra.

Number of ripplesA. Procedure Threshold I 5 10

The standrd waveform was the 21-component flat
spectrum that ranged in frequency from 200-5000 Hz with Predicted - 22.2 - 22.8 - 24.7

successive components spaced equally on a logarithmic
scale. The addition of the signal produced a power spectrum
whose magnitude varied sinusoidally as a function of the
logarithm of frequency. We measured thresholds for ripples
of I, 5, and 10 cycles, smallest. This leads to increased sensitivity. Interestingly, in

Specifically, the "signal" waveform was produced by the two previous studies mentioned above, this predicted
setting the amplitude of successive components, a(i), ac- trend was obtained. However, in the present study, the low-
cording to the following equation: est obtained threshold occurs at five ripples.

a(i) =sin[2ik(i/Af)] i= 1,2,...,/, VII. GENERAL DISCUSSION

where i is the number cf the component, ranging in this case It is important to note at the outset that two restrictions
from I to 21, a(i) is the amplitude of the itlt component of -,,ere present in all the experimental conditions we have re-
the signal spectrum, and k is the "frequency" of the ripple. pre in alle Firntentandrdosehve rm

ported in this article. First, the standard spectrum fromReco that the first component, i = , corresponds to a fre- which changes in spectral shape were detected was always
qucr'.cy of 200 Iz, and the last componettt, i 21, corre- flat. Second, and probably more important, the standard was
sponds to a frequency of 5000 H~z. defined by a fixed number of components (21). For this set

Tite "depth" of tite ripple resulting from the addition of of restricted conditions, all the ttresholds can be predictedof resticte codiios all stadar thresfold depend beo prediatio
thec signal to the standard wacfortn depends upon the ratio With good accuracy by calculating the difference in level be-
Of the amplitudes of the signal components to those of the tween onlyi tree frequenlcy channels. The rmis difference be-
standard's equal-amplitude components. The depth of the tween the calculated and obtained thresholds is only about
ripple is, of course, nonotonically related to tite signal-to- 2.2 dB; ttat is, the calculations account for slightly greater
sta,'dard ratio. WVe scaled the amaplitude ofthis "signal" and than 80% of the variance across all thresholds obtained. If
ad led each component in-phac (respecting sign) to the cor- the prediction for the step-up signal at 234 l Iz is excluded
repon'ling component of the flat standard spectrum to pro- from the analysis, then the rms difference drops to about 1.2
duce the change in tle spectrum. dB,

It should he noted that, by constructing the signal in the The problem N, ith this approach is its lack of generality, .
manner described above, the rms of the amplitudes across For example, it does not predict tite decrease in threshold
Cr'mponpc;,ts is independlent of the frequency of the ripr, A-, that is observed for sin gle increments as the number of corn-
because the 21 values for any set ofa(i) are tile same; only pogents in the profile is increased from 3 to about 21 tempo-
their order within the set has been changed. If thte maximum p
value for a(i) is one, the rnis value is 0.707. We refer to the ncnts (Green et al, 1984; Green and Mason, 1985; Bernstein
ialtoradar ratio ahrs th e s signal amplitudeto the and Green, 1987). The systematic addition of components
signal-to-standard ratio as the rms signal amplitude to the from 3 to 21 improves detection performance by approxi-amplitude of any component of the standard. mately 13 dB! The standard explanation for this phenome-

non is that, because of integration of information across 4

0. Results and discussion channels, the greater number ofcomponents leads to a better
estimate of the level of the flat spectrum. Such an argument

Tlh rcults are 0hown in Table I. Jlie data indicate that may be correct, but is completely inconsistent %vith the cal-
thresh Idsare fairly constant at about -- 23 dB for the three culation scheme we have used int this article. Consider a sig-
ripple f'equencies tested. The 5-cycle ripple appears to have nal consisting of an increment to the central, I-kliz, compo- i0
yielded slightly better performance than the two other val- nent ofthe 21-component background. The scheme assumes
tics. These data are consistent with those obtained earlier by that such a signal is detected on the basis of the difference in
Green et al. (1987) and by Bernstcin and Green (1987). level between the channel containing the l-klIz component

The calculated thresholds are quite close to the obtained and a single adjacent clannel. Removing all but these two
values. The largest discrepancy occurrs:d at ten ripples components should, in principle, leave detection perfor-
%here the obtained threshold was -- 21 8 (11, while the pr- niance unaffected. The data from previous studies, particu-
dicted threshlcH was -- 24.7 dB. Our calculations exhibit a larly those of Green et al. (1984), demonstrate that this is

6 slight monotonic decrease in threshold as tite number of rip- clearly not the case.
pies is increased front one to ten. This is due to the fact that, The comparison of these two sets of results leads to a
as the number of ripples increases, the spectral "peaks" and paradox. On the one hand, if the signal is a single increment
"valleys" increase in number and brc-anse more closely at I kttz, then the results indicate that components far re-
spaced. Thus the two frequency channels whose levels are moved from the frequency of the signal enhance the detect-

t compared to produce the maximal d' fall in at increasingly ability of this increment. On tile other hand, when the signal

narrow region around I klz whtere the variances (mb r ) are produceschanges in thestandard that ar widely distributed
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act ?s the spectrumt, such is in the case of the alternating or within a single channel is relevant despite the fact that many
ripple spectra, only two components of the signal appear to channels may exhibit a change, a process not unlike that
cnltributc to its detection. I short, it appears that the entire which we have proposed. Florentine and Duus (1981) have
spectrum contributes to an estimate of the flat, standard suggested an alternative version of Zwicker's model in which
spectra, but only two channels contribute to the detection of successive changes in level within several critical bands are
the signal. integrated statistically (vector summation ofd') and used as

Finally, we must compare this calculation scheme with the basis for detecting a change in the intensity of the stimu-
ether models of profile analysis. There are, unfortunately, lhs. As noted previously, Green's application of a similar
few alternatives. Durlach et al. (1986), in a recent article, model to simultaneous discriminations greatly overpredicts
suggest an optimum model to combine information across the data.
different frequency channels. This model, by introducing In summary, we have presented a simple calculation
special assumptions, could be reduced to one that considers scheme that predicts the detectability of complex changes in
only the difference in level between two channels. However, spectral shape. Despite its success for the limited cxperimen-
their general model is considerably more complicated than tal conditions presented in this article, it clearly fails as a
the simple calculation scheme presented here. general model. Understanding the nature of the experimen-

For the restricted conditions of the present experiment, tal restrictions in more detail may suggest ways to modify
our simple calculation scheme provides better predictions the calculation scheme.
than more complicated, and generally more efficient, detec-
tion procedures. As an example, compare the case of the ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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'FREQUENCY' AND THE DETECTION OF SPECTRAL SHAPE CHANGE

David M. Green
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INTRODUCTION

In several recent papers, we have investigated the detection of a
change in spectral shape of a complex auditory signal. The discrimination
task involves a broadband 'standard' spectrum and some alteration of that
spectrum produced by adding a 'signal' to the standard. For most of the
experiments, we have used a standard that is composed of a set of equal-
amplitude sinusoidal components. The standard spectrum is, therefore,

essentially flat. In different experiments, different waveforms have been
added to this standard spectrum to create a change in spectral siipe, and
the detectability of such changes has been measured. A signal commonly
used In these experiments was a single sinusoid added in-phase to some
component of the standard. Since this signal increases the intensity at
only one frequency region, we describe this situation as detecting a
'bump' in an otherwise flat spectrum. One experimental question is wheth-
er a bump at one frequency region is easier to hear than a bump at some
different frequency region. Also, we might consider more complicated
changes in the spectra such as a signal that produces changes in the am-
plitudes of several components of the standard. How well are such altera-

tions of the acoustic spectra detected, and how is the detectability of
these general changes related to the detectahility of an increment at one
frequency?

FREQUENCY EFFECTS

Before reporting on the detectability of mcre complicated signals, we
must begin by determining how changes in the frequency locus of a single,
sinusoidal signal affect the ability to detect a spectral change. The ex-
perimental task is as follows. The standard is a 21-component complex
composed of equal-amplitude sinusoids spaced equally on a logarithmic fre-
quency scale, ranging from 200 to 5000 Hz. The ratio of successive fre-
quencies in the complex is, therefore, 1.175. Such a "uniform" standard
was selected because we may regard the cochlea as a linear receptor array,
where distance along the array is roughly proportional to the logarithm of
sound frequency. Our uniform standard then produces excitation at roughly
equal spatial intervals. We have also tested non-uniform standards with
unequal amplitude or non-uniform frequency spacing between components
(Kidd, Mason, and Green, 1986), but it appears that the detection of an
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increment in a single component of the complex is always more difficult
for those standards than when the same increment is made in the "uniform"

standard.

Before presenting our results, we should make clear one other import-
ant detail of the experimental procedure. To insure that the observers
are actually listening to a change in the shape of the spectrum, rather
than a change in absolute intensity level at some limited frequency
region, we randomly vary the overall level of the sound presented. Each
trial of the two-alternative forced-choice task contains two sound presen-
tations, the standard and signal-plus-standard. The overall level for
each presentation is determined by se]ectiig from a uniform distribution
of amplitude levels, typically having a range of 20 dB, in 1 dB steps.
The median of this distribution in the present experiment is 60 dB SPL,
but the exact value matters little (Mason, Kidd, Hanna, and Green, 1984).
Tbis, the standard might have components presented at a level of 64 dB,
whereas the signal-plus-standard might be presented at an average compon-
ent level of 52 dB. The correct answer is the less intense sound. The
duration of the presentations was about 100 ms, and the onset and offset
have short, 5 ms cosine ramps to diminish audible transients.

Figure I shows data on the detectability of an increment in a single
component of the uniform standard at several different signal frequencies.
The abscissa is the frequency of the signal, that is, the frequency of the

Sj -14

-

200 1000 8000

FREOUENCY IN Hz

Fig. 1. Threshold for a spectral bump as a function of frequency.

component that is added in-phase to the corresponding component of the
standard. The ordinate is the threshold for that signal as determined in
a two-alternative forced-choice task. The signal is adapted in level

using a two-down, one-up rule and thus estimates a 0.707 probability of
being correct. The value plotted as the threshold is the ratio of the
signal amplitude to the amplitude of that component of the standard in
decibels. If the signal amplitude is one-eighth the amplitude of the com-
ponent of the standard at threshold, then the threshold value is about
-18 dB. This value corresponds to a Weber fraction of 1.03 dB. This
value appears to be near the minimum of the data shown in Fig. 1. At fre-
quencies lcwer or higher than about 1000 Hz, the signal becomes a bit more
difficult to hear, but the effects of frequency are not very great. Only
at the highest frequency tested, 4256 Hz, is the threshold elevated by
more than five dB.

We should also make clear that this minimum at the middle frequency

region depends both on the absolute frequency value and the relative posi-
tion of the increment within the complex spectrum. Other experiments have
shown a minimum in the function at lower frequencies for a complex occupy-
ing a frequency range 200 to 2000 Hz. The minimum, however, is not
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solely dependent on context: absolute frequency value is also important.
Tal If the complex consists of frequencies ranging frum 1000 to 10,000 Hz, the

smallest threshold occurs when the signal is presented at the lowest fre-
quency component (Green, Onsan, and Forrest, 1986).

rt- I

For the remainder of this paper, we will consider more complicated
alterations in this standard spectrum. The standard spectrum will always
occupy the frequency range from 200 to 5000 Hz. For this frequency range,

h Fig. I shows that changes in such spectra are approximately equal in de-
2n- tectability as long as the frequency of such a change is less than

3000 Hz.

SINUSOIDAL VARIATION IN THE SPECTRA
I.

One way to learn something about the mechanisms responsible for
1- detecting these alterations in the acoustic spectra is to use sinusoidal

changes in the power spectra and to vary the frequency at which the sinu-
soidal variation occurs. Because our spectra are defined at only a finite
number of points, the 21 frequencies of the components of our standard
spectra, we can alter the frequency variation only over a limited range.

e Figure 2 shows how we carried out this experimental manipulation. The
S. spectrum displayed at the left of the diagram shows a signal that produces
he a single cycle of sinusoidal variation over the amplitude of our succes-

sive components. Recall that the frequencies of the components are
equally spaced along a logarithmic frequency axis. The next spectrum
shows two cycles of variation. As the frequency of variation is
increased, we finally reach the spectrum shown on the right side of the
figure. In this spectrum, successive components alternately increase or
decrease in amplitude, and no higher rates of variation can be achieved.

SYCLE WOCCEs TEN CYCLES

I I 3 i S 3 3 5 ? , 33 5I 3 [? I I 3 $ 7 S II 3| Ii 33 35 23

COMPONENT M ER COMPONENT BER COMPONENT NUMbER

Fig. 2. Three different frequencies, k, of sinusoidal variation.

The following equation expresses how the variation was achieved. Let a[i]
be the amplitude of the ith component of the signal spectra, where i
ranges from the first component, a frequency of 200 Hz, to the last compo-
nent, M. In this experiment M-21, and the frequency of the last component
is 5000 Hz. We set the amplitude of the ith component as follows:

a[ij - sin ( 2 * pi * k * i/M) i = 1,2..M Eq. I

where k represents the 'frequency' of the variation in the amplitude spec-
tra (k-1,2..10). If we scale the amplitude of this 'signal' and add each
component in-phase to the corresponding component of the 'standard' com-
plex, in which each component is equal in amplitude, we produce the change
in spectral shape shown in Fig. 2. We speak of this variation in ampli-
tude as producing a ripple in the spectrum and refer to the parameter, k,
as the frequency of the ripple.

Before presenting the results, we should make some general comments
on this method of constructing the rippled spectrum and how changes in the
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frequency parameter, k, affect various parameters of the resulting
spectrum. First, the root-mean-square (rms) of the amplitudes across the
21 components of the signal is independent of k, the frequency of the
ripple. If the maximum value of a[i] is unity, this rms value is 0.707.
This value is independent of k because for any frequency of ripple, the 21
values for the set a[i] are the same; only their order is changed. This
is true because of the modular nature of the sine function. Thus, the
value of any function whose domain is the set of 21 amplitude values,
a[i], is independent of k, the frequency of the ripple. Next, we should
note that a cosine ripple can be achieved by using the cosine rather than
the sine function in Eq. 1. Naturally, the cosine ripple has the same rms
amplitude as the sine ripple, and that value is also independent of the
frequency of the ripple, k.

To construct the ripple spectrum actually presented to the listeners,
we first scale the signal and add it, in-phase, to the components of the
standard spectrum. The depth of the resulting ripple depends on the ratio
of the amplitude of the signal components to the amplitude of the standard
components. The components of the standard spectrum are all equal in am-
plitude. It is convenient to use the rms amplitude of the 21-signal com-
ponents as our measure of signal amplitude. We will then refer to the
signal-to-standard ratio, meaning the ratio of the rms signal amplitude to
the amplitude of any component of the standard. Obviously, the depth of
the ripple produced in the resulting spectra is monotonic with this
signal-to-standard ratio. The spectra shown in Fig. 2, for example, were
constructed with a signal-to-standard ratio of 0.1414.

Finally, we should note that, for any signal-to-standard ratio, the
sum of the difference in amplitude between successive components increases
monotonically with k. This occurs simply because the difference in ampli-
tudes between successive components approximates the derivative of ati]
(see Eq. 1) which is proportional to k. Thus, the larger the values of k,
the more ragged the spectra, and, if we measure raggedness as the rms dif-
ference between the amplitude of successive components, it changes from
0.21 to 1.41 as k changes from I to 10.

RESULTS

Table 1 presents the data on the threshold for changes in the

spectra, using either sine or cosine ripples and different values of k.
The threshold for the signal is measured in terms of the signal-to-stand-
ard ratio and is nearly constant and independent of k, the frequency of
the ripple. Different changes in spectral shape produced by either the
sine or cosine version of Eq. 1, for all frequencies of ripple, are equal-
ly detectable. With the exception of a single point, the k-9 cosine
ripple, the thresholds are within 2 dB of the same value, namely, -24 dB,
for all the conditions tested.

This is a most unusual result in sensory psychophysics. In almost
all studies of sensory systems, some change in the modulation transfer
function with frequency is evident. In this study, the modulation trans-
fer function is essentially flat. Obviously, if the total number of com-
ponents in the standard signal were increased, then one would reach a
point where the high frequency variation was not evident. This point

would occur when successive components fell within the same critical band
and, hence, could not be resolved. This result would indicate a simple
low-pass filter behavior for the system and is consistent with the fact
that the frequency resolution for the ear is limited.
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Table 1. Average threshold value for different frequencies of ripple.
Entry is signal rms to standard ratio in dB.

Frequency 1 3 5 7 9 mean
of Ripple, 2 4 6 8 10
k

Sine -24.6 -24.0 -24.6 -23.9 -25.0
-24.6 -24.5

Cosine -24.1 -23.8 -24.7 -25.7 -29.3
-23.0 -23.2 -25.7 -23.0 -22.8 -24.5

Our results were obtained with 21 components. The ratio of the fre-
quencies of successive components is 1.175. Thus, presumably, each compo-
nent falls in a separate critical band. If neighboring critical bands
were linked with an excitatory center and inhibitory surround, as a simple
lateral inhibition model might suggest, then we would expect to see better
thresholds at some frequencies of ripple than at others. Our results
imply that the local interactions between different critical bands produce
no apparent resonance as a function of the frequency of ripple. It is un-
likely that finer frequency spacing between the components of the standard
will reveal such resonance, because we are nearing the frequency resolu-
tion limits of the cochlear array, the critical band. Our spacing is al-
ready narrower than one might expect for a lateral inhibition network. If
we look at physiological studies of inhibition, then we find that the in-
hibitory side bands are at least one or two critical bands away from the
central components (Sachs and Kiang, 1968).

Before leaving these results, we should also compare the detection
of these ripple signals to the detection of a change in amplitude of a
single component of the standard, a spectral bump. As the results indi-
cate, the thresholds for the two signals are about 6 dB apart; the thresh-
old for the single bump is -18 dB, whereas the threshold for ripple is -24
dB. This difference is far short of what one might expect on the basis of
several models. Perhaps the simplest idea is to assume that a rippled
change in a spectrum is easier to detect than a change in amplitude of a
single component, because the rippled change allows one the opportunity to
combine the output of several independent channels. The standard way to
combine such channels, assuming statistical independence, predicts that
the combined detectability (d' ) will equal the square root of the sum of
the squares of the detectabiliies for each separate channel (d' ). Since
there are 21 separate components, this leads to the expectation that the
combined detectability will be

(21); * 0.707 - 3.23

better than the detectability of the single channel. The factor 0.707
arises because it is the average amplitude of the signal in a rippled
spectrum compared to the amplitude of the signal for the single component
bump. Since detectability (d') for a single component signal is roughly
proportional to signal voltage, not power, that factor translates to a
difference of about 10 dB, some 4 dB greater than the empirically deter-
mined result. One might, of course, argue that there are not 21 independ-
ent channels but some lesser number, even though the spacing between suc-
cessive components is about two critical bands. To achieve the difference
of 6 dB, however, one must assume that only 8 independent channels are
combined, a value that seems unbelievably low.
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To more fully appreciate the problem inherent in the differences in
detectability of these two spectra, let us consider the Weber fraction at
each component frequency for the two spectral changes, a spectral bump and
a one-cycle ripple. Figure 3 shows a plot of the Weber fraction plotted
as a function of the component numbers, from I to 21, for these two spec-
tral changes. The two threshold values used in constructing these plots
are the average threshold values measured for these two cases.

1.2

( 0

-i~

1 1 0 12 11 Is Is 90
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Fig. 3. DELTA I in dB at each component for two spectral chanees.

The signal-to-standard level is -18 dB for the single-component in-
crement at the eleventh component. This is about the value seen in Fig. I
for single, low-frequency increments in a single sinusoid. The rms
signal-to-standard level is -24.5 dB for the rippled spectrum. This is
the average value found for such rippled spectra; see Table 1. The Weber
fraction for the single-component signal is just over one dB. The rippled

spectrum produces different Weber fractions ranging from about -0.7 to
+0.7 dB. The rms value for the Weber fraction is 0.525 dB for the rippled
spectrum. One does not need to have an elaborate theoretical structure to
be puzzled by the fact that these two patterns of spectral change are
nearly equal in detectability. The combination of two of the larger Weber
fractions for the rippled spectrum will easily exceed the Weber fraction
for the single increment, and the rippled spectrum will have 19 Weber
fractions remaining, 'ne can only conclude that the Weber fractions at
the different component frequencies appear to contribute little to the
detectability of spectral change in the case of the rippled spectra. Nor
does this kind of discrepancy exist only for sinusoidal changes in the
spectrum.

Green, Kidd, and Picardi (1983) measured the detectability of sizable
changes in a 21-component spectrum. They compared the detection of a
single bump at 950 Hz, with a 'downward' or 'upward' step in which all
components above or below 950 Hz were increased or decreased in amplitude.
They also used a rippled spectrum in which alternate components were in-
creased or decreased in amplitude by the same amount. The average differ-
ence in thresholds between the single component change and the change pr-
duced at all 21 components was about 5 or 6 dB. In this case, the 0.707
value does not come into play and the expected difference for a 21-compon-
ent combination is 13 dB. Once again, the obtained difference in thresh-

old is much less than one would expect if the channels could be combined

in an optimum statistical manner.

The preceding analysis is premised on the amplitude of the ripple, or
some similar quantity, being the important stimulus feature. It is easy
to believe, a priori, that it is not the signal amplitude, but rather the
difference in amplitude between successive components that is really
important in detecting the spectral change. This idea suggests that it is
the 'step' created by the elevation of a single component that gives it
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some advantage in detectability that is not enjoyed by the smoother sinu-
it soidal ripples. But this line of argument is mistaken. First, as we ob-
ind served above, the difference between successive components in the sinu-

soidal ripple changed by nearly an order of magnitude as we increased the
ripple frequency. The ragged, high-ripple-frequency spectra are no easier
to detect than the single cycle of sinusoidal variation. Also, as Green
and Kidd found, the total number of steps in the spectra plays essentially
no role in determining the detectability of a spectral change. A single
step, either upward or downward, was not significantly different in de-
tectability from a spectrum that stepped up and down on successive compo-
nents - a 20 step spectrum. We simply do not understand enough about the
process of detecting a spectral change to account for these discrepancies.

LOW FREQUENCY RIPPLE AND MORE DENSE SPECTRAL PATTERNS

Lastly, we report on an experiment in which we varied the number of
components used to define the spectra. A low-frequency ripple was used,
two cycles of variation over the range from 200 to 5000 Hz, either sine or
cosine. The independent variable of the experiment was the number of com-
ponents used to define this low-frequency ripple. The components were
always of equal amplitude for the standard spectrum. For the sine rippled
spectra, the amplitude of the components is given by the Eq. 1. For any
value of the parameter, M, the spectra were constructed so that the ratio
of frequencies between successive components of the pattern was a con-
stant. The specific value of this ratio can be determined from the for-
mula; the ratio, R, is equal to ten raised to the power 1.3979/(M-1).
Thus, for M-81 components, the ratio is 1.041. This means that the near-
est components at 1000 Hz are 1041 and 961 Hz. For M-3, the three compo-
nents of the spectra are 200, 1000, and 5000 Hz. For the three-component
pattern, the ripple was simply an elevation in the 1000 Hz component.

Figure 4 shows the data as a function of M, the number of components

in the spectra. As can be seen, the threshold for the pattern is elevated
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Fig. 4. Threshold for a two cycle ripple as a function of the number
of components in the ripple.

if there are fewer than about 11 components in the spectra. As the number
of components increases, the thresh ld decreases and becomes nearly inde-
pendent of the exact number used. This result can be summarized by saying
that the spectral profile becomes better defined as the number of compo-
nents in the spectrum increases. This result is consistent with some pre-
vious studies where we increased the number of components in the spectral
pattern (Green, Kidd, and Picardi, 1983, and Green, Mason, and Kidd,
1984). In the previous studies, however, the signal was an increment in a
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single component of the spectrum. Once the density of components exceeds
a certain value, the additional components cause masking at the signal
frequency as Green and Mason (1985) have shown. In the present case, the
signal is imposed on all the components of the pattern and no masking can
occur. In this case, the threshold remains constant and independent of
the number of components, once some optimal frequency spacing is exceeded.

SUMMARY

The thresholds for changes In a spectral pattern were measured for
several patterns of change. The frequency of sinusoidal variation in the
spectral pattern has Little, if any, effect on the detectability of such
spectral change, at leasc over the frequency range studied. Th-e is no
evidence of any sort of lteral inhibition network. The density of compo-
nents used to define the sinusoidal pattern plays no role, at least for a
very low frequency of variation. A major puzzle of the experimental find-
ings was the relatively small difference in threshold for the detection of
a sinusoidal change in the spectrum and the detection of an increase in
amplitude of a single component. No explanation of this discrepancy was
completely convincing.
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DISCUSSION

YOST
When the sinusoidal ripple added to a complex sound is on linear frequency
as it is in rippled noise, listeners are as sensitive to detecting the
ripples as they are in the experiments of Green when the ripple is on log
frequency (Yost and Hill, 1978 and Bilsen and Ritsma, 1970). In addition,
results with rippled noise on linear frequency indicate best sensitivity
when the spacing between the spectral peaks is 200 to 500 Hz. Thus, with
linear sinusoidal ripple there is evidence for a resonance that may be the
result of lateral inhibition.
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CARLYON
You rightly conclude from your rippled spectrum experiment that lateral
inhibitory networks do not appear to be operating in the conditions of your
experiment. However, I would like to point out that a lateral inhibitory
model such as Shamma's would not work effectively with your stimuli. This
is because your components are not harmonically related (and therefore have
varying phases), whereas the speech-like stimuli on which Shamma bases his
model are harmonic and have non-random phase. Therefore we can only
conclude that lateral innibitory networks were not influencing your results,
and not that such networks do not operate in other circumstances, such as
when processing speech.
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PROFILE ANALYSIS AND SPEECH PERCEPTION*
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INTRODUC7"")N

There is, unfortunately, a wide gulf between research in
psychoacoustics and research on speech perception. These differences
arise, In part, because of the different objectives of the Investigators.
Understanding how the auditory system functions and understanding
the speech code are different and distinct goals. But there are some
areas and topics where one might expect a communality of interest.
The topics of auditory perception and the limits of certain basic
auditory discriminatian processes are both areas that should enjoy
mutual interest end concern. But, even here, wide differences are
apparent In the way these topics are approached by the speech
scientist and by tho psychoacoustican. These differences are especially
evident in the choice of stimulus materials. The psychoacoustic stimuli
are simple; the speech stimuli are complex. The just-noticeable-
difference in the frequency or the - amplitude of an Isolated pure tone
appears to have little to do with how we recognize differences
between vowels or broadband consonants.

The simplicity of psychoacoustic stimuli is understandable, given
the considerable emphasis placed by that discipline on the control of
stimulus intensity. Psychoacoustic stimuli are presented at specific
sound pressure levels, and considerable time and effort are devoted to
ensuring that these levels fall within some small tolerance. A typical
limit is some fraction of a decibel, since the Weber 1'raction for
intensity of a single sinusoldal stimulus is about I dB. The absolute
sound level of speech, on the other hand, Is seldom a variable of much
concern. Obviously, the sound must be intense enough to ensure that
the listener can hear the utterance. But that condition can be met
over a large intensity range, and 10 or 20 dB differences between
presentation levels may well be regarded as secondary. The reason for
such broad limits is simple to explain: the speech code Involves a
change In spectral composition over time and seldom depends on an
absolute Intensity level. Relative Intensity levels at different regions
of thc zpcctrum, the definlitiuii of peaks and valleys In the spectrum,
arid the frequency region where the energy is present are thought to
be the most important aspects of the speech code. Indeed, intensity

*The research was supported, in part, by a grant from the National
Institute of Health and the Air Force Office of Scientific Research.
Our thanks to Dr. Virginia M. Richards whose extensive comments on
an earlier draft considerably Improved this one.
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level per se is generally not part of the speech code; rather, it is
used to accent or embellish the utterance.

Fhe preceding observations provide sufficient backgrou.'l for
why we find it interesting to study the ability of the human observer
to discriminate, changes in the shape of the speccrum of a complex
auditory stimulus. Such studies, we hope, will provide us with basic
information as to how the auditory sense operates and will begin to
contribute to our understanding of speech perception, which, after all,
is the primary function of the auditory process. In order to understand
our research on the discrimination of changes In spectral shape and, in
particular, how it differs from the previous studies of Intensity
discrimination, we must first consider in some detail the intensity
discrimination task.

Pure Intensity Oiscrimination

In time In frequency

a I p (Ct) . L

FIGURE: 1, Pure Intensity discrimination in which the observer
discriminates a standard stimulus [p~t)] from a scaled version [al*p(t)].
In the frequency domain (right side of the figure), the effect of
scaling is simply to displace the spectrum along the ordinate. The
temporal waveforms (left side) are identical except for the scaling
factor.

Let us first consider the simplest intensity discrimination task,
what we might call "pure" Intensity discrimination. The two sounds
used in the discrimination task are either one pressure wave, p(t), or
a scaled version of that same wave, a*p(t), where the constatnL, a, Is
nr unity. in the frequency domain, the two spectra are simply
dL.,"aced from one another along the ordinate, assuming we have
plotted the spectra on a logarithmic Intensity scale, such as decibels.
The discrimination problem is to select between the two spectra. Pure
intensity discrimination, such as that illustrated in Figure I, may be
contrasted with a different task, that of discriminating a change in
spectral shape, what we call "profile an 'lysis". The stimuli to be
discriminated in this task are illust.rated in Figure 2. The two pressure
waves, Pi(t) and p2(t), may be complotoly unrelated. Since the
waveshapes are different, the spectra of the two sounds will also be
different, as Illustrated In the right hand portion of Figure 2.
Although the shapes of the spectra differ, the Istener might use
differences In intensity at a particular frequency region In order to
achieve the discrimination between the two stimuli. Unless some

P
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special precautions are taken, there is nothing to prevent the listener
from discriminating a change in spectral shape on the basis of some
difference in Intensity at some particular frequency region. Thus, the
experimenter could not, In general, guarantee that the observer's
performance in discriminating a change in spectral shape is in any way
different from discriminating a change In intensity.

Spectral Shape Oiscrimination

In time In frequencu

PI W

i oft

FIGURE 2, Spectral shape discrimination. The stimuli to be
discriminated [pl(t),p2(t)] may be completely unrelated. Thus, In the
frequency domain, their spectral shapes differ. The temporal waveforms
also differ.

The special experimental
manipulation that ensures thz,,
shape, not abs,,jte Intensity, is
the critical cue In the case of
spectral shape discrimination Is

Random Level Variat.ion illustrated in Figure 3. It is
randomizing the overall intensity

In frequency level. On each and every
~ (LI 1 ' presentation of the stimulus, thea level at which they are

presented is chosen at random.
. (Thus, the scale constants, al

"= and a2, are random variables as
the figure indicates. If the
range of these random variables
Is sufficiently large, the scImu!l
heard in the discrimination task

FIGURE 3, Stimuli to be will -clearly differ In Intensity,
discriminated are scaled by and the observer will be forcei
random variables (al, a2) on to compare some other aspect of
each and every presentation to the stimuli to distlngui!h
ensure that discrimination is bttween them. In our case, th,=t
based on spectrral shape rather difforence Is the shape of th'!
than intensity. auditory spectra, The mintmi1

comparison that must be mmdd
to achieve such discrimination Is

that the listener measures the sound levels on two or more di'ferert
parts of the spectra and simultaneously compares them. The absolute
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sound level of these measurements is largely irrelevant, because the
stimuli change in absolute level on each and every presentation.

The differences in the structure of these two discrimination
tasks force the observer to use somewhat different discrimination
processes. In pure-intensity discrimination, the listener must construct
some estimate of absolute intensity level and either compare two such
estimates made at differerl times or compare a single estimate with
some long term standard. In spectral shape discrimination, a
simultaneous comparison of two or more spectral reglons must be
made, and from this comparison an estimate of relative level on any
single presentation is largely Irrelevant, because it is confounded by
the randomization of overall level.

What we would like to do In this paper Is review some of our
research on this topic and especially emphasize what we have learned
about how such spectral comparisons operate. As psychoacousticans,
our primary interest is on how the auditory sense works, but we feel
these experiments may provide some insight about how complex
spectral discriminations are made in speech waveforms.

Procedure and Stimulus Conditions

Before proceeding with a description of the Individual
experiments, let us outline something about the procedure and stimulus
conditions used in the research 9nd why these experimental conditions
were chosen. For almost al! of the studies, we use a multitonal
complex. The stimuli generally .over the speech range, from 200 to
5000 Hz. The frequencies of the individual components are not,
however, harmonic, as they are In speech. The tones are chosen so
that successive components are equally spaced on a logarithmic
frequency axis. Thus, the frequency ratio of successive components Is
a constant. The reason for choosing logarithmic spacing Is as follows.
We know the cochlea achieves a rough Fourier analysis of the stimulus
in which different places along the basilar membrane are maximally
sensitive to different frequencies. Roughly, this linear array Is
arranged so that equal spatial extent Is coded as equal differences in
logarithmic frequency. Our tones., therefore, provide a uniform stimulus
over the linear receptor surface of the cochlea.

A typical discrimination task involves two -timull, -. 'standard"
complex and some alteration of the standard complex which we achieve
by adding a "signal" to the standard. The signal itself consists of the
in-phase addition of energy at one or more components to the
corresponding component or components In the standard complex, We
use equal-amplitude tones for our standard because the observers learn
this standard easily. Thus, little training is needed in order to study
various alterations from this standard. We use a two-alternative
forced-choice procedure, and adaptively change the level of the signal
to estimate the level which would yield 70.7% correct. Overall intensity
Is typically chosen at random over a 40-dB range I,, I dB steps. The
median level Is usually about 50 dB SPL per component,

In the studies reported here, the dependent variable Is the
level of the signal (the size of the Increment) re the level of the
corresponding component or components In the background. For
example, If the level of the signal Is equal to the level of the
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corresponding component(s) of the standard, then we say the signal-
to-standard ratio is 0 dB. In that case, the component to which the
signal is added would be increased in level by 6 dB. In many studies,
the signal is simply an increase in the intensity of a single component.
But other changes have been studied as well, such as a variation in
the amplitudes of all components of the standard. In the following, we
recount some of the things we have learned about the perception of a
change in the shape of such a complex auditory spectrum.

Effects of phase

In most of the experiments concerning profile analysis, the
phase of each component of the multitonal complex has been chosen : t
random and the same waveform (except for random variation of levt!)
is presented during each "non-signal" interval. Therefore, the
possibility exists that observers may recognize some aspect or aspects
of the temporal waveform. If this were true, then discrimination could
be based on some alteration of the temporal waveform during the
"signal" Interval rather than by a change In the spectral shape of -he
stimulus per se.

Green and Mason (1985) investigated this possibility direct!y.
Multicomponent 'complexes were generated which consisted of 5, It, 21,
or 43 components spaced logarithmically. In all cases, the frequency of
the lowest component was 200 Hz, the highest was 5 kHz. The overall
level of the complex was varied randomly over a 40-dB range across
presentations with a median level of 45 dB SPL. The signal consisted
of an increment to the l-kHz, central component.

In what Green and Mason termed the "flxed-phase" condition,
for each number of components. (5, 11, 21, and 43), four different
standard waveforms were generated by randomly selecting the phases
of each component of the complex. Each of these standards was fixed
for a block of trials and signal thresholds were obtained for each of
the different randomizations. Note that for these fixed-phase
conditions, the same waveform, except for changes in overall lewel,
occurred during each non-signal interval.

In what Green and Mason called the "rrndom-phase" conditions,
for each value of the number of components (5, 11, 21, and 43) 88
different standard waveforms were generated by randomly selecting the
phase of each component of thL- complex. On each presentation of
every trial, pairs of these 88 waveforms were selected at random (with
replacement). Thus, the temporal waveftorms generally differed on each
presentation. The amplitude or power spectra of the stimuli were,
however, identical.

The results are presented In Figure 4. For each value of
component number, the open circles represent the thresholds obtained
for each of the four randomizations in the fixed-phase condition. The
solid trianglcs represent the data obtained In the random-phase
conditions. The results Indicate that changing the phase of the
Individual components and thus the characteristics of the temppral
waveform has little, If any, effect on discrimination. This is true
whether the same phase is used for a block of trials or If the
waveform is chosen at random on each and every presentation. These
data are consistent with those obtqlned by Green, Mason and Nldd

t
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(1984) who had generated their waveforms using a procedure similar to
the fixed-phase condition. The form of the function relating threshold
to the number of components which compose the multicomponent
backgrouad will be discussed In detail in a subsequent section.

The Inability of changes in the phase of the individual
components, and thus changes in the characteristics of the remporal
waveform, to affect discrimination supports the view that, In these

tasks, observers are, indeed, basing their judgements on changes in the
power spectra of the stimuli.
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FIGURE 4, Signal threshold (dB) as a function or the frequency of the
number of components in the complex. Open circles represent the data

obtained for each of the four phase-randomizations when the phase of
each component was fixed' throughout a block of trials ("fixed-phase"
condition). Filled triangles represent the data from the "random-phase"
condition in which the phases of the components were chosen at
random on each presentation.

Frequency Effects

So far we have demonstrated that' the detection of changes in
the shape of a complex auditory spectrum is based on changes in the
power spectrum of the stimulus; the phase relation among the
components is unimportant. The next question we consider is whether
the ability to detect a change in the power spectrum is greatly
influenced by the frequency region where the change occurs. Consider
our complex standard composed of a number of sinusoidal components.
Suppose we alter that standard spectrur by increasing the Intensity of

a single sinusoid. A natural o*uestion is- -does the frequency locus of

.0 9D
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the change greatly affect the ability to detect the change? The answer
to this question settles an Important practical issue-- to what degree
are different frequency regions homogeneous? In speech, at least for
vowels, the significant spectral changes typically occur within the
range of 500 to 2000 Hz. As far as we are aware, there is no claim
that small alterations of the spectrum are better detected at one
frequency region rather than some other. Thus, we would be surprised
to. find that the ear's ability to detect a small change in the spectrum
differs greatly as a function of frequency.

This question is also of basic Interest in psychoacoustics,
because It bares on the question of intensity coding and whether or
not temporal factors, such as the synchrony of discharge patterns, are
utilized as part of the intensity code. Sachs and Young (1979) and
Young and Sachs (1979) have demonstrated that neural spectograms'
based on neural synchrony measures preserve the shape of speech
spectra better than those based on firing rate codes. We were,
therefore, particularly Intereted In how well the observers could
detect a change in spectral shape at higher frequencies. At the highest
frequencies, above 2000 Hz, neural synchrony deteriorates and, if that
code were used to si'gnal changes in spectral shape, then the ability to
detect such alterations in the acoustlc spectrum should also
deteriorate. Certainly, differences among vowels are not signaled by
changes in the location of higher frequency formats. But, In the case
of speech, this frequency limitation may be the result of the
production system, that Is, the _coding system, not the decoding
system.
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FIGURE 5, Signal threshold (dB) as a function of the frequency of the
signal. A twenty-one-component complex was used as the standard. The
frequency of the lowest component was 200 Hz; the rrequency or the
highest component was 5000 H,. The signal, whose frequency Is
Indicated on the abscissn, was added In-phase to the corresponding
component in the complex.
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In a previous study, Green and Mason (1985), we had measured
how the locus of the frequency changes affects the ability to detect a
change in complex spectra. Triese results suggested that the mid-
frequency region, 500 to 2000 Hz, was the best, but variability among
the different observers was sizable. Also, those data were taken after
a previous experiment in which the signals were in the middle of that
range. Although extensive training was given in the later experiment
to all the different frequencies tested, it Is conceivable that some of
the data were influenced by the preceding experiment. In any case,
the recent move of our laboratory provided an opportunity to recruit a
new set of listeners that were truly naive with respect to the
parameter of interest.

The results of our most extensive experiment (Green, Onsan,
and Forrest, 1987) on this Issue are shown in Figure 5. The standard
spectrum was a complex of 21 components, all equal in amplitude and
equally spaced in logarithmic frequency. The overall level of the
standard was varied over a 20 dB range with the median value of 60
dB. The signal, 'whose frequency Is plotted along the abscissa of the
figure, was an increment in the intensity of a single component. The
ordinate, llke that of Figure 4, Is again the signal level re the level
of the component to which. it was added. the results show that best
detection occurs in a frequency range of 300 to 3000 Hz, with only a
mild deterioration occurring at the higher and lower frequencies. These
results give little support to the idea that neural synchrony Is used to
estimate intensity level, because, were such the case, there should be
a more marked deterioration in the ability to hear a change in the
spectrum as a function of frequency.

PROFILE-ANALYSIS AND THE CRITICAL BAND

The evidence presented thus far suggests the detection of a
change in spe- tral shape, or profile-analysis, is a "global" process
relying on simultaneous comparisons In two or more regions of the
spectrum. An Issue of central concern is the width of the spectrum
over which these comparisons can be made. If one were to Invoke
classical "critical-band" notions, which pervade much of psychoacoustic
research, it would be expected that only frequencies close to the
frequency of the signal could be used in detecting an increment.

Green, Mason, and Kldd (1984) obtained data which address this
issue. In their experiment, the signal consisted of an Increment to the
I-kHz, central component of a multitonal complex. The multitonal
complexes consisted of equal-amplitude, logarithmically-spaced
components. In the first condition, what we will refer to as the
"range" condition, the standard consisted of a three-component
complex. The parameter was the range of frequencies spanned by the
standard, that Is, the separation in frequency between the two
components which flanked the central, l-kHz component.

In the second condition, what we will call the "range/number"
condition, the number of components us well as the range was varied.
Additional flanking components were added to the complex resulting in
multitonal complexes of 3, 5, 7, 9, and II components. These additional
components Increased the range of frequencies covered by the
standard.
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FIGURE 6, Signal threshold (dB) as a function of the logarithm of the
ratio of frequencies spanned by' the complex. Open circles represent
the data obtained from the "range" condition, in which each complex
comprised three components. The signal was always added to the
central component of the complex, a 1000 Hz* component. The numbers
at the top of the graph give the frequency of the other two
components of the complex. Solid squares represent data obtained from
the "range/number" condition In which the number of components in
the complex and the range was varied. Again, the signal is an
increment in the central component. From the left-most portion of the
graph, the squares represent complexes comprising 3, 5, 7, 9, and 11
components respectively.

The results of these two conditions are presented In Figure 6.
The abscissa Is the logarithm of the ratio of the highest to the lowest
component In each complex. The data obtained in the range condition,
with the three-component complexes, are plotted as open circles. The
solid squares represent the data obtained in the range/number
condition when the range of frequencies spanned by the complex and
the number of components covaried. Each point is the mean of six
estimates of threshold obtained from the three subjects who
participated. The error bars represent the mean of the standard error
computed for each observer.

Focusing on the data obtained in the range/number condition
(solid squares), it Is clear that as the number of components i
Increased, performance Improves by 10 dB or more. Although only a
small Improvement Is realized when the number of components
increases beyond seven, the data obtained with seven components
Indicate that tones almost 1.5 octaves away from the central, t-kHt
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component (2626 Hz and 380 Hz) have a dramatic effect on
performance. This result Is In conflict with "critical-band" notions
which would predict that energy at frequencies remote from the signal
would have little effect on Its detection.

The data obtained with the three-component complexes (open
circles) also Indicate that Increasing only the range of the complex
improves performance but not to the extent found when the number of
components is also Increased,

In short, for a given frequency range, performance Is improved
when the number of components which compose the profile, that is, Its
density is increased. This result was also obtained by Green, Kldd, and
Picardi (1983). Their data showed, In addition, that if the density of
components in the complex is great enough, then several components
fall very close to the frequency of the signal and detection
performance will deteriorate. Such an outcome is explained by simple
masking and Its existence supports the critical band concept. In such a
case, the additional components fall within a critical-band surrounding
the frequency of ,the signal component, and thus an increment to the
signal component produces a relatively smaller increase In power in Its
region of the spectrum.

In summary, the conflict with classical "critical-band" concepts
arises because energy at frequencies remote from that of the signal
influences performance in these tasks. The data confirm the notion
that profile analysis is a global process which relies upon the
integration of Information across many critical-bands.

Profile Analysis versus Simple Intensity Discrimination

In the concluding section of this paper, we compare the acuity
of discriminating a change In the shape of a complex spectrum to the
acuity of detecting a change in absolute Intensity level. As reviewed In
the first section of this paper, one may distinguish two separate
processes for comparing intensity in a complex spectrum. The first we
called pure-intensity discrimination; this proce.ss detects a change in
absolute intensity level. The acuity of this process can be measured in
tasks where the spectrum of the signal does not change Its shape, but
is simply altered in level. We have contrasted this process with the
detection of a change In the shape of the complex auditory spectrum,
what we have called profile analysis. In detecting a change In spectral
shape, the process must be one of simultaneous comparisons of
Intensity levels at different regions of the spectrum, because random
variatlon In the overall level of the spectrum on successive
presentations renders the use of absolute level on any presentation an
Ineffective strategy. For a fixed change In Intensity, can one hear that
change best In a pure-Intensity discrimination task or in a profile
task? A clear answer to this question Is of some practical Importance,
because for many naturally-occurring stimuli such as complex speech
spectra, both processes are potentially available. Presumably. the
observer uses either a combination of the two systems or the more
sensitive system alone. To predict performance in a variety of realistic
situations, one would have to know the relative sensitivity of the two
systems.

Comparison of detection performance In the two situatlons Is,
however, complicated by the Issue of prior training and experience.
The situation Is not unlike that of testing the ability of observers to
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hear some phonemic distinction In a particular language. If one uses a
group of subjects whose natural language uses this distinction, then
one may expect finer discrimination capacity from that group than
from another group of subjects whose native language does not use
this distinction. Similarly, we have observed that listeners with a longhistory of training in pure intensity-discrimination experiments often
do poorly when first confronted by a task Involving the detection of a
change In spectral shape. It is also true that observers who are well-
practiced in detecting changes in spectral shape often find detection
of simple intensity changes initially difficult. Recently, a well-trained
profile observer complained, when asked to discriminate a change in
the intensity of a single sinusold, that the only thing hi could listen
for was a change in loudness!

A second factor that makes the comparison of the detectionperformance In the two tasks difficult Is that there Is more range in

the ability of different people to hear simple changes in intensity level
than Is usually admitted In the literature. The impression that the
Weber fraction is nearly constant over individuals is created largely by
the use of a," very compressive measure of the Weber fraction in dB
[101og (i.AI/I)]. One often reads that the Weber fraction is about I
dB. What 13 not appreciated is that a change from 0.5 to 1.5 dB
corresponds to a 10 dB change on the scale of signal-to-background
level which we have commonly used in profile experiments, individual
differences among listeners are sizable. Using our scale of signal-to-
component level, then we- often find differences of 10 dB among
Individuals in both pure-Intensity discrimination tasks as well as
profile tasks.

A final complication is that the observers we use in most of
our profile tasks are not a random selection from the population;
rather, they are selected on the basis of previous listening
performance. Some observers find it extremely difficult to hear the
change In shape of a complex spectrum. While they improve with
practice, it does not appear likely that they will ever be useful
participants In a series of experiments Involving the comparison of
thresholds obtained in a variety of different experimental conditions.
Our usual procedure is to train and test subjects over a period of one
or two days (two hours of listening per day) on the detection of an
increment in a 1000 Hz tone in an 11- or 21-component complex. For
the listener to continue In these experiments, we require that
detection performance reach the -10 to -20 dB range at the end of
two or three days. In general, we believe that practically all subjects
could be trained to reach this level of performance, but if more than
three days are required we feel that surh observers would require an
excessive amount of training throughout the various conditions of the
experiment.

A direct comparison of the relative sensitivity of two groups of
listeners was recently made by Green and Mason (1985). They
compared two groups of observers--rive experienced In profile
listening, five who were not. The five inexperienced profile listeners
had considerable training In tasks that could be classified as pure-
Intensity discrimination tasks. The thresholds for the ten obtarvers
were measured In two detection tasks, a pure Intensity -discrimination
task and a profile task.
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The pure-intensity discrimination task was the detection of a
change in the level of a 1000 Hz sinusoid. The sinusold was fixed in
level at 40 dB SPL. The profile task was the detection of the change
in the intensity of that same component, but the 1000 Hz component
was surrounded by 10 other, equal-amplitude components. We used the
familiar, Il-component complex (200-5000 Hz). To make the tasks
comparable, the level of all the components was also fixed on each
and every presentation, at 40 dB SPL. The ratio of the frequencies
between successive components of the complex was approximately 1.38.
Thus, the two neighbours to the 1000 Hz components had frequencies
of 1379 and 724 Hz. The signal duration in both tasks was 100 msec.
The thresholds were estimated from the mean of 6 runs of 50 adaptive
trials (two down-one up). Table 5-1 presents the thresholds estimated
in the two tasks for the ten observers.

Table 5-1

Entry is the relative signal threshold in dB
(standard error of estimate)

Observers Single Profile Diff (SS-P)
Sinusoid

Profile
Experienced

1 -10.5 (1.4) -18.6 (1.7) 8.1.
2 -6.4 (2.0) -13.6 (0.6) 7.2.
3 -12.0 (0.8) -18.5 41.3) 6.5
4 -11.2 (1.3) -15.8 (1.2) 4.6
5 -18.0 (1.5) -22.7 (2.3) 4.7

mean -11.6 (1.4) -17.8 (1.4) 6.2

Profile
Inexperienced

6 -20.0 (1.6) -10.9 (2.2) -9.1
7 -13.2 (2.0) -12.3 (1.6) -0.9
8 -19.7 (1.0) -9.2 (1.3) -10.5
9 -14.0 (1.0) -10.0 (1.6) -4.

10 -17.4 (0.8) -20.2 (1.4) +2.8

mean -16.9 (1.6) -12.5 (1.6) -4.3

As can be seen in the table, there is almost a perfect
Interaction between thresholds in the two tasks and previous training.
The best average detection performance is about -17 dB for both
groups, but it occurs for different conditions. For the experienced
profile listeners, It occurs in the profile conditions. For the
inexperienced profile listeners, it occurs In the single sinusold
condition. The average difference between performance on the favored
and unfavored task Is also very similar in the two groups, about 5 dB.
The pattern of Interaction between past listening experience and the
two detection tasks is reflected by nearly every individual observer
with one singular exception (Observer 10). That observer, whose
performance level Is good on both tasks, Is somewhat better on the
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profile task, despite the lack of previous experience. Note the range
of thresholds obtained for either group within each task. Such
differences among Individuals are typical.

Presumably, with enough training, both groups would improve
on the unfamiliar task, but, unfortunately, we have no firm data to
support that conjecture. Informally, we tried to improve the
perforpnance of the inexperienced profile listeners in the profile tasks,
but their thresholds, after an additional 2000 trials, did not improve
very much. We are still uncertain about how best to Interpret this
result. The interaction present in the data reflects either a difference
in training or real Individual difference among observers. It may be
that differences In past experience can simply not be overcome by a
few thousand trials. One could argue that it is like trying to hear an
acoustic distinction that is not used in one's native language.
Alternatively, it is possible that there are simply two different types
of observers. One type good at discriminating changes in absolute
intensity, another good at discriminating changes at spectral shape.

While it is ;unlikely that a random sample of ten individuals
would divide so perfectly, one cannot claim that the profile group was
a completely random sample. As described previously, some preliminary
testing was completed before selecting this group and such tests could
indeed have biased the group to be good 'profile' listeners. The
difference in their performance In the two tasks is reasonably uniform
over all the observers experienced In profile lis*=enlng. The group
inexperienced in profile listening was probably a more random
selection from the general population, and their results are more
mixed. Observers 7 and 10 show little difference In their performance
in the two tasks (their difference scores are -0.9 and +2.8 dB,
respectively). Whether there are really different types of observers or
simply differences in past experience remains a fascinating, but
unsettled, question.
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Detection of amplitude modulation and gaps in noise
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Introduction
Nearly ten years ago, Viemeister (1979) proposed a model to explain how

human observers detect amplitude modulation of a noise signal. In this paper,
we modify that model slightly and extend its application to the detection of
brief temporal gaps in noise. Measuring gap detection has become an
increasingly popular way of assessing temporal properties of the auditory
system (Penner, 1977; Fitzgibbons, 1983; Green, 1985). Simulation using a
modified model provides excellent prediction.- of the thresholds obtained
with partially filled gaps as well as their psychometric functions. Despite this
success, the computer simulations indicate that the gap threshold is not
strongly influenced by the two major variables of the model, namely, filter
bandwidth and integration time. Thus, the applicability of this model to the
understanding of hearing impairment remains unclear.

The paper begins with q brief description of the detection tasks and
Viemeister's original model. Next, modifications of the original model are
described and our reasons for their adoptior. are explained. The applicability
of this modified model to partially filled noise gaps is then described. Finally,
we explore the model's predictions about how gap threshold should change as
a function of the two major parameters of the model. We begin with a
description of the task.

Detection task

All the detection data we will discuss were based on a choice between two
stimulus alternatives. One stimulus alternative was an uninterrupted or
continuous noise which we refer to as the standard. The other stimulus
alternative was noise which was interrupted or altered in amplitude in some
fashion. One such alteration was a temporal gap in the noise process,
illustrated at the top left (see Fig. I). The second alteration was amplitude
modulation of the noise waveform, illustrated in the bottom left of Fig. I.
These two alterations define two detection tasks called gap detection and
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Figure 1. Input and output waveforms for broadband noises with a gap (top) or ar
sinusoidally-amplitude modulated noise (bottom). tr

cl
modulation detection. Disregard the right column of Fig. 1, it represents the sa
output of a model that we will discuss shortly. All the data reported in this
paper were obtained from one of these two detection tasks. The following is a N1
brief summary of the details of the stimulus.

Two-alternative forced-choice procedures were used to estimate all I)
thresholds. The standard was either continuously present or was presented for w
500 ms and occurred in one of the two stimulus intervals. The si.nal was al
presented in the other interval of the forced-choice task. A two-down one-up a:
adaptive procedure was used to estimate threshold. We generally report the bt
mean of three listeners' thresholds.

Broadband noise was computer generated and presented over 12-bit D to A s(
converters at a rate of 25,000 points per second, and lowpass filtered at
10,000 Hz. More details of the stimulus procedure can be found in Forrest and w
Green (1987). m

The simulations reported in this paper were obtained by programming the
model to act as a human observer. The input to the model was the digital th
version of the signals heard by the observers. The model analyzed two sound th
buffers corresponding to the two intervals of the forced-choice procedure m
(standard and signal) and made a choice between the two. The signal level was ar
adjusted adaptively to estimate a threshold for the model, just as it had been p(
for the human observers. All computations were carried out on a micro-
computer (IBM AT or equivalent). The human observers took about 5 minutes <c
to run 50 trials and to obtain a threshold estimate with about 10 to 15
reversals. The model took about 3 to 10 times longer. w
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Gap detection procedure
The two stimulus alternatives of the gap detection task were: 1) the

standard waveform or 2) the signal waveform. The standard waveform was a
500-ms burst of noise of constant average level. The signal waveform was also
a 500-ms burst of noise, except each sample from the temporal center of the
noise burst was scaled by an amount equal to (1-k). The duration of this
attenuated segment was called the noise gap. The task problem was to dis-
criminate betweeai these two alternatives. If the value of k = 0.5, then the
noise was reduced in level by 6 dB for the duration of the gap. If k = 1.0, then
the noise was fully cancelled during the gap, a condition typical of that used
in most studies of gap detection.

An atypical part of the procedure used in these experiments was that we
randomized the level of each sound as it was presented. The level was selected
from a rectangular distribution with a range of 10 dB. The median level of the
noise was about 65 dB overall, 25 dB spectrum level. We randomized the
presentation level because the introduction of the gap reduces the total
energy in the noise waveform by an amount that depends on the size of the gap
and the amount of the attenuation. Randomization discourages observers from
trying to use overall level as a detection cue, and makes the primary detection
cue one of temporal variation of noise level present within the half-second
sample.

Modulation detection procedure
The two stimulus alternatives of the modulation detection procedure were:

1) the standard waveform or 2) a signal waveform. The standard waveform
was a continuous noise presented throughout the 50 trials of the two-
alternative forced-choice task. The signal waveform, 500 ms in duration, was
a set of noise sample multiplied by a sinusoid. Thus, the signal waveform may
be described as

s(t) = (I + m cos(2xfmt).n(t) (I)

where n(t) is the unmodulated or standard noise waveform, fm is the rate of
modulation in Hertz, and m is the degree of modulation.

A somewhat atypical part of the procedure used in these experiments was
that the signal waveform was adjusted in power, so that the average power of
the signal and standard waveforms were equated. When noise is amplitude
modulated, the modulated waveform is increased in average power by an
amount that depends on the degree of modulation. The expected, or average,
power of s(t), <S>, is given by

<S> = (I +m2/2)-<N> (2)

where <N> is the expected power of the standard noise. Thus, unless m = 0, a
potential cue for detecting the presence of modulation is the increase in
overail power caused by amplitude modulating the noise. This potential
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Figure 2. Viemecister's three stage model. Samples of the input waveforms ( X i )
pass through an initia! bandpass filter with bandwidth (W), then through a
half-wave rectifier and a simple lowpass filter. A decision statistic 1'bottomn) is
computed from samples of the output wave form (Yi).

artifact was appreciated by Viemneister (1979) and is responsible for the
asymptotic value of the threshold for high modulation frequencies, where m
is large (see Fig. 7 of Viemneister, 1979). In all our experiments, we scaled the
signal waveform, so that the expected power of the signal was exactly <N>,
independent of the value of m.

Viemeister's MTF model

The three stages of Viemneister's MTF model are shown in Fig. 2. The
incoming signal is first bandpass filtered, with a filter of bandwidth, W. Next
the signal is half-wave rectified. Finally, the output of the rectifier is
smoothed with a simple one-stage (6 dB per octave) lowpass filter. The
output of the model, Yi, provides the input to a decision stage that selects
which of the two stimulus alternatives is correct. In Viemneister's original
work, he used the variance of the Y values. Stich a decision statistic will be
larger, on average, when the noise has been amplitude modulated, as shown in
Fig. 1. The figure shows the output of the model to either a gap (top) or
amplitude modulated (bottom) input.

Our modification of the original model consisted of changing the decision
statistic. Instead of using the variance of the output number, Yi, we used the
ratio, R, of the maximum of Yi to the minimum of Yi observed during the
bulk of the observation interval. Specifically, we considered all values of Yj
that occurred after the initial three time-constants of the 500-ms observation
interval. After determining the maximum and minimum values of Yi that
occurred during that interval, we computed the ratio, R. -The decision rule
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he Figure 3. Temporal modulation transfer function for human subjects (solid
m symbols) and a three-stage model simulation (open symbols). Model para-
'ie meters are W = 4000 Hz and r = 3 ms.

assumed that the stimulus with the larger value of R was the signal. Such a
decision rule is somewhat inefficient compared to the calculation of the
variance of Yi because it is based on only two of the many samples of Yi
present during an obscrvation interval. We adopted this rule for several

he reasons.
xt First, we wanted a decision statistic that would function sensibly even with
is changes in overall level of the sound, as was true in our gap detection

he experiment. The variance statistic would change systematically with overall
:ts level, whereas the expected value of R is independent of the overall sound
tal level. Second, the R statistic produces the 3-dB-per-ocrave slope observed in
be psychophysical data for large modulation rates, as we shall now demonstrate.
in
or Mc',ulation detection data

.)n Figure 3 shows the average data of our obscrvers, solid symbols, as well as
he the data from our simulation, open points. For these simulations, the first
he stage bandwidth was 4000 Hz and the time constant of the lowpass filter was 3
yi ms. As can be seen, the data appear to fall along a 3 dB per octave line at high
-)n frequencies. This is somewhat unexpected, since the final lowpass filter has
*at an attenuation skirt of 6 dB per octave. We believe that this shallow slope
le arises because, as the frequency of modulation increases, a greater number of
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Figure 4. Gap detection data for partially filled gaps in noise for human
subjects (solid symbols) and the three-stage model (open points). Model
parameters are IV = 4000 Hz and r = 3 ms.

potential maxima and minima are produced. This increase in the number of
extrema increases the number of potential signals observed in any observation t
interval and ameliorates the rapid fall in sensitivity that one would expect I
from the attenuation produced by the lowpass filter. A problem with this t
explanation is that sensitivity below the c it off frequency is constant and t
independent of modulation rate (Fig. 3). Viemeister's model, which uses the C
variance as the decision statistic, will produce a 6 dB per octave decline at
high frequencies, if the noise samples are equalized in overall power, as we I
have shown elsewhere (Forrest and Green, 1987). Viemeister's original data I
do not show the 6 dB per octave slope because the noise was not equalized in 7
power (ibid, see Fig. 9). We are now in a position to compare the computer
simulations and data obtained from human observers in the gap experiments. =

Gap detection data

Figure 4 shows the data for the detection of partially filled gaps in noise.
The figure presents data obtained from human observers, solid points, and
computer simulations for corresponding conditions, open symbols; again, the
parameters of the simulation were W = 4000 Hz and r = 3 ms. As can be seen,
the fit of the model to the data is very satisfactory. Thus, a single model
produces reasonably good predictions of both the gap (Fig. 4) and the
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modulation detection data (Fig. 3).
One of the striking characteristics of gap thresholds is their stability. This

stability arises in part because of the steepness of the psychometric function.
For k - 1.0 (complete cancellation) the psychometric function for both the
human observers and the model has a range of only I ms! For smaller values of
k (0.50 and 0.35) the psychometric functions are less steep and human
detection performance is actually superior to that obtained with the model.
We are presently exploring a variety of different ideas on how to alter the
computer simulation so that its predictions will better mimic the human data.
The urgency of this project will be apparent when we consider how gap
detection thresholds change with the other parameters of the model, namely,
bandwidth and integration time.

Gap detection as a function of W and r

Because estimates of gap thresholds are stable, they are often touted as an
excellent way to assess temporal parameters of hearing-impaired listeners.
Clinical investigators have often reported that gap thresholds for hearing-
impaired listeners are appreciably greater than those obtained from normal
listeners. Gap thresholds for the hearing-impaired may be in the 10- to 20-ms
range when measured with k = 1.0 in broadband noise (Formby, personal

an communication). Other experiments show that gap thresholds increase
lel systematically, for both normal and hearing-impaired listeners, as the

bandwidth of the noise is decreased (Fitzgibbons and Wightman, 1982;
Fitzgibbons, 1983; Shailer and Moore, 1983; Buus and Florentine, 1985). The

of gap thresholds found in these experiments are factors of 3 to 5 larger than the
on typical gap threshold value of 2-3 ms found with most normal observers in
!ct broadband noise. We naturally wondered if we could alter the parameters of
his the computer model to produce data that would simulate such large gap
nd thresholds. The following table shows how the simulated gap threshold
he changes as the two major parameters of the model are altered. The columns
at

we Table 1. Effect of bandwidth (W) and tau (r) on simulated gap detection
ata thresholds. Entry is the mean value of a silent gap needed to achieve about
in 70% correct in an adaptive task. The standard deviation of these estimates is
ter about 17% of the mean.
S.

Bandwidth (Hz)
400 800 1600 3200

Tau(ms)
ise.
md 1.5 6.20 3.92 2.01 1.31
the 3.0 6.16 3.76 2.28 1.40
en, 6.0 7.57 4.67 2.73 1.95
del 12.0 7.62 5.21 3.17 2.55
the
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show the variation in bandwidth and the rows are different time-constant
values.

The first thing to note about the table are the relatively small changes in
gap threshold caused by alteration of the time-constant value. A change of
nearly an order of magnitude in the value of the time-constant increases the
gap thresholo by unly a factor of two, -id then only at the largest bandwidth.
For the smaller values of bandwidths, which are needed to produce any
significant increase in gap threshold, the changes with r are minuscule. To
achieve gap thresholds approaching the measured values of 10 to 20 ms, we
would need to assume totally unreasonable parameter values for the model.

We are now exploring how the introduction of internal noise at different
stages of the model will alter this situation. At present, we can only say that
the model gives reasonably good predictions for normal hearing listeners, but
is not particularly useful in interpreting the results obtained from listeners
with abnormally large gap thresholds. Indeed, changes in the major temporal
parameter of the model, r, produce surprisingly little variation in the size of
the gap threshold.
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commenls

nt Comments

in Patterson:
of It is difficult to understand the motivation behind a model of hearing that

the ignores cochlear filtering and assumes that a widebaad signal is passed
th. directly through to the broad lowpass process that determines the MTF.
ny Would it not be better to assume that bandwidth effects are the result of
To combining the outputs of sets of adjacent auditory filters, and thereby make
we the model a lot more realistic?

en Reply by Green:
hat I have always believed that the primary test of a theory was its ability to
out predict the data, not whether the assumed processes mimicked our current
ers understanding of how the system functions on a more molecular level. Indeed,
)ral it seems to me that the theory or model must be simpler than the process it
of hopes to explain at least in some respects, otherwise, it achieves no economy

of understanding. The present model has only two free parameters (band-
width and integration time) and predicts with fair accuracy the results of
normal-hearing listeners in two experimental situations, see Fig.3 and Fig.4.
But, as Table I indicates, it does not provide much understanding of hearing-

nce impaired listeners.
aig For that reason we have been exploring a model much like that described in
.his your comment. That model, a series of parallel, narrow-band channel, raises

the issue of how the output of these several independent channels are
combined. This is not an issue where more molecular investigations provide
much insight. We are presently exploring a number of different decision rules
but, as yet, have nothing to report.
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Profile analysis: Detecting dynamic spectral changes
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This paper explores how amplitude modulation influences the detection of changes in spectral shape. We generally used a complex

of 21 equal-amplitude components, the lowest frequency was 200 Hz, the highest 5000 Hz, with equal logarithmic spacing between
coMponentq The sinal was an increase in level of one -r "'7" ccmponents of the complex. The overall level of the sound varied
randomly over a 20-dB range. Three experiments are reported. In the first, we determned how the modulation of a single-frequency
c:omponent influenced the detection of amplitude change at that region. In the second experiment, the signal was an alteration of the
entire spectrum and that alteration was subjected to various forms of amplitude modulation. In neither experiment did modulation
generally increase the detectability of the signal. Finally, in the third experiment, we determined the effects of modulating the 'signal'

and 'nonsignal' parts of the spectrum in different relative phases. The results of this experiment showed that the relative phase is
nportant only for modulation rates slower than about 40 Hz. For faster rates, the temporal structure of the spectrum is unimportant.

Thus, for modulation rates above 40 Hz, only the power spectrum of the stimulus is critical.

Psyc.hoacoustics; Intensity discrimination; Amplitude modulation; Profile analysis

Introduction vowel-like spectra. McAdams (1984) has used both
amplitude and frequency modulation to produce a

The salience of any component of a stationary, number of dramatic demonstrations that clearly
multicomponent complex is greatly -nhanced by a establish the saliency of temporal variation in a
brief change in practically any parameter of that multicomponent complex.
component - amplitude, phase, or frequency. A In our recent work, we have been exploring the
component or set of components, previously un- detection of amplitude changes in a multicompo-
noticed in a stationary spectrum, suddenly be- nent complex-wha' we call profile analysis
comes prominent when those components are (Green, 1987; Bernstein et al., 1987). We wondered
briefly varied in amplitude. Such amplitude vari- how amplitude modulation of the altered compo-
ation, as long as it differs from the remainder of nents might affect the detection of such changes.
the spectrum, is an effective way to highlight or In the first two experiments, we explore how such
segregate a particular set of components. Al- amplitude variation influences the detection of
though the effects are obvious from casual ob- changes in spectral shape for such multicompo-
servation, there is remarkably little experimental nent complexes. In the first experiment, a single
evidence documenting these claims. Viemeister component of a 21-component complex was
(1980) has published one of the few systematic changed in level. We wished to determine whether
investigations of these phenomena. Summerfield amplitude variation of this component would af-
et al. (1987) have exploited this idea to produce fect the detection of a small change in its average

amplitude. In the second experiment, the signal
was a more complex change in the shape of the

Correspondence to. D.M. Green, Psychoacoustics Laboratory, spectrum, for example, alternate components were
Psychology Department, University of Florida, Gainesville, FL increased or decreased in amplitude. Again, we
32611, U.S.A. wished to determine how such amplitude variation

0378-5955/88/$03.50 P 1988 Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. (Biomedical Division)
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would inflien'e the detection of such spectral the computer's monitor. Three listeners served in
changes. each of the three experiments. One of the authors,

The third experiment explored another facet of QN, participated in all three experiments. The
how amplitude variation of the spectrum may other observers were students at the University.
affect the ability to detect a change in spectral One of the students observed in all three experi-
shape. In most profile experiments, the overall ments. A second observed in only the first and
level of the sounds is varied on each and every second experiments and was replaced by a third
presentation in an effort to insure that the primary student who observed only in the third experi-
detection cue is a change of relative level at differ- ment. The observers listened for about two hours
ent spectral loci, rather than a change in absolute daily. The student observers were paid an hourly
level at some single-frequency location. Suppose rate plus a bonus upon the completion of the
the spectral change occurs at a single-frequency experiment.
locus. The detection of such change requires the In all the detection tasks, the signal was an
observer to compare the ievel at the signal part of alteration in the spectrum of some multicompo-
the spectrum (where the amplitude change may nent signal, which we call the 'standard'. Typi-
occur) with some other nonsignal part (where no cally, the standard was a 21-component complex;
amplitude change can occur). We have described in one experiment a 7-component complex was
this comparison as a simultaneous comparison of used. The components of the standard were al-
level, to distinguish it from the successive com- ways equal in amplitude and their frequencies
parison of level common to many other psycho- were spaced equally on a logarithmic scale that
physical tasks. Suppose the signal and nonsignal extended from 200 Hz-5000 Hz. A signal con-
parts of the spectrum are now sinusoidally mod- sisted of an increase in the intensity of one or
ulated in amplitude at the same frequency but more components of the standard. The sound was
with different relative phases. We can, for exam- presented for 500 ms. The onsets and offsets were
pie, make the signal and nonsignal parts of the shaped by a 20-ms cosine-squared envelope. In
spectrum wax and wane, either in-phase or different experimernts, the signal component
out-of-phase. How will this relative phase in- and/or some components of the standard were
fluence detection of the signal, and how will the amplitude modulated. Later, we will describe these
threshold for in-phase and out-of-phase condi- dynamic conditions in more detail and will also
tions vary with the frequency of modulation? These describe how the signal was measured.
are the main questions of the last set of experi- An adaptive two-alternative forced-choice pro-
ments. cedure was used to estimate the signal threshold.

The adaptive procedure (3-down/I-up) estimates
General methods and procedures a signal level corresponding to a probability of

being correct equal to 0.794. The initial step size
All stimuli were generated using an IBM-XT for the signal was 4 dB and was reduced to 2 dB

microcomputer and a Data Translation DT-2801A after three reversals. The threshold value of the
interface board for D to A conversion. The stimuli signal was estimated from the average of the last
were all digitally computed and played over the even number of reversals in a 50-trial block, ex-
12-bit D to A converter at a sample rate of 25 000 eluding the first three reversals. An average of
points per second. All stimuli were lowpass about 11 reversals was obtained. We report the
filtered; the filtered output was 3 dB down at 6000 signal threshold as the level of the signal re the
Hz, and 20 dB at 6750 Hz. amplitude of the component of the standard to

The observers listened binaurally to Sennheiser which it is added. Thus, a typical signal threshold
model HD414SL earphc'mes; both phones driven of about -18 dB corresponds to an increment at
in-phase. The listeners were seated in sound- the signal component of 1 dB re the other compo-
treated rooms and responded using the computer's nents of the standard. At the start of each adap-
keyboard. Events within the trial cycle, as well as tive run, the signal level was equal to the level of

feedback after each response, were signaled via the component of the standard to which it was
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added, that is, the component after addition of the The three panels of Fig. I illustrate the three
signal was 6 dB re the level of the other compo- experimental (dynamic) conditions. We used a
nents of the standard. The overall intensity level logarithmic scale of amplitude and frequency in
of the sound presented in each interval was chosen order to roughly represent the effective spectra of
randomly from a rectangular distribution, ranging these stimuli, as processed in the auditory periph-
from -10 dB to 10 dB re the median level. This ery. The standard 21-component complex is repre-
procedure discourages the listener from using ab- sented in the panel to the left and the effects of
solute intensity as a cue for detecting the signal. adding the signal to the complex are represented
The median level of each component of the stan- in the panel on the right. To improve the clarity of
dard was 62 dB SPL; the overall level of the the figure, we show only five components of the
21-component standard was, therefore, 75 dB SPL. 21-component complex: the first, sixth, eleventh,

sixteenth, and twenty-first. The signal is always
Single-component signal represented as affecting the middle, or 1000-1lz,

component. In constructing these illustrations, we
Stimuli have selected a single value, 50 Hz, for the

In our first experiment, the signal to be de- frequency of modulation, the main independent
tected was an alteration in the amplitude of a variable of the dynamic conditions. We also
single component of a 21-component complex. selected a signal level of - 18 dB as a representa-
The frequency of the 'signal' component was tive threshold value for the chief dependent varia-
either: a low frequency (235 Hz), the second corn- ble; the signal is about 12% of the amplitude of
ponent of the complex; a medium frequency (1000 any other component in the complex. When the
Hz), the middle component of the complex; or a signal component is added (in-phase) to the com-
high frequency (4257 Hz), the penultimate compo- ponent of the standard, it makes that component
nent of the 21-component cornyc:-: We compare about 1 dB larger. (In terms of the equations of
the threshold for three 'dynamic' conditions with the Appendix, 20 log(aj/a) = -18 dB.)
a 'stationary' condition in which the signal com- In Condition 1, the standard (top left, Fig. 1) is
ponent was constant in amplitude during the en- a set of 21 sinusoidal components, all equal in
:ire observation interval and somewhat larger in amplitude. The signal is sinusoidally modulated in
amplitude than the amplitude of the 20 other amplitude Ia,(1 - cos(2rf,,t)] before being added
components. This 'stationary' condition was the to the corresponding component of the complex.
one used in most previous experiments on profile The resulting spectrum (top right, Fig. 1) is a set
analysis. We know from previous research (Green of 20, stationary, equal-amplitude components and
and Mason, 1985; Green et al., 1987) that such a one amplitude-modulated component, what we call
change in spectral shape will be most easily de- the 'signal component', f.. In the long-term ampli-
tected when the 'middle' component of the spec- tude spectrum, there is a small increase in level of
trum is the signal component. In the dynanic the signal component as well as the addition of
conditions, three experimental manipulations were two sidebands located in frequency at f. + fn and
used to assess how temporal variations at the I -f. The sidebands are low in amplitude (24 dB
signal component influenced the detectabilit 3 of below the signal component). At low rates of
spectral alterations of the standard. All three con- modulation, this condition is virtually identical to
ditions involved some form of amplitude modula- the stationary profile condition, except that the
tion and the frequency of modulation, fin, was the amplitude of the signal component varies slightly,
major independent variable, ranging from 2-640 from (a + 2a,) to (a), at the frequency of the
Hz. The three conditions are precisely described in modulation.
the appendix, where equations used to generate In Condition 2, thu standard (middle left, Fig.
the waveforms are presented. Fig. I provides a 1) is a set of 21 sinusoidal components, all equal
graphic presentation of the three basic manipula- in amplitude, but the signal component, f., is also
tions. Let us describe the three dynami- condi- 00f% amplitude modulated (I - cos(217tfmt)J. This
tions depicted in Fig. 1. poduces two sidebands at frequencies f, +f. an,
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the spectra used in the three dynamic conditions of the single-component-signal experiment. Only five
components of the 21-component spectra are represented. The left panels are the spectra of the standard alone. The right panels are
the spectra of the signal-plus-standard. The amplitude modulation condition is represented by sidebands near the central component.

The signal amplitudes depicted are typical of those measured in the experiment.

- 1',-r.-The level of the sidebands is 6 dB less than term amplitude spectrum, the signal produces a
the level of the component which is modulated, small increase in the amplitude of the signal corn-
For this condition, the signal is also amplitude ponent, as well as two relatively large sidebands
modulated [a(1 - cos(27rfmt)] before being added located symmetrically around that component.
to the corresponding component of the complex In Condition 3, the standard (bottom left, Fig.
(see middle right, Fig. 1). At low rates of modula- 1) is again a set of 21 sinusoidal components, all
tion, this is similar to the stationary profile condi- equal in amplitude. For this condition, the signal
tion, except that the amplitude of the signal com- is multiplied by a sinusoidal component
ponent, f., varies considerably, from (2a + 2aj) to [ai cos(2 1rfmt)] (so-called 'suppressed carrier
(0), at the frequency of modulation. In the long- modulation') before being added to the corre-
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sponding component of the complex. The result- Before beginning the discussion of the results,
ing spectrum (bottom right, Fig. 1) is similar to one should recall that the sounds were presented
the standard spectrum, but with two small side- for a duration of one-half second. Thus, for the
bands located at frequencies f, +f.o and f. -fm low modulation frequencies, only a few cycles of
At low rates of modulation, the signal component the modulation were presented. The relatively short
waxes (a + a,) and wanes (a - aj) and has an observation interval probably inflates some of the
average amplitude of a, equal to that of the signal threshold values for these lower modulation rates.
component of the standard spectrum. The side- The first general observation is that the dy-
bands are low in amplitude (24 dB down from the namic cues do not greatly improve the detectabil-
average amplitude of the signal component). The ity of the signal; in fact, they make the detection
long-term amplitude spectrum is the same as the of a spectral change more difficult. Practically all
flat spectra of the standard, except for the pres- the data points from the various dynamic condi-
ence of some slight energy in the two sidebands tions lie above the horizontal line which represents
located symmetrically around the signal frequency. the average threshold for the stationary condition.

Consider in particular Condition 2. At least for
the lower modulation rates, the signal component

Results and discussion is very salient because it is always 100% amplitude
The results are presented in Fig. 2. For each modulated (both in the standard and signal-plus-

experimental condition, the threshold for the sig- standard). This amplitude fluctuation makes the
nal was determined at nine different modulation signal frequency clearly evident in listening to the
freo,eieies. raneinv fron' 'f P17. The signal multicomponent complexes. Despite this increascd
threshold is plotted as a function of modulation saliency, the spectral alteration is generally harder
frequency for each of three signal frequencies in to hear when it varies in time than when presented
the separate panels of the figure. The threshold at a fixed level.
reported is the average over three observers. Al- We should qualify this observation by noting
though the observers often differ from each other, that the relation beiween the threshold obtained in
the major trends are well represented in the aver- the dynamic conditions relative to the stationary
age data. The error bars represent the standard threshold appears to depend on signal frequency.
error of the mean threshold (twelve threshold de- At the low and middle signal frequencies, the
terminations from each of the three observers). dynamic cues are largely detrimental. At the

The threshold of the signal is expressed as 20 highest signal frequency, they do not notably im-
log as/a (see Appendix). In the modulation con- pair the detection of the signal and may slightly
ditions, the amplitude of the signal component aid detectability. In fact, for the 4257-Hz signal
will wax and wane, but no attempt has been made condition, temporal variation in signal amplitude
to calculate an 'equivalent' signal value. The three produces somewhat lower thresholds (Conditions
different modulation conditions are coded in the 1 and 3), at least for the slower and moderate
figure: a square, a triangle, and a circle represent rates of modulation. This result was obscrved for
the thresholds obtained for Conditions 1, 2, and 3, all three listeners and represents the only condi-
respectively. The solid horizontal line represents tions where the dynamic presentation made the
the threshold obtained in the stationary profile change in spectral shape easier to hear than the
condition, and its value is indicated below the line. simple steady-state condition. These conclwioiis
In this stationary condition, the signal component obviously depend on how the signal is measured.
is a when the standard is presented and a + aj One might argue that the dynamic thresholds
when signal-plus-standard is present (see appen- should be 'corrected' by the change in power of
dix). Because the overall level of the spectrum the signal caused by the modulations, rather than
randomly varies over a 20-dB range, the observer simply 20log(aj/a). If this procedure is followed,
must listen for some change in the shape of the then Conditions I and 2 (amplitude modulation)
spectrum, either dynamic or steady state, rather should be increased by 1.7 dB [20 log(1 + 11)].
than any change in absolute amplitude. Condition 3 (suppressed carrier modulation) de-
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Fig. 2. Results of the single-component-signal experiment. The ordinate is the threshold for the signal, 2 0log(a,/a) (see Appendix).
The abscissa is the frequency of modulation, f. The three signal frequencies are plotted in separate panels. The data for the various
dynamic conditions are coded: square-Condition 1, triangle-Condition 2, circle-Condition 3. The horizontal line (and number) in

each panel is the threshold for the stationary profile condition. Each dita point is the average tl-reshold for the three observers.

creases the signal level by 3 dB (20 log,). Thus, Condition 2, when the data are translated upward,
one can mentally increase the thresholds of Condi- would never produce a threshold that is lower
tions 1 and 2 by 1.7 dB and decrease the threshold than that obtained in the stationary condition.
determined in Condition 3 by 3 dB. If this 'correc- Condition 1, when corrected upward, would al-
tion' is made, then Condition 3 is slightly better ways be worse at the lowest signal frequency,
than the steady-state condition at the highest sig- mostly worse at the middle signal frequency, and
nal frequency, about the same at 1000 Hz, and equal to or slightly better than the stationary
remains much poorer at the lowest frequency. condition at the highest signal frequency. Unfor-
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tunately, until we learn more, there is no way to We can also compare the results obtained in
know the best way to measure the stimulus. the different conditions in an attempt to infer the

We should comment on the threshold levels most effective cues to the presence of the signal.
obtained in Condition 3. In this condition, the In the stationary profile condition, only the ampli-
task is to detect amplitude modulation at the tude of the signal components is different from
signal component, with a number of other non- the amplitude of the other components of the
modulated components present in the spectrum. If multicomponent standard. Let us call this a 'rela-
the nonmodulated components were not present, tive-level' cue. The detectability of this cue is of
then this task would be equivalent to detecting central concern for most profile-analysis experi-
amplitude modulation of a single sinusoid. For ments. Condition 1 adds a dynamic component to
this condition, our measure of threshold, this simple situation, because both the modulation
20log(aj/a), is equal to 20log(m), where m is of the signal and the relative-level cue are present.
the degree of amplitude modulation - (11 + Condition 2 makes the dynamic cue less im-
mcos(2frfmt)]cos(2rfct)). Zwicker (1959) has mea- portant, since amplitude modulation is present in
sured the threshold for the detection of amplitude the standard stimulus, as well as the standard-
modulation with a single sinusoid. He finds, at plus-signal. Condition 3, at least at the higher
low modulation rates, a threshold of about -25 rates of modulation, makes the relative-level cue
dB for a low frequency carrier, about -30 dB for unimportant, since, at the highest rates, the signal
a 1000-Hz carrier, and about - 35 dB for a high- component is equal in amplitude to all other con-
frequency carrier. For all three carrier frequencies, ponents of the complex.
he finds that the thresholds increase about 10 dB Comparison of these conditions, however, does
as the rate of modulation increases from 2-80 Hz. not reveal any general rules about the relative
If our observers are as sensitive to modulation as effectiveness of different cues, at least for all three
Zwicker's, then one is forced to conclude that the signal frequencies. Compared to the stationary
nonmodulated components of Condition 3 ex- profile condition, simple amplitude modulation of
ercise a considerable amount of masking. There- the signal (Condition 1) does not greatly change
fore, in a separate experiment, we measured the the detectability of the signal. Condition 2, which
threshold of our listeners for detecting amplitude reduces the importance of the modulation cue,
modulation of a single-frequency component in raises the signal threshold considerably for the
isolation. If the sounds are gated for one-half middle frequency signal (1000 Hz), but does not
second durations, the thresholds are about 5-10 greatly affect the highest and lowest signal
dB lower than those found in Condition 3. If the frequency. Condition 3, which emphasizes the
tone is continuously present, as it was in Zwicker's purely temporal cue, at low rates of modulation, is
study, then the thresholds for detecting a half-sec- generally ineffective at the lowest and middle sig-
ond of modulation are another 5-10 dB lower, nal frequency. At the highest modulation rates,
depending on carrier frequency and modulation Condition 3 generally becomes ineffective. In those
rate. At the lowest modulation rates, our listeners conditions where this is not true, for example the
are also less sensitive than Zwicker's, by between 2 640-Hz modulation at the 4257-Hiz signal
and 7 dB, the largest discrepancies being for the frequency, detection of the sidebands probably
1000 Hz carrier. In short, some of the differences has occurred.
between Condition 3 and existing data on the
detection of amplitude modulation of single Multiple-component signals
sinusoids are due to the presence of the other,
nonmodulated, components. But a larger part of Stimuli
the difference is due to individual differences in In our second experiment, we altered the ampli-
the observers and the mode of stimulus presenta- tude of many components of the 21-component
tion-gated versus continuous listening. We are complex. Once again a stationary profile condition
presently studying these differences in greater de- was compared with two dynamic conditions. In
tail. this stationary condition, alternate components of
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Fig. 3. Schematic of the spectra used in the multiple-component-signal experiment. Only five components of the 21-component
spectra are represented. The left panels are the spectra of the standard alone. The right panels are the spectra of the signal-plus-stan-
dard. The amplitude modulation condition is represented by sidebands near the central component. The arrows on the sidebands
represent the phase of the signal modulation re the standard modulation (see Appendix). The signal amplitudes indicated are typts -1

of those found in the experiment.

the spectrum were increased or decreased in am- single component. In the dynamic conditions, two
plitude. Thus, the listener's task was to dis- experimental manipulations were employed. The
criminate a flat multicomponent spectrum from a two conditions are precisely described in the Ap-
'serrated' spectrum, one in which the amplitudes pendix, where equations used to generate the
of successive components were alternately higher waveforms are presented. Fig. 3 provides a graphic
and lower than the average. We know from previ- presentation of the stationary condition and the
ous research that listeners can detect such alterna- two dynamic stimuli.
tions over the entire spectrum more easily than Once more, we use a logarithmic scale of am-
when the same amplitude change occurs at only a plitude and frequency. The standard 21-compo-
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nent complex is represented in the panel to the cos( 2 7fmt)], whereas odd components are mod-
left and the effects of adding the signal to the ulated by {k(1 - cos(2-rfmt)]. The resulting long-
complex are represented in the panel on the right, term spectrum (bottom right, Fig. 3) is a small
Once more, only five components of the full 21- increase in the amplitude of the signal component
component complex are represented: the first, and two sidebands for each component that alter-
sixth, eleventh, sixteenth, and twenty-first compo- nate in-phase (shown by the arrows pointing up or
nents. The value of frequency of modulation is down for alternate components). At low rates of
chosen to be 50 Hz, and the threshold value of the modulation, the 21 components of the complex
signal -18 dB. wax (a+ 2k) and wane (a) in amplitude, with

In Condition 4, the stationary condition, the alternate components out-of-phase.
standard (top left, Fig. 3) is a set of 21 sinusoidal
components, all equal in amplitude. The addition Results and discussion
of the signal to the standard causes the alternate The results are presented in Fig. 4. For each
components of the standard to be increased and experimental condition, the threshold for the sig-
decreased in level (top right, Fig. 3). Thus, the nal was determined at nine different modulation
listener must discriminate a flat from an alternat- frequencies, ranging from 2-640 Hz. The signal
ing spectrum. No amplitude modulation of either threshold, average over three observers, is plotted
the standard or signal is present in this condition. as a function of modulation frequency in the

In Condition 5, the standard (middle left, Fig. separate panels of the figure. Again, the major
3) is a set of 21 sinusoidal components, all equal trends are well represented in the average data.
in amplitude. For this condition, the signal is The error bars represent the standard error of the
simply an amplitude modulation version of the mean threshold (twelve threshold determinations
standard [k(1 + cos(2lrfmt) ]. Adding that signal to from each of the three observers).
the standard (in-phase) produces the resulting The threshold of the signal is expressed as the
spectrum (middle fight, Fig. 3). The result is the level of the amplitude of the signal component, k
standard spectrum with a slight amplitude mod- (see Appendix), re the level of the standard com-
ulation of all components. In the long-term spec-
trurn, there is a small increase in the amplitude of
all components and two sidebands located about
each component frequency, plus and minus the CG
modulation frequency, fn. The sidebands are low -
in amplitude (-24 dB re the carrier). At low rates 7
of modulation, this condition is similar to the -10

Zstationary profile condition, except that the am- -is "a
Z 0plitude of all components varies from (a + 2k) to 0 -20

(a), at the frequency of modulation. Note that the - o .. 0 4...

components of the complex are spaced at equal > -25 - a. a

distances on a logarithinic frequency scale and the - -26.5

sidebands are a constant linear distance from these I I t
components. Thus, the relative logarithmic sep- 2 5 10 20 40 80 160 320 640
aration of the sidebands changes systematically
with frequency as illustrated in the figure. FREQUENCY OF MODULATION (Hz)

In Condition 6, the standard (bottom left, Fig. Fig. 4. Results of the multiple-component-signal experiment.
3) is a set of 21 sinusoidal components, all equal The ordinate is the threshold for the signal, 20log(k/a) (see
in amplitude. For this condition, the signal is Appendix). The abscissa is the frequency of modulation, f,.

again an amplitude-modulated version of the The data for the two experimental conditions are coded:
square-Condition 5, triangle-Condition 6. The horizontal linestandard. However, the alternate components of (and number) is the threshold for the stationary profile condi-

this complex are modulated in different phases. tion. Each data point is the average threshold for the three

Even components are modulated by [k(l + observers.
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ponent to which it is added in-phase (20log k/a). the shape of the long-term power spectrum of
We have not corrected this threshold value to take standard and signal-plus-standard is essentially
account of the change in signal power created by the same, and the threshold for the signal in-
the modulation. One should be wary in comparing creases. That the sidebands were of some impor-
the thresholds for the multiple signal conditions tance is demonstrated at the highest modulation
with those of the single component conditions frequencies. Detection of the sidebands is prob-
reported in the preceding experiment. In this mul- ably the primary reason that the signal can be
tiple signal experiment, the same 'signal' ampli- heard in Condition 5, since the spectrum is essen-
tude, k, has been used to alter 21 components, tially flat once the temporal variation within a
rather than a single component, aj. Thus, there channel is lost. The phase of the relative modula-
are, in effect, a total of 21 signals rather than the tion appears to lose importance at a relatively low
single component of the former experiment. If we modulation frequency, 20-40 Hz, since at that
measured the total signal energy or power, it would frequency Conditions 5 and 6 produce very simi-
be 13 dB greater for the 21-component signal, but lar thresholds. The different threshold estimates
no attempt has been made to 'equalize' the signal seen for these conditions at modulation rates of
threshold. Indeed, there is still some doubt as to 160 and 320 Hz probably reflect the different
how to accomplish that objective (Green, 1986; interactions of sidebands of similar frequency but
Green et al., 1987; Bernstein and Green, 1987). opposite phase. That temporal variation in the

The two modulation conditions are coded in spectrum is effective only at relatively low rates of
the figure: a square and a triangle represent the modulation (below 40 Hz) is a conclusion also
thresholds obtained for Conditions 5 and 6, re- suggested by the next experiment.
spectively. The solid horizontal line represents the
threshold obtained in the stationary profile condi- Time-varying signal and nonsignal
tion (Condition 4). Once more, we remind the
reader that the sounds were presented for a dura- Stimuli
tion of one-half second. This brief duration may In this third experiment, we explore a slightly
inflate the threshold values for the slower modula- different aspect of the question of how temporal
tion rates. variation in the spectrum influences profile analy-

Again, the results show that a change in spec- sis. Here we concentrate on the relative coherence
tral shape, presented in a dynamic mode, does not of modulation in what we call the 'signal' and
improve the ability to detect a change in spectral 'nonsignal' part of the spectrum. Detecting a
shape over the same amount of change presented change in spectral shape, if the change occurs at a
in a stationary spectrum. Generally, the thresholds single spectral locus, requires a simultaneous com-
are best for the stationary, saw-tooth condition, parison of intensity information across different
represented in the figure by the solid horizontal frequency channels. An obvious question is, how
line (- 26.5 dB). If one increases the signal power does temporal variation within the signal and non-
created by the amplitude modulation of the signal signal channels influence such comparisons? Note
(1.7 dB), thus elevating all the threshold points by that the nonsignal part of the spectrum can be
1.7 dB, the discrepancy widens. The dynamic con- considered as a kind of amplitude standard, against
ditions produce higher signal thresholds, even if a which comparisons of the amplitude in the signal
'corrected' threshold quantity is calculated, channels can be made. If both signal and nonsig-

As the modulation rate increases, the spectral nal channels vary coherently, then detection of a
changes become increasingly difficult to hear. In change in the relative level of the signal channel
the first experiment, at the higher rates of mod- should proceed smoothly. But suppose the nonsig-
ulation, audible sidebands probably did occur. In nal part of the spectrum varies out-of-phase with
these experiments, at these high rates of mod- the signal part. How will this lack of amplitude
ulation, the sidebands were largely inaudible since coherence influence the detectability of a change?
they moved into adjacent masking components. The specific question we asked was, suppose the
Thus, as the frequency of modulation increases, signal and nonsignal levels are both amplitude
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f modulated, will the relative phase between the The relative detectability of an increment at
envelopes of the two modulation waveforms in- three different frequency locations was measured
fluence detection performance? using both the 21- and 7-component standards.

In these experiments, the standard is our usual The signal frequencies were the second, middle,
multicomponent complex. In one experiment, it and penultimate components of the
contained 21 components, in the other 7 compo- complex-either 235, 1000, or 4257 Hz for the
nents. The signal was a single component of the 21-component complex or 342, 1000, or 2924 Hz
standard that was added in-phase to the standard, for the 7-component complex. The rate of mod-
thus producing a small increment in that compo- ulation ranged between 2 and 160 Hz.
nent of the standard. We call the component at

V the signal frequency the 'signal component.' The
t amplitude of this component will have the value a Results and discussion

if standard alone is present and the value a + a) if Fig. 5 presents the results for the 21-component
s the signal is added to the standard. The other standard; Fig. 6 presents the results for the 7-com-
f components (20 or 6 in number) we call the ponent standard. The threshold for the signal is
t 'nonsignal components.' They all have amplitude plotted along the ordinate, and the rate of mod-
t a, independent of whether or not the signal is ulation, fi, is plotted along the abscissa. The
e present. We now multiply each of these two wave- threshold values are averages across three ob-
f forms, the signal component and the nonsignal servers; two of the three had participated in the
J components, by a modulation waveform, m(t), previous experiments, the third subject listened

where only to these conditions. The square symbols code
the in-phase condition, and the triangles code the

m(t) = 1 + sin[21rfmt + e(s)]. out-of-phase condition. The solid horizontal line
in the figure represents the threshold for the signal

The rate of modulation, frn, is in cycles per in a stationary profile condition, the signal is
y second. The phase of the modulation, 9, depends unmodulated and simply increases the amplitude
1 on the waveform being modulated, s. Suppose of the signal component to a + a. during the
- both signal and nonsignal components are mod- entire observation interval. The slight differences
e ulated, using the same value of theta. We call this in average threshold value from those reported in
d the 'in-phase' modulation condition. In that case, the previous experiment arise for two reasons.
a the level of the signal and nonsignal components First, one listener is different. Second, these two
a wax and wane together. Likewise we can choose measurements were taken several months apart;
l- different values of thetas for the signal and the thus, the observers common to both measurements
it nonsignal components. A phase difference of 180' have had more experience in the task, and their
N between the two thetas is referred to as the 'out- thresholds had improved slightly. One subject im-
I- of-phase' condition. In that case, the signal ampli- proved an average of about 4 dB, the other 2.5 dB.
.e tude increases while the amplitude of the nonsig- Such long-term improvement is characteristic of
)e nal components is decreasing and vice versa, profile experiments (Kidd et al., 1987).
it Because of the randomization of presentation The general form of the results is sensible. At

level, listening only for overall intensity at any very slow rates of modulation, for example 2 Hz,
component is a poor detection strategy. To obtain it is difficult to detect the signal in the out-of-phase

a good detection performance, one must compare condition. We presume this occurs because the
Cl the level of the signal component with the nonsig- nonsignal components provide little basis for a

nal component on each particular presentation, simultaneous comparison of signal and nonsignal
h although the levels will vary at the modulation levels; the nonsigaal components are nearly ab-
le rate during each stimulus presentation. The task is sent when the signal component is in the vicinity
'? always the same: to determine whether there is a of a maximum, and the reverse. Without a simul-
te relative increment in a single component of an taneous level cue, the observer is forced to listen
le otherwise flat spectrum. to overall level which is a very poor cue, given the
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Fig. 5. Results for the experiment, using a 21-component complex, on the relative phase of signal and nonsignal components. The
ordinate and abscissa are the same as those used in Figs. 2 and 4. The threshold values, when signal and nonsignal components are
in-phase (square) and out-of-phase (triangle), are plotted. The signal frequencies are indicated. The horizontal line (and number) in

each panel is the threshold for the stationary profile condition. Each data point is the average threshold for the three observers.

presentation level is selected at random from 20-dB sible. As a general rule, the threshold for the
range. If overall level is the only cue, then, given a in-phase condition is nearly the same as what one
20-dB range, one can calculate that the threshold obtains with the stationary (unmodulated) condi-
will increase to about + 3 dB using the (3-down, tion, independent of the rate of modulation. The
1-up) adaptive rule (Green, 1987, p. 20). largest exception seems to be the lowest frequency

For the in-phase condition, the signal and non- signal (235 Hz) for the 21-component profile
signal components wax and wane together, and, where, for modulation frequencies less than 20 Hz,
hence, a simultaneous comparison of levels is pos- all the in-phase thresholds seem to be about 5 dB
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Fig. 6. Same as Fig. 5 except a 7-component complex was used.

poorer than the unmodulated condition. appears to cause a small elevation in threshold for
In terms of detecting a spectral change, only the in-phase conditions. For example, in Fig. 5,

when the sidebands produced by the modulation the small bump in the data for the 235-Hz signal
interact with the major components of the spec- frequency (21-component) condition at a frequen-
trum does there appear to be a difference in the cy of modulation of 40 Hz is where the sidebands
threshold for the unmodulated and modulated of the first (200 Hz) and tird (276 Hz) spectral
conditions. When this interaction occurs, the spec- components are very close in frequency to the
trum sounds 'rough'. Depending on the rate of signal (second) component (235 Hz). Similarly. the
modulation, the signal frequency, and the density upturn in the data for the 1000 Hz signal frequency
of the components in the spectrum, this roughness (21-component) condition at a modulation
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frequency of 160 Hz is where the sidebands of the the widths of the frequency channels in the audi-
nearest components fall close to the signal tory system vary systematically with center
frequency. Indeed, the general lack of such effects frequency. One estimate of the critical band
in the 7-component data is consistent with this (Zwicker, 1961) is about 16% of the center
explanation. For the data of the 7-component frequency, that is, about a bandwidth of 32 Hz at
complex (Fig. 6), there is little difference between 200 Hz, 160 Hz at 1000 Hz, and 640 Hz at 4000
the threshold measured in the in-phase condition Hz. Thus, as frequency of modulation is varied, a
and the stationary condition at any modulation critical band centered at lower frequencies, be-
frequency. The only departure from this rule oc- cause it has a smaller bandwidth, will produce a
curs at the Iowest signal frequency (342 Hz) where near steady (carrier) tone at much smaller rates of
the data appear to drift upward for the highest modulation than a band centered at a higher
rates of modulation. In that case, the explanation frequency. If we assume the filter output is nearly
appears to be some interaction between the most constant when the sidebands are located at the
closely spaced components, 200 and 342 Hz. filter bandwidth, then a frequency of modulation

While there is a clear difference between the of 16 Hz at a center frequency of 200 Hz is
thresholds obtained in the in-phase and out- equivalent to an 80-Hz modulation rate at a center
of-phase conditions for the lower modulation rates, frequency of 1000 Hz, or a 320-Hz modulation
once the frequency of modulation exceeds about rate at a center frequency of 4000 Hz. The mod-
20-40 Hz, the thresholds for the two conditions ulation rate producing an equivalent change in
are nearly the same. This result is easy to under- filter output is proportional to center frequency.
stand in terms of a simple filter model. Suppose One should, however, be cautious in interpre-
the rate of modulation is so fast that the side- ting how this fact will affect the detectability of
bands fall outside the filter located at the center the signal in this experiment. A profile experiment
frequency of the modulation. When such a condi- must involve a comparison of the signal level with
tion occurs, the output of the filter is constant and the nonsignal level. Previous work on profile anal-
shows no variation in amplitude produced by the ysis has shown that the comparison process is not
modulation. When the amplitude variation is no restricted to the locally adjacent critical bands
longer present, the relative phase between the (Green et al., 1984). Thus, interpreting how mod-
signal component and any other components of ulation frequency and signal frequency will inter-
the spectrum ceases to be important. Thus, at the act is comphcated. Consider one condition, the
highest rates of modulation, the phase angle, theta, threshold for the 2924-Hz signal frequency with a
should be irrelevant and the thresholds for the 7-component complex. The effects of modulation
in-phase and out-of-phase conditions should be phase become negligible for a modulation rate of
nearly the same, as they are. about 20 Hz. At that frequency, the critical band

Note, however, that the region where frequency at the signal frequency is nearly 500 Hz wide.
modulation makes phase irrelevant is about 20-40 Thus, the temporal fluctuation in the signal chan-
Hz and is largely independent of the density of the nel should be considerable. Yet the relative phase
spectrum or the signal frequency. Indeed, for the of that modulation, between the signal and non-
7-component complex, the modulation rate at signal channels, is irrelevant. The only explanation
which the in-phase and out-of-phase conditions we can offer is as follows. Assume that the level of
yield nearly equal threshold is about the same for some nonsignal channels (presumably much lower
all three signal frequencies. in frequency) is being used as a basis of compari-

This last observation raises a potential problem son with the level in the signal channel. The level
with the preceding filter explanation. A simple in these channels is essentially constant, because
application of this filter idea would suggest that the center frequency and hence bandwidths are
the modulation frequency at which the modula- much smaller. Therefore, becatvse the nonsignal
tion phase becomes irrelevant should vary sys- channel is not charging in level, the relative phase
tematically with signal frequency. The reason for of fluctuations in the 2924-Hz channel is irrele-
this expectation is straightforward. We know that vant.
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Relative phase of the modulation a modulation rate of 5 Hz. That condition pro-
In this experiment, we systematically measure duces a difference in threshold of about 15 dB,

(in steps of 45*) how different phase angles be- between the in-phase or out-of-phase condition
tween the two modulators would affect the detect- (Fig. 5, middle panel). Unfortunately, the 5-Hz
ability of the signal. While we have described the modulation rate is equivalent to a period of 200
comparison of different levels in a profile task as ms, so our time scale for phase effects is relatively
simultaneous, it is possible that some small time is gross.
taken to actually compare the two levels. We have Fig. 7 shows the results. We express the in-phase
used the word 'simultaneous' to distinguish the condition as zero or 360* and the out-of-phase
process from the successive comparison of levels condition as 1800. The signal threshold for each
across the intervals of the forced-choice proce- of these phase conditions is plotted along the
dure, a process that involves time measured in ordinate. (The threshold at 3600 is simply the
seconds. The 'simultaneous' comparison of profile zero point, replotted.) As can be seen, the in-phase
analysis may occupy a few milliseconds, even if it condition appears to provide the lowest threshold,
occurs within a single observation interval. We and the 1800 phase angle produces the highest
wished to determine if this time were measurable threshold. Intermediate phase angles fall along a
and, therefore, varied the relative phase of mod- relatively smooth curve. Any small delay in the
ulation between the signal and nonsignal compo- comparison process must be either zero or smaller
nents in much finer steps than the two used in our than about 125 psec, the equivalent of a 45'
previous conditions. To measure the time of com- phase change.
parisons precisely, we would like to use a high
frequency of modulation so that changes in phase Conclusion
would reflect small time differences. But our de-
pendent variable is the difference in threshold for The detection task common to all these experi-
two phase conditions. Thus, we must use a ments is to discriminate a change in spectral shape
frequency of modulation that produces some mea- of a multicomponent complex.
surable difference. As our compromise, we selected While the saliency of individual components of
the 1000-Hz signal (21-component) condition with a multicomponent complex can be enhanced by

amplitude modulation, the detectability of ampli-
tude changes in such components is not greatly

Oinfluenced. For amplitude changes in single com-
'0 Iponents of a multicomponent complex, only at the

,-; , t, ,- highest signal frequency (4257 Hz) does amplitude
5 -modulation appear to provide a consistent benefit

-10-. to the detection of such changes (Fig. 2). For
z-10 " amplitude changes over multiple components, dy-
0-
,15 - ' namic conditions generally produce much poorer

0 thresholds than a stationary condition.
S-25 The relative coherence of the signal and nonsig-

z -25 - nal components of the spectrum is important, but

0 45 90 135 180 225 270 315 360 only at the lower modulation rates (fn < 40 Hz).
SIGNAL PHASE. DEGREE Above this rate of modulation, the relative phase

Fig. 7. Results for the relative signal-nonsignal phase experi- of different parts of the spectrum is unimportant
ment. A 21-component complex was used. The signal frequency (Figs. 5 and 6).
was 1000 Hz and the frequency of modulation was 5 Hz. The
ordinate is the threshold for the signal. The abscissa is the Appendix
relative phase between the modulator for the signal and non-
signal components. Zero degree means the signal and nonsig-
nal components are in-phase, 180* the out-of-phase condition. The following are the equations used to gener-

The average of the three observers is plotted, ate the stimuli used in the first two experiments.
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We refer to the standard as St(t), and the signal as Stationary profile condition
S(t). These waveforms were sampled, digitized, Condition 4
and stored in buffers, which were then plaed to
the listeners through the D to A devices. The 21

signal-plus-standard waveform was created by ad- S (t) =F a cos(2irf,t + 9,)

ding (point by point) the two buffers, representing r-I

the signal and standard waveform. 21S(,) k E (1)' cos(2 , I + 9,)
Experiment 1. Single-component signal '- I

For all conditions in this experiment, the
parameter a, is adjusted to estimate the signal Dynamic conditions

threshold. Condition 5

Stationary Profile Condition 21

21 St(t)= a cos(21rft + ,)

St(t)= Ea cos(2rrf,t+,) I

21

S(t)= a. cos(27f/t+ ej) S(t) Ek[1 - cos(2rfmt)]cos(27rft + ,)
i-i

Dynamic Conditions Condition 6
Condition 1

21

21 St(t) = ' a cos(2rf, t + 9,)

S(t)= a.[1 - cos(2rfmt)] cos(21rfjt + ej) S(t) k[1 + (1)' cos(21rfmt)]

Dynamic Spectral Changes Xo(7f ,Condition 2 co(rt+O)

20

St(t) = , a cos(21rft + 1,) Acknowledgements
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Seven experiments on the detectability of intensity changes in complex multitonal acoustic
spectra are reported. Two general questions organize the experimental efforts. The first
question is how tile detectability of a change in a flat (equal energy) spectrum depends on the
frequency region where a single intensive change is made. The answer is that frequency region
plays a relatively minor role. Frequency changes in the midregion of the spectrum are the
easiest to hear, but thresholds increase by only about 5 dB over the range from 200 to 5000 Hz.
For all frequencies, the psychometric function is of the form d' = k(Ap), where k is a constant
and Ap is the change in pressure. The second question is how can we predict the detectability
of complex changes over thc. entire frequency range from the detectability of change at each
separate region. Thresholds for detecting a change from a flat spectrum to a spectrum whose
amplitude varies in sinusoidal ("rippled") fashion over logarithmic frequency are measured at
different frequencies of ripple. The thresholds are found to be independent of ripple frequency
and are 7 dB higher than predicted on the basis of an optimum combination rule.

PACS numbers: 43.66.Ba, 43.66.Dc, 43.66.Fe. 43.66.Jh [RDS]

INTRODUCTION more complicated variety. Suppose the listener were trying

In several previous papers, we have reported on the to detect spectral change at many component frequencies. Is
ability of listeners to detect alterations in the shape of com- it possible to develop a simple rule to account for the detec-
plex acoustic spectra. Often the standard stimulus was a tion of these more complicated changes? The more compli-
multicomponent spectrum composed of equal-amplitude cated spectral change that we investigate is a sinusoidal al-

sinusoids. The change was created by increasing the intensi- teration over the entire spectral profile-a sinusoidal ripple
ty of one component of the standard. In this paper, we sys- over logarithmic frequency. The frequency of this ripple is
tem:atically explore the question of how the frequency of the then varied and detection performance assessed for a num-
altered component affects the ability to detect the change. Is ber of ripple frequencies. The results obtained with the var-
it easier to detect a low- or high-frequency change in the ious ripple frequencies are easy to summarize-they all pro-
intensity profile of a complex stimulus? There are several duce about the same threshold. This threshold, however, is
reasons for asking such a question, but the one we will stress about 7 dB higher than would be expected on the basis of an
here is the empirical one. We will need this information to optimum combination of the detectabilities at the local re-
address the second question of this paper; namely, how do gions.
we use the data on the detectability of changes in local re-
gions of the spectra to predict the detectability of more com-
plex changes? I. GENERAL PROCEDURE

In a previous study, we measured how detectability of In all the experiments, the listener's task was to detect a
an increase in a single component changed as a function of change in the spectral shape of a complex multicomponent
the frequency of the component (Green and Mason, 1985). waveform. The components of the standard were always of
In general, those results suggested that a change in the inten- equal amplitude and always equally spaced on a logarithmic
sity of the midfrequency region, 500 to 2000 Hz, produced frequency scale. The phase of each component of the stan-
superior performance, but the variability among observers dard was chosen at random, and this phase was used for all
was sizable. Also, those data may have been contaminated presentations of this condition. The standard spectrum was
by prior practice because the subjects had participated in an altered in shape by changing the intensity of one or more of
earlier experiment in which the change occurred in this mid- the sinusoidal components. THis alteration can be thought of
frequency region. Although extensive training was given for as adding a "signal" waveform to the standard. Thus the
all frequency regions, it is conceivable that the effects of the discrimination task was to distinguish between the standard
earlier practice influenced the data. In the present study, we alone and the standard with the signal added to it. The over-
used the recent move of our laboratory as an opportunity to all level of the sounds, standard or standard-plus-signal, was
recruit a set of listeners who had nc previous training at any varied on each and every presentation according to a ran-
one frequency region. dom schedule, so that the observers were forced to detect a

Once we have studied how the detectability of a change change in the shape of the standard spectra, rather than sim-
in a single region of the spectrum varies with component ply a change in intensity at some region of frequency.
frequency, we are ready to consider spectral changes of a All waveforms were generated digitally, played over di-
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gital-to-analog converters at a sample rate of 25 000 Hz, and
low-pass filtered at 10 000 Hz. The duration of the sounds
differed in the different experiments, but all were turned on
and off with a 5-ms raised cosine window. The observers -
were seated in sound-treated (IAC double-walled) rooms 2 -.

and the stimuli were presented binaurally over TDH-39 ear-
phones, both phones driven in-phase. - 15 I - - - -

A two-alternative forced-choice procedure was used --'-I
with an ad,-tive, two-down, one-up technique to estimate a _ -20

signal level corresponding to a 0.707 probability of correct .
choice (d' = 0.76). Tbe initial step size of 4 dB was halved 200 1000 £000

after the first four reversals. Fifty trials were run in blocks, FREQUENCY Is H.

and the estimated threshold was computed as the average of FIG. 1. Discrimination of an increment added to a single component of an
the remaining pairs of reversals after excluding the first three equal-amplitude, 21-component standard waveform with a frequency range

or 200 to 5000 Hz. The abscissa shows the frequency of the incremented
reversals. Typically, 10 to 16 reversals occurred within each component (signal) and the ordinate is the threshold for 70% correct dis-

block. For a given stimulus condition, 6 runs of 50 trials were crimination of the signal. Thresholds are the ratio of the level of the signal

run in succession. Each trial lasted about 2 s, and it took increment to the level of a single component of the standard in dB. Error

about 15 tnin to complete 6 runs of 50 trials. All of the data bars are the standard error computed over 6 subjects with 12 runs each.

reported here were based on two or three separate replica-
tions: that is, average thresholds were based on 12 or 18 fifty-
trial blocks. which it is added, the threshold would be - 20 dB. As can

Normal-hearing observers participated in the experi- be seen, the detection of the increment does vary some with
nitents. They were college students recruited through adver- signal frequency. The midfrequency region, 500 to 2000 Hz,
tisements placed in the student employment office and the produces the best detection. Increments in the flat spectrum
music and speech departments. They were paid at an hourly outside this frequency region are somewhat more difficult to
rate for their services and were given a special bonus upon detect, but the difference never exceeds 10 dB. The error bars
completing the entire sequence of measurements. are the standard error of the mean computed over the 72

threshold estimates made at each frequency (6 observers
and 12 threshold estimates per observer). The average data,

II. SINGLE SIGNAL COMPONENT-EFFECTS OF shown in the figure, are typical of all the observers. The re-
FREQUENCY LOCATION suits are similar to those obtained by Green and Mason

(1985). The function of Fig. I is smoother and shows slight-

A. Single component signal in 21-component profile ly less variation with frequency than was found in the earlier

The "standard" for this experiment was a complex of 21 study.

equal-amplitude components spaced equally on a logarith-
mic scale of frequency. The lowest frequency component
was 200 Ilz. the highest was 5000 Hz, and the ratio of the The stimulus conditions were similar to those employed
frequencies of successive components in the spectrum was in experiment 1, except the overall intensity level of the stim-
1. 1746. The level of the standard varied between trials over a uli was increased 20 dB and the median standard level was 60
range of 20 dB and the median sound-pressure level of the dB SPL per component rather than the 40-dB level used in
standard was 40 dB per component. Because there were 21 the previous experiment. Also, two presentation durations
components in the complex, theoverall level was 13 dB high- were studied: 100 ms as in the previous experiment, and 30
er (53 dB SPL). ms. Three observers participated in this experiment; only

The signal was a single sinusoid added in-phase to one one had particioated in the first experiment. These three ob-
component of the standard. A threshold was measured for servers participated in all the remaining experiments.
detecting this increment at each of seven different frequen- Figure 2 presents the results of this experiment. The
cics: 234, 380, 617, 1000, 1620, 2626, and 4256 lHz. The stim- quantities plotted on the ordinate and abscissa are the same
ulus duration was 100 ms. We report the average threshold as in Fig. I. The threshold values for the 30-ms presentation
over six listeners, based on twelve 50-trial determinations of duration are shown by open circles (the upper dashed
threshold at each frequency curve), while the 100-ms data are plotted as open triangles

Figure 1 presents t'.,: results of this experiment. The (the lower curve). The solid line segments are the results
value along the abscissa is the frequency of the component to obtained in the first experiment with a 100-ms duration and
which the signal was added. The value along the ordinate is lower intensity level.
the siue of the signal at threshold measured as the signal The 100-ms presentation duration produces lower sig-
amplitude re: the amplitude of the component of the stan- nal thresholds than the 30-ms presentation duration at al-
dard towhich the signal is added (in-phase). For example, if most all frequencies. We are puzzled by the two thresholds
the signal were the same size as the component of the stan- being the same at the highest signal frequency (4256 Hz)
dard, the threshold would be reported as 0 dB. If the signal and suspect this coincidence is chance fluctuation. At all
were I / 10 the amplitude of the component of the standard to other frequencies, except 380 Hz, the difference in threshold
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I only slightly overlapping frequency ranges. The "low-fre-
0- quency" standard ranged in frequency between 200 and

2000 Hz. The ratio of frequencies of successive components

of the standard was 1.122. The "high-frequency" standard
ranged in frequency between 1000 and 10 000 Hz and had
the same ratio between successive frequency components as

V--15 "the low-frequency set. For each standard, we measured the
threshold for an increment in a single component of the stan-

,. -20 dard, in either a relatively low-, middle-, or high-frequency
I ...... I I region of that standard. The three signal frequencies were

200 1000 5000 224, 632, and 1782 Hz for the low-frequency standard; the
FREQUENCY IN H. signal frequencies were 1122, 3162, and 8912 Hz for the

FIG. 2. Effect of level and signal duration on threshold. Conditions were the high-frequency standard. The other conditions were similar
same as in Fig. I (shown as solid line), except intensity levels of the stimuli
were increased 20 dB to a median level of 60 dB per component. In one to those used in the first experiment. The component level of
condition, signal duration was the same as in experiment I ( 100 ms: trian- the standard was 40 dB and the presentation duration was
gles); in another condition, 30 ms was used for signal duration (circles). 100 ms. The thresholds were based on eighteen 50-trial runs.
Error bars are standard errors computed over 18 runs for three suhects. Figure 3 presents the result ofthis experiment. The ordi-

nate and abscissa are the same as those used in Fig. 1. The
thresholds for the three signal frequencies in the lower fre-

for the two durations is nearly the same. The average differ- quency standard are shown as the open circles. The thresh-
ence in threshold, over all frequencies, is 3.6 dB. This value is olds for the three signal frequencies in the higher frequency
only slightly smaller than the value of 5 dB, whtch one would siandard are shown as the open triangles. The curve depicted

expect from an equal-energy rule. Our definition of the sig- by the solid line segments is the result obtained in the first
nal threshold is proportional to the level of the signal; thus a experiment (with frequency range from 200 to 5000 Hz).
change in duration of a factor of three would necessitate a For the lower frequency standard, the middle-frequency
change in signal power ofa factor of3, or 5 dB, to hold signal signal is the easiest to hear and either end of the frequency
energy constant. The equal-energy rule has received empiri- range produces higher thresholds, a result consistent with
cal support in a previous paper (Green et al., 1984). the finding in the first experiment. In fact, the two lower

Detection thresholds for this experiment are generally frequency signals have thresholds remarkably similar to
similar as a function of frequency to those obtained in the those obtained with the wider frequency complex employed
first experiment (solid line segments). The only difference in the first experiment. The threshold for the upper frequen-
worth comment is that, whereas the first experiment showed cy signal, 1782 Hz, however, is nearly 10 dB higher than that
a shallow bowl-like curve, the results of the second experi- determined for the wider frequency complex. This result
ment show less ofan increase in threshold for the lower fre- presumably reflects the effects of context, the relative loca-
quencies. Averaging the data at the two durations would
show a nearly flat function for the lower and midfrequency
region and a slight increase at the highest frequency. -
Whether this difference in the two experiments arises be- .I . . .. I
cause of differences in observers or because these observers
have now had more practice in this detection task is un- ..-

known. We believ that training may play some role since, in -
our experience, there is a very slow improvement in the ,
ability to hear the spectral change in the lower frequency 0-
region that is not evident for the higher frequencies. "

One purpose of this experiment was to determine if the a -5 -
effects of frequency were altered appreciably by a presenta- -

" 
- -

tion duration of 30 ms, which is shorter than the duration of
an acoustic reflex. Such does not seem to be the case, and we WW
can rule out the acoustic reflex as playing any significant role
in the studies that employed longer presentation duration. _ -20

Ia 200 1000 9000
C. Frequency context FREQUENCY IN Hz

In the two preceding experiments, the best thresholds FIG. 3. Effect of frequency range on discrimination of an increment on a
occur for the middle frequencies of tlc standard, between singlesinusoidina l-component spetrum. Theconditisnssseresimilar o
500 and 2000 Htz. Does this reflect greater sensitivity for those used in the first experiment (solid line) with the frequenc, range of
these frequencies, or are these lower thresholds because this the spectrum changed. 71he low-frequettcy standard, houn as cirles.

ranged in frequency from 200 to 2(0) lit The nigh-frc stdard
region is in the center of the standard? To answer this ques- angles) ranged from IXX)- z Eror brs are Ihc .dI,d cro
tion, we generated two 2 1-component standard stimuli with computed over 12 runs foi three suhject,
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tion of the signal frequency within tile standard complex. - I . . I .

Similar effects of context have been reported in previous pa- c

pers (Green and Mason, 1985).
For the high-frequency complex, the middle-frequency J

signal is not the easiest to detect, and it appears that at these -
higher frequencies, the frequency of the signal component _
per se exerts a stronger influence on the signal's threshold V -is - -

than does context. The effect of context is again evident if we 6 Is: - .
compare the thresholds obtained in this experiment with 20

those obtained in the first experiment (solid curve). The I .
presence of components below 1000 Hz, as occurs in the 200- 200 1000 9000

to 5000-Hz standard, produces lower thresholds for every FBEOUENCY IN Hz

component where comparisons can be made than those ob- FIG.4. Discrimnination ofa 5-component ripple as a function of the frequen-
cy of the center component of the ripple in a 2 I -component standard witha

tained for the complex extending from 1000 to 10 000 Hz. 20O- to 10 00-Hz range. Ripples were on successive components of the

As a simple summary, we may say that sigrals in the standard with the phases such that, when added to the standard, the first,

middle of a standard are generally easier to detect than sig- third, and fifth components of the ripple were incremented, while the other

nals located at the extremes, providing tile entire range is two components were decremented by a like amount. Thresholds are the
level of the increment relative to the level ,f a single component of the stan-

located below at least 5000 Hz. Above this frequency, the dard in d13.
absolute frequency of the signal may play a larger role than component ripple is about 7 dB greater in energy than any
the effects of context.copnnripeiabu7dBgetrneegyhnay single component. If all the data points were increased by 7

D eU, iicarly aji would fall above the solid line, which repre-
D. Extended frequency range sents the threshold for the single-component signal used in

In this experiment, we used a standard with as wide a that experiment. Thus we find that the single-component
frequency range as is practically possible. The standard in signal is the easiest signal to detect on an energy basis. A
this experiment was a 30-component complex ranging in fre- similar conclusion was reached by Green and Kidd (1983).
quency from 200 to 10 000 HL. The median level of the com- The general shape of the function is similar to what we
ponctnts was 50 dB SPL, and the ratio of the frequencies found in the other experiments. The middle-frequency re-
between successivc comnponents was 1.144. The signal pre- gion is, once again, the easiest in which to detect a change in
sentation duration was 100 ms. the spectrum, with the higher frequencies being much worse,

The addition oif the "signal" produced a change in five especially at the extreme frequencies.
adjacent components of the standard. If we number these
five cottponents successively starting with the lowest fre-
quency. then 3 is the middle component of the set. Tite odd In general, all the results of these experiments exploring
components of this set, 1, 3, and 5, were increased in ampli- the frequency locus c r the change in shape of a complex

tude and the even components. 2 and 4, were decreased in spectrum reveal no strong effects of frequency. When

amplitude. Thus the observers were discriminating between threshold is plotted as a function of frequency, the data re-
two stimuli, tl:e standard with a flat (equal amplitude) spec- semble a shallow bowl with the minimum located in the
trum, or the signal-plus-standard with a five-component rip- moderate-frequency range, 500 to 2000 Hz. At the very
ple located at sotne frequency region within the flat complex. highest frequencies, the signal can be more difficult to detect,

The frequency region ofthis ripple was the independent ,ari- by as much as 10 to 13 dB, but no abrupt changes in this
able of the experiment. The threshold for this ripple was function are evident. Only at frequencies as high as 7000 Hz
measured at six different regions, which was specified by the does the ability to detect changes in a complex spectrum
frequency of the middle component of tile five-component appear to detetiorate substantially.
complex, namely, 261, 514, 1009, 1981, 3889, and 7635 Hz.
The thresholds are based on twelve 50-trial runs. III. DETECTION OF COMPLEX SPECTRAL CHANGES

Figure 4 presents the result of this experiment. The
curve depicted by the solid line segments are the data from In the next series of experiments, we turn our attention

the first experiment. We should comment on how threshold to the detection of complex alterations in spectral shape. To

values are computed for these five-component signals. We predict the detectability of such complicated changes. we

have plotted the threshold ott a single-component basis, thus hoped to use a rule based on the detectability of changes at

- 20 dB means that the amplitude of all five signal compo- individual components. To implement such a scheme, we

nents is I/10 tile amplitude of the standard component to first need to know the trading relation between signal ampli-

which it is added (or subtracted). We have never conducted tude and signal detectability; that is, we need to know the

a formal experiment comparing increments and decrements, psychometric functions for changes in individual compo-

but informal testing has convinced us that the detectability nents.
of a fixed signal amplitude is not very different whether we
add or subtract it from a component of the standard. A. Psychometric function

if total signal energy were used as a measure of thresh- In this experiment, we estimate the psychometric func-
old, instead ofour single-component measure, then the five- tions for the detection ofan increment in a single component
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at three frequencies, 380, 1000, and 2626 Hz. For a given 14 1 1 1 1 I -- TI-
frequency, the observer heard as the alternative of a two- 12 -
interval forced-choice trial either the standard alone or one 10 -
of three fixed-signal levels added to the standard. All three 05
signal levels occurred with equal probability within a single

listening session of 100 trials, so that signal level would not 6-
be confounded with trial block. The signal levels were cho- 4- a

sen on the basis of a prior estimate of threshold obtained -0 2-
using the adaptive procedure. The middle signal level was set ,D

to produce about 75% correct and the other two signals set o-

at level 6 dB above and below this value. Ten 100-trial runs . -2- o
0

were used to estimate the psychometric function at each fre- -4 -,
quency so that about 333 trials were used to estimate the -6 -
percentage of correct judgments at the three signal levels. -8 -

Actually, two psychometric functions were estimated in -13 -
two different experimental conditions at each of the three
signal frequencies. One condition was a profile condition. In - _12 -
this case, the signal component was presented with 20 other -14 - - - 0 4 8 1
components present and the overall level was randomly var- 20 48 p

ied (50 dB ± 10 dB SPL). In the second condition, the FIG. 5. Psychometric function for intensity discrimination I'i,,, :re d

single component was presented in isolation at a fixed level for a single subject at each of three sigral frequeticies and chcls. 11, func
(60 dB SPL), so we are estimating the psychome tric func- tions sere adjus.ted so that a d' I I occurs at 0 dil tor each condtit,nii.

tion for a simple intensity-discrimination task. Stimulus du-
ration was 100 ms. d'=kAL=k 10log(I +AI/I) =k20log(l-I Ap/p)

Psychometric functions for the simple pure-tone inten- where k is a constant that depends on the experimental con-
sity discrimination task and profile tasks are shown in Figs. 5 dition and the listener, I is the intensity (p the pressure) of
and 6, respectively. The data for the three listeners and three the standard, and A/ (or Apt is tie increment in intenitN
signal frequencies are presented in each figure. The data (or pressure). Recall that we always add te signal compo-
shown in thefigures were obtained from the following proce- nent in-phase to the componert of the standard. For small
dure. First, we converted the percentage of correct responses values of Ap/p, AL is approximately equal to 8.6S6. (Ap/p).
at each signal level to d '. Next, for each individual condition The data of Fig. 0 sho a linear relation between cl arld
and listener, we plotted three data points, the value Of Ap/p, but this could be interpreted eqtially well as inplying a
20 log d' versus signal level (20 log signal pressure). These linear relation between d' and AL. The preseiit dala pros ide
data were then fit with a line having a slope of unity and one no way to choose between these different expressions for the
free parameter, the signal pressure tha' produced a d' = 1. form of the psychometric function.
For each listener and condition, we let this pressure be 0 dB.
In this way, all of the data for all conditions and listeners
could be plotted on a single graph, as in Figs. 5 and 6. 14 -

As these figures show, the detectability of the signal in- 12 -
creases monotonically with the level of the signal. The aver- 10
age slope measured for the ten 100-trial runs for all condi- El-
tions (subjects and frequencies) is 0.97 for the profile 6 -
condition (Fig. 6) and 0.75 for the intensity-discrimination 0
condition (Fig. 5). For the latter condition, previous experi- 4

ments have found a slope value close to unity for well-prac- cD2 -,
ticed listeners (Green, 1960). The low value for the slope in -9 0 -
this condition probably reflects a lack of sufficient training in C -2 -

that condition. Our listeners had spent most of the time lis- -4 -
tening to profile conditions. They all complained about the
difficulty of the pure intensity-discrimination experiment. -6-

One observer summarized his frustration by saying "The -8-
only thing you can listen for is a difference in loudness." -10 -

Although the linear relation between d'and signal pres- -12 -
sure provides a very good approximation to the data, other, -14 _
alternative expressions are also consistent with the data. An- -12 -8 -4 0 4 9 i2
other suggestion for the form of the psychometric function is 20 log p
that d' is proportional to the difference in level (AL) IG 6 P~vctometric futctioi for iscrinijith of a chngQ I spc~nal
between the standard component and the standard-plus-in- shape, the addition ol'iat increment 0t a Silig1C Lottlponcll In a 21 -cotipo-
crement (Rabinowitz et al., 1976). In this formulation, nent standard flat speci unt The cordmaii ,Lre the saitl as Fig 5
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CfE CYCLE TWO CYCLES TEN~ CYCLES

1~~~ 351 I 5 1 I 1 s 2 4 5 7 - 1 i ii 1] i 17 11 2.I

COWONENT )MER COWONENT t4Ji4ER CD ET"E

R;I 7 55 irsci rots hoi,ingi treedifferent fiei cjIeic k of sin usoidat \ann ir i in component amplituds

B. Detection of rippled spectra of the amplitudes of the signal components to those of the

Ili tis e,\pcrinient. the standard \%a\ efOrm t s thle 2 1- standard's equal-amiplitude components. Thus it is conven-
coinpontnit flat spectrum that rangedI in trequicc fromi 200) icnit to use the rmns value of the 21-signal components as our
to 50(1 II;Ic succes;sive Components %%ecre SpIacCd equally measure of signal amplitude. We refer to the signal-to-stan-
onl a loualnhmic scale of fi cqUenCI1: When thle signal \%e da C rd ratio a-, the rms signal amplitude to the amplitude of
t"inti as added to the standard spectrum, it produIced J anv component of the standard. The depth of the ripple is, of
rrI 'lilt!g pcct rui wh Iose aminplit ude'\ aried sintisoidalic as a corsionotonic rete to the sga-tsad rzatio.

fuinctionl of The logaritl of fleqlucc. what we call a "rip- Table I Ists the average threshold measured for these
pick ' ;ci r n . Veure 7 Qhows t th is ntanlipln at ion graph i tippled (for some sine and all cosine) spectra at different

Call I lie first spect im shrs a sintzle Cs c of sinusoidal fr equencies of ripple k. The threshold for the signal is mea-

arittioti ill ;tt1I)IliIti over our '1 coriipoticettts: the next mred in terms of' the signatl(rms,)-to-standard ratio and is
sped rtt-LIos h\ Ccll, eks ofIplittide s ariation: aind. till- ticarlvc otistant atnd independent of the frequenec' ofithe rip-

,!,. h.- 'Il ~l.lle hk. tfie hicet raeofariatioti tht11t p-ie. 'Ihat is the differetit chanizes in pcrlsa'cuedb

tln ' J ahwi' Ld. siic altceri~ite comipontic;t increase arid %aryitig k wsere equallY detectable anid the thresholds were all
as: n ar pt ite.about -24 01M. Ini on~v one instantce, k -9 cosin- ripple.

'~''c itll . t ~c: - ni %\,as rpod need bv, (td thie thlreshold differ froni the mean bc more thain 2 d1B.
~ttt' rulitde f uccsssc i pnit~t. I d. - I el us nowl, eplorc the ques;tion of how wke niz~lt tr\ to

I ~ I 'prdiCt these data. Canl we aecount for the diltcction of a

c~ .1) ):- . i ippled spect ruin tan intensity change in ses cral compo-
nicttts oft lie com-iplex il the basis of the listener's abilityv to

1A tI, ll 11110ti l 'tlc clntriiCIlt. raiuzuill ill ibis case dltect an itetisl clnge itt cachl itidi\idual component? Inl
I,7)11'- I.o ,,: Is t" in-'Iilltd of thle lilt cuniponctit of ote sod.can wec predcict tie detection ofa broad speetral

so'' A 'IA11. 111dt ki t'
1 

i t: 5 ttC 01'1L le rippl. ReCcall chanic ott tile basis, of the detection at each poitnt along the
Ill( iTsl la'lust I C' poiid to a '[ICqtIlcilsc sPtct, ti1nt Ini expr:iintenit 2. we obtained data for the thrL1c

II IIi tt.'tip'tctu 2 1, cot respotids to a ~ tur itt a task requiring them to dctect a chtange itt a
In: sI sIll We s, ied thle xipipl de of1tIs si' steectpittfa21 -componentl eomplex (Fig. 2. open

' rut d jdk1 ca IT wnOTIIcI IOI'iipts ~ ii tc' tijnles We at tempted to use those, data I extrapoiatiig
;)Ii- frtiiliteyt 1f the fl;tsi ttsc til thr h from tire scscii meas ured frequencies to thel

!t il11k It tu11_c Inl t1Ie s'L7truu:. as, sIlu's n ii IT FI'" rctiaiig 141 to ilcc it the detcciabilitv of tippled spectrum
ii11.1ttiws i! stenal atip 'fliust is ab1-out 20'- of, the could be predicted oii tie basis of the detectabilitv of the

it I i~iltiitCA LOsine rppleI can be co11tiTilk tsC itl in t idu CIIJ criiipoilcilts ()e of the simtplest rules is; the opti-
Ot sIite ITT mile! I'\ sullstitututill the cosine futictior for this
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mum combination rule, in which the d' for the combined dB, from - 16 to -24 dB, a discrepancy of 5.2 dUi.
signal is the square root of the sum of individual d's squared Further, the direction of the discrepancy is similar to that
(see Green and Swets, 1966, p. 239; also Green, 1958). In found by Green and Kidd ( 1983). They compared an incre-
experiment 5, we found that d' is proportional to signal pres- ment on a single component with increments added to all 21
sure (see Fig. 6); thus we can determine the pressure at each components of the standard. The improvement in threshold
component needed to achieve the observed level of detect- was about 5 dB less than might have been expected y a
ability for the rippled spectrum. optimum combination rule.

Figure 8 shows the results of that calculation. The ab- U one maintains the optimum combination rule, then
scissa is the component number, 1 represents the 200-liz the only avenue of escape is to argue that there are not 21
component, and 21 represents the 5000-Hz component. The independent d's that contribute to the detectability of the
ordinate is the relative signal pressure (ratio of signal pres- complex spectral change, but some lesser nt mbcr. The re-
sure to pressure of that component of the standard). The duction needed to fit the data is sizable. If %ke want all 8-dB
average threshold data for the single increment task are plot- improvement, rather than 13 dB, then we conclude there are
ted on the scale of relative pressure and shown by the open only 6.5 independent detectors contributing to the detection

circles. This is the same data shown in Fig. 2 (open trian- of the rippled spectrum. If we want only a 6-dI3 improve-
gles) except the data in that figure are plotted on a decibel ment, the numbcr is 4 independent detectors. I-he assertion
scale. In addition, in Fig. 8, we have interpolated or extrapo- that there are only 4 or 6.5 independent detectors covering a
lated the threshold values for the missing frequencies. The frequency range of 4.6 oct (200 to 5(X) Hz) would mean
relative threshold value at each component of the rippled these bands span I oct each (assuming 4 detectors) or 3/4
spectrum is shown by the sinusoidal function marked with oct each (assuming 6.5 detectors). The 'Aidtih of tile widest
crosses. We have chosen the threshold data for a I-cycle sine critical band estimates is about 1/5 oct. This means tie pro-
ripple-the thresholds for the diff,.cent frequencies of ripple file analysis band is between 4 and 2.5 times larger than a
are so similar it matters little which frequency w~e select (see critical band. The assumption of such a wvide profile anal) sis
Table 1). The threshold predicted by the optimum combina- band, however is inconsistent wvith the mean threshold data.
tion rule is shown by the smaller amplitude sinusoid indicat- A 10-cycle ripple implies that a sitigle cycle covers about 1/2
ed by the solid line. The difference between the predicted and oct (4.6/10), or that both a peak and valley of the ripple fll
obtained value is about 7 dB. in the same analysis band. File threshold for the 10-ccye-

This is a sizable discrepancy, and it is not sensitive to ripple should, therefore, be elevated with respect to the
details of the initial threshold values. To demonstrate tile thresholds for the all conditions %vith a lower fiequcicy of
robust nature of this discrepancy, suppose the idisidUal ripple. The data (Table 1) show the threshold is %irtually
thresholds were all about equal and at a relative pressure independent of ripple frequency. We clearly need to wake
value ofO.15 (a signal level -- lb dB below the level of the independent estimates of the width of these analy-is bands

standard). There are 21 components, so that the square root before we can accept these numbers.
of the sum of equal d's is (21)' 2 = 4.6 or an expected im-
provement of 13.2 dB. The observed improvement is about 8

C. Effects of spectral density

The final question we wish to address is ho. the number
of components in the spectrum might affect the abilit. to
discriminate a flat from a rippled spectrum. In this last ex-

. periment, using the same three observers, s,,e varied the

reiet sn ipp le, .A evre h- number of components used to generate the spectruni for a
zo -. .. ,..-*-- . /single, low-frequency ripple, k = 2.' As we varied tile ntum-

". ... ber of components in tie spectrum, the logarithmic spacing

Selot0ve ------ was preserved; that is, the ratio of successive components it
e . ----- ' tile spectrum was constant. This ratio can be computed from

Pressure - the formula: Ratio = 10 a" ' - ' - We used tie values
-l - 3, 5, 11,21,41, and 81. For example, successivecompo-
nents of the 81-component waveform had ratios of 1.041.
and the nearest components to the 1000-Hz component w, ere

-. 961 and 1041 liz. The standard spectrum was always flat

C o r n elr" c, and cosine variation were used. For 'he threc-componcit

case, tile ripple was simply anl ele\vation at tthe 1000-1tz cen-
FIG 9 Relatie signal pressure to sandard pressure as a funqt,in A " the eas te rp pe wee
componenit number of the 21-component cor mplex Tlhe points marked h) ra] com ponet.
the open circles are the aserfge ihres-,hold sa5-s for the detecton ,t an Figuie 9 shows the data as a function of, A, the nmtniber

increment in that component in a lat .i sanr ir spetruin the iniIl. l of conipont ts in the spectrum File thresholds clearl de-
function marked hy' crosses i,, lhe Ihrhi piessuire f Ie t'" l crease as t le number of components incr,.ases to aboutl 21.
ripple stim ulus ,ersiis a flat spectrum Thc sinusidal null, t11 V TT rk'd h) i

the line is tie predicted threshold p c urc hor th on.hno, ,a , t,. where the threshold xfltUe r.aches about --- 24 d . As the

h, ,,torrt, ,rrthtnr ii Bc n[i.ibe? , I "c'up 'lIh is iriihein -1d, th" 1 't .t;pear. t,
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For the changes confined to a narross frequency region,
I the frequency at which the intensity change is produced in-

fluences the detectability of such a change only slightlN. The7 midfrequency region (500 to 2000 Hz) appears to be where
the smallest changes can be detected, but the extreme fre-
quency region is worse by only a few decibels. Changes in

- spectral shape near 7000 Hz are more difficult to detect than
a:~ 0 the same type of change near 1000 Hz by about 12 dB3 (Fig.

-~ - - -4), and the change in threshold as a function of frequency isA- gradual.
-25 The psychomet ric functions for a change in the intensit y

3-258 of a single component appear to be the same %s hether a single
NUMBER OF CCMPONENT5 or multiple components are present. The function that up-

FIG. 9. The rms signal threshold for a 2-cycle ripple as a function of the prxmtshefmofhesyoerifuconsd K
number orconiponents in the rippte A. Circles are thresholds for sierp (increment pressure).
ples and triangles for cosine ripples. The square represent,, (le threshold for For intensity changes occurring over a broader frequen-
a three-component flat spectrum with an incremnrt otn the center, 1000-tiz cy region, the ability to detect a ripple over the range front
component. Error bars are the standard ei rors calculated oAer 18 runs for 200 to 5000 Ilz was essentially independent of the frequency
three subjects. of the ripple. Sinte attd cosine ripples were also nearly equal in

delectability.
The comparison of the detection of broad changes ver-

rise only slightly. The cosine ripple appears to produce sus narro), changes itt the spectrum revealed an aniontaly.
slightly poorer detection performance for all numbers of The broader changes are more difficult to hecar by some S to 7
components, but the difference is small. A similar, but much dB than one would expect ott the basis of a simple model that
smaller difference between the sitn and cosine ripple is also integrates thle delectahility over the separate frequenIcy re-
apparent in Table 1, at the lowest frequencey of ripple. gions.

The results obtained with our 2 1-cotoponent waveformis
were taken with a sufficient number of componetnts to obtaint
sensitive detectiott performance. For our frequency region, ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
200 to 5000) l-z, we suspect the ability to distintguish a flat Tisreac asupotdbgansfmthNto-
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conmponent per critical band. As Fig. 9 shows, once this den- J. A,:ousl Soc Am. 30,. 904-Q1l
siyis achieved, t~,ability to detect a loss -frequ~cticsN ripple is Green, 1). %1 ( 960) 1 Pssch,,oon% anIc - d dce cno ~tten . J Ac.u,

siy-Soc:. A n. 321, II Q 203
essentially intdependent oif compontent detisity. Green. 1) NI . and Ktdd, (, . Jr. (t

19 8
3) lrle .ide fui r

Analiss J Acotist. Soc. Ant 73. 1260-I120,

(1reet,D % U. and Madsotn. C R ( 1985 1 "A ituorN protilec a ut,;%~sis I re-
CILicIv.N pliIt..e a1nd \Scher's t.3ss J Acoust SAIL Ani 77. 115 1(61Io

IV. CONCLUSIONS ireen., 1) NM.. Masoni. C R .and Kidd. G , Ji ( 1984) Trotile inaIksis
Criticul hands and duratin.' J Ac:,AuIt Soc: Atin 75. 1 It,-]It)"Y

These studies have reported measuremenlts onl the Greti D NI . atnd S%%cts. J A 11966) SitaIDci u hc'ri a.li PI, /I-
ability to detect intensity changes its an equal-energy (flat) phi ics ( \'ie , Ness 'ttk reprinied [,% K Is~rlimitii,it. N)t

spectra. The intensity chatnges ittestigatc'i were of t%%o 194)

types. In one set of experiments, the chtange in ititensity is R .thtoit/. wk M . tinm. J S , ilaida. I_ 1)3. .tui,t ) thu aci. N t 1976

limited to a narrow frequenc\ regiotn. II tihe orther, the inteti- ' hcr'si lass ti (5 %Ii suitem psis- I ssss c nt n J, iwc t.

sity changes occur over the entire spectrumt. 50
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6 Monaural envelope correlation percep~tion
Virginia M. Richards
I),&parine.'n ofPsy( ', itoq, Unersity (ffloridtu, (,ainiesville, Florida 32611

( Receixeod 24. Febru ary 1937; acccpted for pu blication 16 JulIy 1987)

The ability to discriminate betwecen simultaneously presented 100-Hz-wide bands of noise with
envelopes that were either similar or dissimilar was measured. The center frequencies of the
noise bands,f 1 andf, + Af Hz, wcre systematically varied. WVhen the bands of noise %%ere
separated by ain octave, Af=ft., discriminiat ions were at chance levels. For frequency
separations less than an octave, Af<JL. disc rim ination was best forfL = 2500 and 4000 Hz,
sornewhat poorer forf = l(X Hz, and impossible forf, = 350 H1z. Listeners %% ere also asked
to discriminate betwecen bands of noise with envelopes that were either perfectly or partially
correlated, and bands with envelopes that were either uneorrelated or partially correlated. The
data suggest that, when transformed to an equal-varia~ice scale (Fisher's z), equal changes in
Fisher's z lead to equal changes in detectability, regardless of the cor-relation of the envelopes
of the reference signal.

IPACS numbers: 43.66.Nmn, 43.06.Nik, 43.66.Fe [WAlt]

INI RODUCT;ON tion of thle signald to one of the noise bands degrades thle

Attliough thle ini1portance of enveclope synch', i% has correlation betweeo~n the enivelopes. Thus thle reduction in the
bee stidielexus. l in' thinarIA d(Imain., tlt i;!por- rM1.tk', thrc'holJ that dciutes CM\R may reflect thle dis-

I I i(C oIf it I C1\C I T! 1n 1 0' sm onV has recived t I ve- crtinllationi of chazngcs iii correlation associated w\ith the ad-
1v little attention ( S,,C I;len 1905. for a 1P'IoIcl' reC- dition oif a sirgnal to one of the two noise bands.

mew. ts'cet seemimsare tlie study of Schiiberit auid fitteti the experiment of Schubert and Nixon, this bna\

Nis 1 1)7() (1d t1m ComnlluIItet ikimg release secnt Mn U1ilikel\ explaination. Ilowkever, Schubert and Nix-
Cm P) ttidies itr',tln:_ hy Hl er al. (19~84). onl e.ani ned thle discrimination of envelope correlation at

5gb hehl! a mmd Nison ( 1070) xami ined t lie dctectat'ilit)y relatively low freqluencies (350 l[z), whIile the CM Rexperi-

1f mnpori, ilr~. o ,i,,4ii, fdfc i cenlter mnsIacyeddt largest effects at higher frequenicies
fm.:ttiences. In, their exp , -inient. low -pass noise wkas mlulti- (10 Hoolz and above). It seemed reasonable, then, to repeat

plied 1,% t\% 55> iri tci, onie At 3k) Ilz and a second one be- the- e periimiemt of Schiubert and Nixon at higher frequencies
t'seen 3 7 5 an ;IL 7(i ) IfI7. ( ill ', ) F' I i iI;. tihme two b:!11d, No re inl order to de1trmine whether t oelope correlations are de-

deit rm a sitwHe source, and, on thle renminin tri:Ils, tectable at freclurticies where CM R is measured.

th, bands \\e re derivecd fronm independlent sources. 1 lius lis- Experiments I and 2 examine whether or not noise

'enelrsz were as'ked to indicate \%Ihlterlc tile sirliiltaneotisly binds ko.ith idenrtical envelopes canl be discriniiitated fronm

[i eseiid tm'ik; bail.scre, s,:nelirorions (singfle genecrator) ttoiSc bands with envelopes tHat arc statistically indepeni-
oiridcrendeni t imdr'endenCt geneiirotors). Liste'ilcrs weedent. A large port iou of the auditory spectrum was examnined

Unable to 0 k thle dIsem mnnm1ltnin. inl order to determine the effects of frequency region anld
fee !It et esnr eish oSLIFgest(l thA lisonecrs freq~uency sep:iration. Experimntt 3 examines the auditor\

are ide, lade to coipare cmtvdopet extracted ini different systems' sensit ivity tn '-hanges in monaural enivelope corre-

fre~j1Cuen ceions. For exatmple, Hall et al. ( 19S4) showed latioti. Finally, the data of experiment 3 are examined in an

that thle 'nlased i hresltold I',: a t(,ic inl a Kitnd of noie is effort to determine the plausibility of the proposal that

r,,tncl ss %\lien a sceonod. tcitiprally synIchrlonous bind of chianges in envelope correlation are responsible for the re-
mi~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~- i> prsnatafeunyeno iffnttleigilThey ductiott in mask-iniz observed iii thle CM\R paradigm17.

referred to this as cortiodulation masking release, or CIMR.
I he extent if release %arcs Ftloim a few dIB to as touch Is If0 1. EXPERIMENT 1: MONAURAL ENVELOPE
(11 It Cpei1iltLg onl thle sep~ir.tticn ii ceter frequeticies of the CORRELATION PERCEPTION AS A FUNCTION OF
tAO 1o1-1 Ofnd 1ftmisC. FIurth10r, ('MR is observed for inonaural- CENTER FREQUENCY AND FRIEQUENCY SEPARATION
ly. iiticAlly. arid dielintically presetited stinttli atni
% tietherc or trot the second( noise band isat aI frequenicy Itihter A. Procedure
t hin or lower[ I hll rt e n)oise baud COItalittirg thle signalzl ( I tall Listenects %%ecre asked to discriminate between two siz-
it al., 108 1. McIoFaiden. I ,Comhent i-d Schunbert, I t7 one'is urcomtntposed oft to noise bands w\ith identical en\ e-

A cite~i 'tie ini (I MR cxpcrri its is the intt1;r- lyec'. 1 ':ircd sigtnal ). the other cormposed (if statistically itt-

r !icc ofcnmielope cor rclanm betwenkc tic two hairds of noise. deprendeti noise h~irids (indepentcttt signal). For both
In the noie:Iil;Ce ilitet % 1, thle ft' k lois hindsk fIat ijn siwnak, the t\%'o noise band'. were centered at frqeqtctciesf,

neal~11 tit~oplte "signial plus itoise' ititrs,il. !lie addi- lowr center frequency ) aridf, AC (

K' J A ',tSc: An, 82 5). Nc e Or 1 987 fl'O !
0
I3/6871 1 I$ DF0 sr)(- A.-.> ceSe e f m-



a ! gc~lcia,,vn ore
I;! [rIIt iC I t 'I , igri tlI v6 rr irle sun of two wvave-

tils ru( ) :11 '! -*(I), c 1,h )1'% is ric is tie Sui of si:veral

rc1) > COS c[2r7(Jt -+ 5i) I + 0, (la

a; >3 O ([2f, +- Af- 4 6i) t + 0]. 1 b

wheire LI i- the frequency Separation of the tones added to

generate the noise.f, is the center freqIUency Of the lower

hand, and ,1fi; thre differenice between the low and high cen-

ter fi reqrcneics. I lert-. 6 was 10 Ilz arid mn was 5. yielding A
nniH in ik 1(X) Ilzt-Nide band(s of nii 'Se. The idleer

hallN s' c~rc gencriated similarl, exeept that the a, 's an 0,A's
( YIs (L! )and ( 11))i "cce independdently chIosen rather

than heinie identical. Note that, for the prircl signals, the ij~
raise fhands are uincorrelated -nicee fihes arc centered at dill-
fern it ( ort hogonti i) ficq eci eis. Phc o n sd o pes, hiow ecr,
ire identical. In toiflra' t the, 1 errds that comlprise, the 111ic1-

pci'/(~t sienrals are statistically inide.pendenit, both in their 0 1GO 2M~ 300 4W S 6M 0 W 9

eynclope and w ave fo rni elaract rrstics.
All of the svikl used were eecncraied and played using

aln HIM PC incrocoiliprtcr. [or !ieh (f, .f, -4- Sj) Fe- Independen t
qjucncN 1p:iir test ed, 32 pci/ed nioise hands were generated].
Thl-frqei banids -,ere genecrated first. The anipti-

tude., (,Y ) OfFCacl fLitr wa'!stosenIt random fromt Ravlcieli-

tlistribied %alties and the plhass (0, ) from values uniformi-
lv (listlihlltel I 'eTw en 7zero and 2,-,. N exi the a,,soeiat-.e,
hipg-r t-c bandswer gerated. These I I tones ha d ~iH

the sao n iie and 1nhace-(- a1s thetir' low-freqC s jJi~ l i i II
COnLHIC parts, bill i he frequencies wecre ircreased hv a s alu'e ~~I

After thle 32 lla~ird noise hind, were computed anid j I
stored, the stiriuli wusedc in the experimnt wxcre selecfed in

0,- 0!owiaeli Ilarnerc. Fload. on1C I 1 of pairiod noise bands i~~~~i
w tslostil Mt rmiidonrl and the: !Io banlds %crc aidded in

orde--r to prod 'e a pa/rdc snt.In Older to gcnerat can VIi vvj v~j~& v IVt1,11ilI11
1deridet siOnl. a low. miad i h i-j-freqtrenev band were l IIP lii

chosenll and added if hleir envelopes were not thle Sanme (i.e..,f
the'. did riot forirt a pair). U

[icarec I illustraites two hypothetical sienals. a paired<~
signlA indiceed on thre tol. mid anl odepeodeoi Signtal shiown h~i1
onl lire bottomr. AI-o limwn a re the amplitude speet ia and the 1 O203 0 W 6 0 0 0
Navcf,i is associated wvith the tw,,o nloise hands that are eorn-
hi ned to make thesignal Ini this exaimiple.fh wkas 3 50 Iz arid Frequency

ft -- Afwais 630) Viz. Note that the hands of noise that corn- u1iIJn imi-iesi% i o ailpccl ii ardni
I'ti~cI h P~lr(/,12ljI im ioutica cmelo,- :m th sae hanids, \s ti S cci ee are identicat t he hot tiompauncthow two Endtpts:-

relative a mpliturde spctra. dcnt nose bamrds, hlose en' elopes are also indeprlenuin. the summecd

ili stnl ;I ere played tiiipih a 12-b1it D/A convert- waeom.fttrd psa.irthwaermftensdulhnso

cr at a ,:lmplinrg rate of 14.3 kI It arid lowv-pass filtered poise are dra\N n

Kcnno VltV/23 ) :at () K117. he iga dnratioii Was 10.0 Ilrs,

ire ldirrp 5-ms e ositr -sjarcrl r'ri-_et'o(Yet r.rurps.

pi'(11ed bands. T he depeindetnt variable was the percent cor-

rect discrimnatiotns.
2. Method Yours alucs of'.' \\cre- tested: 350. 1000. 2500, arid 4000

Ili (itt- iritcrsal of at 211W rC tr~1 the sr~nrml seas I li. TablI itidicates the 17 (f,_ ,_ -,- Af) pairs tested. The

d,' / ill thre otherl ititerval [ie sipiral 'sas t/i (1 t'ell 1.Lis- differceice between the ccenter freqrciis of thre two roise
ts-riC!r iiidfC uiert which Of tIre two1 ittervals continedc tile hanldslis illr*~ f~~ thicinorriraliied frequiency separa-

'2 -1 Acr.,t S,- A-1 Vol 62.N -1 510.rm " 10C7 V -te1neai Co-ol3,onerpo' i622



TABLE I. The center frequencies ofihe bands of tnoise used in experiment 1. F f - T 1 F
The left-hand column indicates tlie loer coter frequcyf1 , and tIe body 100-- Z
of the table indicates the assciaied higher cemer frequencies te'csd, o ft.= 2 5 0 0  H Z
f, + A. Along the top, the relatie frequenc) separation, Af/J./,.s indic at- ............ A -f4000 Hz
ed. 8""

Rel i,,e frequency separation (Af/f, 70 "
<0.1 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0', 0.8 1.0

60 -I
A. 350 460 490 630 ]
Low 1000 100 1200 141K 180 50 _

center 2500 2650 2750 3000 35(X) 4000 4500 50004
freq. 4000 4150 4400 5600 40

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _I I t I I I
100 o GN

- 90

tion. The extent of separation (Af) ranged between 100 ttz 80 .
(the noise bandwidth) and an octa,.e. ., "

Subjects listened in a sound-treated room. The stimuli l .Z
were presented diotically via Sennhciser HD 414 SL ear- WU 60 --Cr §- . ...........
phones at an average level of o5 dB SPL per component, or a W 50
spectrum level of 55 dB SPL. The signal durations %c ie 100 CL

ms, the two listening intervals were separated by 300 ms, and 40 -

both intervals were indicated on a display screen. Follo,,ing I I
the subject's response, feedback was displayed for 240 nis. 100 , n GR
Conditions were tested in 50 trial blocks, 6 blocks at a tine. 90 '
Thus each data point is based on 300 trials. Subjects typically
completed 20 blocks a day and conditions were completed in
random order. "'

Listeners were undergraduate students paid to partici- 6.
pate, except GR who is the author. All had normal hearing. F5 T
Listeners first heard the (2500, 2750)-lIz condition. After 5
completing the first few sets of 50 trials, further pactice wvas 40 L L
not needed. Throughout the experiment, several cotditionsL.L 1 I - L ]
,w,,ere repeated. In no case was atn effect of practice evident. 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.S 0.3 1.0
Fo. the repeated conditions, only the last 300 trials contrib- Af/fL

'Ited to the data reported.
F1G. 2. Pcrcent .Ortcct o i [>11t,., as:, ,hiction oftclatil e [C i, . .cpi, .1

tion . '. I.//, lh t low r cn t r r rcr lUC - i,, , c\ J t c 2 _ - X ) , .r 4.

B. Results and discussion I," D:It'I for the three so, crs are pi tied -,paiate I rto, bars
Olie tavtlaid ,t 1I0 .t" tih nii. n.

Figure 2 shows the percent correct identifications as a
function of normalized frequency separation, Ai/f, be-
tween the two bands ofnoise. Since the two noise bands were listeners performed at chance lex cls. Thc 350-1l1 Jita Fri,
centered at fL andfL + Af a A//f, of I indicates that the vide a replication of Schubcit and Nixon's l 1 i9ti. ,.
two bands were separated by ant octave. Data for two condi- It is clear that liSterers arc .I to d elo s h el d Ut I,'t
tions,ft, = 2500 (circles) andfL = 4000 (triangles) I Iz, are simultaneously presented noisc bands ha'. c correlated or un-
presented. The data for each ofthe three subjects are plotted correlated enelopes. Put, as has bcn po uintc, ot1
separatel '. NI,:F&.!ten (1967), %' c 1imust be careful not to ci1% siolli tiic

When the low-frequency noise band was centered Lit Ci- proxhStal st iun ulus its two sctaral i) 1l. cd Lii k if" nol.c
ther 2500 or 4000 Hz, performance deteriot ated as the sepa- Fot ,xample, in t- h, f" conditiois /, -1 i().

ration between the two noise bands \Nas itcrcawsd. W hen the 40(X) L-*1 p1111irnli. . ,., I" si >' t IA -, I ,l4 11- -1
relative separation was at or below 0. 1, peCforniance W is ',\crc .lo-,st, i.e., thtse c..' ii' sl ii", iI l ie l ni !A,!it .'

nearly perfect. As the separation approached an octave, per- withint a single critical band \wcrc most liket to owcar.
formance approached chance levels. Extrapolating fron the lhie f(r .:t that petirr nitMCe is pr '- \hcin the 1i, hd,
averaged data, discrintinability reic'hcd 751; at A! /) zo. 3 . ane cenIterLd lI) '.I 1 ; 1h 1, 1 i 11- ist lt \II11i1 h,.hl, . ,

Figure 3 shows the data for , 350 and IWO }lz. that temporal citclopes are inipotirt for is1mit toi.
Again, the parameter isff . These results differ front those Our results are i lint e wih thosc of l tecmig t INM), ail
observed at higher frequencies (Fig 2). Whenf, was 10(0) 1lcirniCtg aid ,,\shtOnl ( 1O81 ). ,1 1o fl, :IIli tiet (it. (tIl!
liz, performance did not change tnonotonicrlly with Af ity of ihe iterni.d dcty t, of ihc eclp\Ces til nsiinjtk;l,I1
Rather, the best performance was obsercd for frtcqtieicy aitrlituide-ntrdutd ttIC \.rs Jo0r r1t1! tlt1 c!1t Ic-
separations between 200 and 400 liz. Whentf 'as 35§1 Iz, qtict,:\ oif the C\( _al1c11!00 11 ) tl/ Frthlr. r. tL 1
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[ ~ ~ TFec of l ow- pass noise. Enhs COntrLIol was InclIuded iii ani effort
100F 0 fL=3 5 0 Hz zM- to rediuce the subjects' reliance onl low-frequcy distortion

90 AfLC000 Hz products that may have been present due to thle noillincar

80 -. ~nature of either thle signal genctation apparatus or the audi-
tory system.

~70
60 -IL. EXPERIMENT 2A: THE EFFECT OF BANDWIDTH

50 - A. Procedure

40 -The procedure was nearly identical to that of thle first
experiment, except that relatively narrow bandwidths were

100- GN - used. Two frequency regions were tested,f1  350 and 1000
Ili. Whlen the low,-frequency band was centered at 350 Hz,

U 0 three tones made up the noise band, yielding a nominally 20-
- lI z-wvide band of noise. When the low-frequency batnd was

703 centered at 1000 Hz, a nominally 4-liz-wide band of noise
70 - - ~ was used. These bandw.idthis wvere chosen so that thle band-

10 60 - % icth of the lower noise band relative to its center frequencyU- 4r wais approxinmately that used in experitment I whienf, was
IL 5o - 2500 H1z (i.e., a re'lative width of0.04). As in experiment 1.

403 the spectrum level w\as set at 55 dB3 SPL. The same listeners
I I participated, and again little or no practice was needed.

100- GR

[0. B. Results and discussion

80 - -Ficurc 4 shows percent correct as a function of normal-
i ecd frequenIc IIcy sepa i ra t ion. Af/If, . o f thIte twvo ba nds o f n1oi Se.

70 - The conlipar ison of interest is wvith thle data presented inl Fig.

60 3 -. For GN, there is little effect of reduced band%% idth for any

50 ................ oft lie .midit ons tested. For the other two listeners, Z M anld
50 G(R. performance at the smallest frequency separation for

40Ff - 3501) lz appears to have exceeded chance. Oiherx\ ise.
- .. J ~ ____Aforl2 35- I- , performIlance V"as unchanged. InI tile 1000-

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 Hlz eoniition. ZM and (IZ performed more poorlysvhtett thle
Aff niarrowNer bandwidths were used.

1111'W'i zlafu~li,'Cpra- .Across all listeners and center frequencies, the redue-
,~ ~ ~~. -1I f , ,)-,,e0,- 5'( ), 0 turnl inl 1-i)hlih did nlot lead to performntce levelis as good

H;. t').1 1f ruvrOw 11 ui e i'eiij 'tl~~ac a those found at higlher frequencies (Fig. 2). Thus the inl-
ahihtlit 1 detect clhange s inl ens elope correlations at relat i\ e-
lv low% fi qticies does tiot appear to be due to limitations

ati ri.'i ti ( I QiS' ) \toe thiat tile ens\ elope delay of sinl- imposed by the bandwidth of the noise.
iis~l~~l~:irpltti7.roiul~tc sin~is o;ntribttd little to TheseC data present tw\o curious interactions for whuIich

iriial nwNrsw eneitl N\ 1;i the ceter frCqu1,lC N, of the sig- N5c ha~sc no explaiiuitioir First, the hct\% cu-listener dither-
il xas srna 1cr thai 1000 11I,. bilt t mat envelope delays lead ences ( Zi\ and (JR vs (,N) are quite striking. Second, \%h len
t- ilat i cl large iritracraial movement whien the Ccmiter the1re i, anl effect. r dmmei ng thle noise banidwidth Iis margnidIml

I -leqlicoc) C\excd.ed ibotrt 1000) Ill. idadilteecous ill oi:c instance I ~ 350 liz). and detri-
Lill lrrtumitIChv. time C0tirparl',mi bctsveCi thle ION\- mental im the other (.1 1000 Liz).
it 350. 1000 If.) atid high-( fl. -2s00, 40(X) liz) fre-

kiticricv recirons Inta\ have been eotaimiatedt by thle use ofi a111. EXPERIMENT 2B: THE EFFECT OF LOW-PASSfi\!d 116i- b11(Atidthii. WhenC time Meiter treT(liemmcies alre NOISE
h~r5 c. tie I100-11z h nd o, noise is presutima blv mma rrosv
enowuch tIn~s thtrotughia sinrIe crorcal hand. At lower fre- A. Procedure
(ri-tLiv's. liosvver. theC noise banId\ idltlIS Imita hImve eNceeded 1 me pro~edur e~i, s.u imnilar- to that of the, first e,\peri-
:vmmical1 lrrlwiuti 11 11mmm . t 1(,\ rcme t ite oppor t uni- men"It. Cxc' It tli;~ ION\ -pass noise NSt as contiimuIOUmd preCsenIt
in for -niclrrpc uimrms'iittti h'vN been limited h\ Ime (noisec mmturc (lecruid Radio Companiy. = 13X2, low-pass
-i't lhIit thc r'itpttt Of no tNoo ciiIA neal blmtLS had Kidetl 'ilter: Kemio \Il i ),Til, experient was included in or-

.nvelre. Foir this, mas~lOl. tII. cxpernuciit %%j r-pC;ittd at derT to det!'er m111:1C \s the lw\ frequencv distortion produc:ts
be ossci ~cne.:\\stil the eh'imc thalt liros ;ioise NIo 113C affect111MOI nctei ina o f envelope correlations.

h Id ' it l~ed. I iespcmro ci it rti lost -paiss roise wvas fixed atl 35 (I1
Aiil olirlie. tlln oNpeimic'irt sxrq r'itedIl fl, th re IS'l- 111d Ime( cL1oP I>T j(UCIIvsv% located approximately

iin 'i, 1997 >'rt
0
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I I I I I I|I I - -

100fL=350 Hz ZN 100 fL=0 00 Hz Zm

90 - fL'1000 Hz 90 - 0 fL=2 5 0 0 Hz

so - 80 -A fL=
4 0 0 0 Hz80 80 :1"i-. ...... .

70 70 .

60 -60

50 i 50

40 -j 40I I I I I t , ---... t....--- ..- I
100 GN 100 GN

90 - 90 -
Cr 80 . a 80

70 .. 70
6- 60 - "t... ..... .......

""I- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - ...................
" ' 5 .. .. ..... ........... Of
LU 50 - J 50

40 40I I I I I~~ ~ ~ -- i--I------+-. ....--- ~--.--
100 GR 100 - GR

90 90-

80 - 80

70 - 70

60 -. T 60~---5............"...
o~~o !;.7i .....~ .... ...........................

50 5

40 - 40

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 0.0 0.2 0.4 0,4 0.8 1.0
"f/rE "flfL

IIG 4 The same as Fig. 3 except tht narruImer no-ie hand, %erc t used t he 1:I(. 5 The .,:ne i, Ic, 2 ,aid . Ix ..p 1 ata ,
nl ha1i lid ha.idi i.ths oi 20 .nd 40 Il for) "', 4i3 10) d I(90 1 ,r,ciicc of I (c,-plis IIeI I I ' , 

I  
' I * 7

(A) I , repc,:0let,,. i) i (l, he three m.i. iec ,i aic pl,t 'cd ,cp.iritel% .d 4ld Aj (A ) Iii

one-third of an octaie below the lowest com0pone.nt of the %N ith tile low%,er ie. hn:md or tile na,,,kim2tot I:iqioi-
Iow+er noise band. At the frequcticn il'the lowe-,t Compitsnent lions o,, bvis. III any W! e ,t , 011,tti11,4, liitir,,,di,
ottthe narrow band of noise, the low-pass noise ,, as approxi- ,ia nonlinear distorti"Ins cannot is, the stic lie u.J,' for di-
mately 60 d 13 below the level of the narrow band of' noise. crim ination since s'ors ,,f 0'> x. re obtai.,-d %C1n \% Lc I
Three frequency regions,]J - 1000. 2500, and 40O Ift, the experiment \\.s corpl.tiid in tile prL LTIC( of I'M p'J-.
\were tested. In this experiment, subjects improved with noise.
practice, and so several practice runs werc needed in order
for the subjects to achieve asymptotic levels of performance.

IV. EXPERIMENT j: DETECTING CHANGES IN
B. Results and discussion ENVELOPE CORRELATION

Figure 5 shows performance obtained when lo\\-pass This experiment difflers fi ,t those p'Ici ,l'i\ d(,:l Ild
noise was present. Three frequency regions sere teted, in that the en lopes of the lI\- and high 1'rtrc.O'lh, I '-

f. 1000, 2500, and 4000 11z. Comparing these data to the bands wt-.rc no loner either identical ("C.'I,, td
data ofexperiment I (Figs. 2 and 3 ), it can be seen thit lo\% - abo\e) or inrdepent.InCtd.ltCA, t.Ihose bartdt, \\ fll eM hp -.
pass noise depresses performance, especially when tlit pir- that "a Crc pot L r Ct L' crc Ueo 1ed i i I
formance levels had been high. For the siImatler l';CCL liC'IA liilIt, tIc 'tLIictiotil rClating chAllges ill c11\l 1h , d,, I I.
separations (Af/f, -Ii.4), perforrnane wasii ivl Ikr [7 ritctirinabili. ,as d. tcrtmlW1 ', 1: ,;i ;,
IoNser lwhen low-pass noise ,aspresenit W ho il1;t d ,. :it- di, rmii .icdQ I I f. , p it ki .. , . . ,f
tion reflectsthc fact that theadded li ,-Ta s if. i tc fo-d ria-.e \h o' l , '>', c, c cticrlil,.I'l',\ ,., C, .i.
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(lepfldllitiri norI': .'c e envelopes were eithcr par-- tie eXpel jmnent, VFwas recruitecd midway throu-gh the ex-
ti HN (it Ittrl1 err: t :.[ijitlt,- AI naive h steners be can with thle correlated %er-

Sir'; utilLorrela ted condition, arid data collection began after
approximately' 150 practice trials. Conditions were occa-

A. Procedure siorially repeated, and there was no evidence of improvement

1. Signal generation truhu h xeiet

'I hie partilly corrIelate:d Stimuli wcre created in a manl- B. Results and discussion
ncr similar to tire, 'thi-c enc ator case' des~cribed by Lick- Figuire 6 shows tie percent of correct discriminations as
lider Mid I )zcndolct (1948; sc Aso Jetfress and Robinsont, a function of r for the condition in which one interval con-
I o2. -I lie comibinat ion algorithin used to generate the timned bands of noise whose envelopes were independent anid
strinuli was as follows. First, 32 paired noise bands were the other interval bands with envelopes that \\ere partially
coIrninltcod I YLIp. ( Ii )and (Ilb) J. As before, thepoired bands correlated. Figure 7 presents, the data for the fully versus
ha-,d ;Antical envelopes. Adding~ highl- and low-frequency partially correlated condition. Extrapolating from 'the data
ha idS bhat did not unti a pair yield ~ iuiwhose es of 1 ig. 6. wve see that a change in correlation of approximate-
1-pesL were i depenrdenit l 0.6 is expected to be needed in order to discriminate, with

'I lie 'titnrli w%% hSc envelopes x\-c only partially cut re- 757; accuracy. those noise bands %with partiallx correlated
litedl were glenerited by coribininig fOUr ntoise batnds, two envelopes from those with uncorrelated envelopes. Inl con-
pautb I, wk . tc itt iad C* (1). and two0 ind(7Cp1(Cor bands, trast. a~ Iiaiige in corrcl.uion of only 0. 15 is expected to be
11(t) alld ic (1): required in order- to disc rim inate. with 75 .1 accuracy, be-

.8" - a~ I (c ) n1 11*() -. /3o(t) - 1-(1) 1. (2) tweet noise bands of partially versus fully correlated etiv.e-

In, orde!r to ichlies a particular correlation, tle::cll 1/ lopes.
I lie dlilTerenicc in correlation needed to detect a chiange

r") id ,11 hi. kc \% ru btled CI ' r n irpiet byt) a cnd the n- from fujlly correlated ( Arz 0. 15) as compared to the change
do A i hih <ossbans wre ultplid b a ecod cir- needed to detect a change from zero correlation ( Arz 06)

sl Pt/?. [fie Cirilstlairut that (Z /1' 1- ensured that dloes not imiply unequal sensitivity. Consider the theoretical
it11i ii1 s ie ec opo-; s ic mit ial ly correlated rctainicd probability denisit y function for Correlation coefficients

the Samte aseciu~le e aS tin priinarN siinls.
c 'rctaion efloie%. s Ich eped tni f~ Shown inl the tt!p portion of Fig. 8. These distributions as-

were cmpucted ,ti iioiv. % h cp J-'nit~ the Morcaid sumtie that the tinderly ing population is bivariate normal
\\tccmji~c nipcah Ihc ci oi - oil (t,! 1icke atid Doksumn,] 977). The histogramis oblserved for

of th, ii -ilt hih nid lo.s -fre,: nineny ens c is. tilt thre-1 our Stimuli are also indicated. When r is near zero, the sam-
coI1relaftio :I tire hi1ij- anld low-~freqjUtiCc wavefornis pled distribution is syinirc and roughly bell shaped. As r

whI1el is /t:?o die', to the dintCretlIt CeritenI- trcipienm!s). Inl
Ordc totfi Co!-A110TS. 10 VCIC Increases, the distributions beconie iticreasrugly ske%%ed
orde t s h~it th co reatins.100siiulaiins wi C since values of r larger than I cannot occur. Finally. wkhen

corn plet e-d. W'as lorni. svere cornputedl iccordig to EqIs. t lie population correlation is 1, there ts no variance si ,nce any
St th-(3) ie hicin- and low-freqluetic envelopes were c x- draw% will restult in a correlation of 1.

tracted. and thc,- easn inieiit correclation cotciiit (r It order to consider the auditory system's sensitivity to
waIs 'Oilpi ted. 1'I 1e relation ,(,d1--cmeitS wecre t lien tranis- cIltCS ini Correlation, a random variable whose variance is
formecd to ntial isibnm :Coies: accordingc Fishier's r

'- l(11r - In -r ndepeindent of its mean iskdesirable. The Fisher',, rto zt raris-

N1,cNena~r, 1969 1. The rcsilting ;00 Fisher's z scores were
tll 11aercd anld the aseric value trainsformed back to r.
]*he rc~ultinw. ave iacd correlation coefcien-itts are used to
idenitif ire stimiuli. Tisl sonicwbat ar-iluis' priCCSS was fol-rt-

Stimuli.- L-

2. Method

lIi a _1I FC pin uem, listetiers discriminated betweent 75V
(liotreally p~resenited stntnals. each eiintposed oftw~o 100-11z- Q
wside inoie Kiunds. The losv-frcquec (.ft, ) noise handl was I
cenrteredl at ?50)0 117 and !he high-frequecncy (f, aAlI.
bar1(l ''as cenitercd at 2750 Hiz. 'I he chiange inl envelope cor- 150
reltion w~as the independenctt variable, anid perceirt coirectF
(liSCrirliiltiOii Was tile depcident variable. 0.0 0.5 1.0

One( of the_ litletrers. GYR, haid participated iii eopcri-r

riurs ud 1' o L tisexeriiert.[h olii 'er niv tti n c'n r 1i.. ,,J.nun of (heC rLtion1 11 of ihe
coneecrirne this type of experiwnitt biut had partipein n ftit t-- ro -:! ih, sn,,: ih, 1, t'auld %erc
irtlitr aiidii r- eperrincrtS. As CN was tintale to complete 11tvpne' 1On a C\ a ORt (a nd %IS ') re h,,nn

'- J 'c A- A .V '/, 1
?

2
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FIG 7. Percent correct is plottI d as a function of lie coireat ion of tie FIG(.Q'.A .~Ic~slC ~Ispa~ scai .sci -

partiallIy correlated sign al. The eineloples oft Ite -tai ILIa Id noise bands "ere er than r. Irepresents isi -III,'crvl!.50WasA

fully coirrelated. DatIa for VY ( 7), GR I ]), a nd MS 1 Osire hto% ii. a rcerence correlmion ,r !erss

form, indicated in Fig. 8, achieves this goal. Fisher's z is a absciss;a, A iie' .This iinre wkas Jt Idin tefi,.

normally distributed random variable, w-ithi a %ariarte that I ig itutiner. F irst, /'s et cc trcattSfortitd CL- . 1i the11C ,L

is independent of its mean, z. (Simulations indicate thatl the A~ hicit the referecc signal ha.d uncIIl Ilated 110ise hanld',A-

transform may be reasonably applied to noise envelopes, is simply thle \N asiile th t1ie pa.rltall\ -on L aetd si

even though the underlying (list ribut ions are Ra) leigh rath- (i.e., the z .tsoi iu- ah an r of 0 Ic!.s

er than normal.) Following the signal detection approach, AZ z-- z). NeXt, ConISder tht case III hi 5 thli rcee-
wve assume that the observer's performance is dictated by enesignal ItadL peft li 5O'Ielted eIn-0~- Inoes li t tll c

changes in d '. It follows that detecting equtai changes in z r of I is tranSfsimtcd to a of ulitlitnty. 1IIL leeats ntnntule 11C

should yield equal discriminability. regardless of the stan- was chosen so that ihe perCent correct ideittiftcatiott s\%cre

dard. Tihts one may expect that trattsfortiisci the data of 1--,t predicted ( cirt to Ih- :IC Ie tI LO ciiicos, .1

Figs. 6 and 7from rto--1-sitould leatd totoesni~rcre. The z so dete~Itl I'd htad a s alnle of P) in1 I :ic onifted tfOr

Figure 9 presents the data of Fi.Ls. 0o atd 7 itt) a singLle somle 98c:; of he, dt\ atlal;lce ITus 0I oza~cit

\, itit tIL pa:t ially -srriatlsd etlleipe1 S ss:ie .
.9 -- z. NLatc tha! 01t1k t11L : asieetctiith l 11 O'f\

zitetced (ChaIJDCs 1in othe tt1) er LT .jucs 1 s'%1 .et,%%UIL 'sO) Stili as tI

be ittsigttificant ). Mlappintg an r of' I to ai- of' 19 Int\ he

jCee aIs it IttlciaU re oftite ittternaI j iltter or 1t0iCs isSOCtat CJ
I t ih tleattlditiry anidI/or dcciiJOII 11,Kiakutg 11tet.

Fi allre 9 is based ott th e a\ erag,-d dat a of subjhect s ( l(R
atnd MS ( thle only twvo ,flat participated, Ii both pot tois itf

- . .(.~~~~~~ tltts expertinct ).X it il'tttct litd ~atitii
______________________X__ of Az. thle Curs,,es a rc esetitiLilly die ':I IIe. I I ins scissIti It its

0 changes in enl\ elopeC CL irrelat ion) app;;.. r to be ittdepe-ciden t of,
r thle referetice correlat ion, piii ided t!;' i!:t a1Lre f c-';n te 1 : i

termt,, of A-- t athei thani r.
InI tite A ppetdis, I lte bitnaurtal t.t. (,f ;l. isa,! Iitli-

changes itt correlation. ]I) general, the hititut ti data d, n10t
Conform to t(lie "'equal chtttes ittI iir z leads to Cjila!

discrtmntabiit)'' rule to thec -xtettt that thii cmr it data hjs

V. GENERAL DISCUSSION

A. Comparisons with CMR

-l0 I 2 3 11asIl iW estaibliShed th Iat ehariges in cins Lili
1

c conrel tlIon
Fisher's z are di\\Ciohe we 1 tiictyaddres IliC LWd

tioti bet\\L:i the do a of Selt ilicrt tttd Ni',i isI1 I ai-d i he
FIG. 8. The distrtbutiton of corrtaiit coefficteitis V iniated oni the ri %i5

'File trart' forncd dist rib t itis m cr indwited Ii the : as i S,;.t 1:7w'rpe CNII( data ofi !"ll ,, a!. il j aIiid l it It Iso ' i
sellt theoretical distributtonts. atdd sti'ed tines icc thicotcil %,-,I htgiss1cii Sclithert a~til Nixon faded I, deitiino , I,.s kilitlli
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beccause tlie tested old Iow-h eqluency regions (350) liz. V1. CONCLUSIONS
1,k llie sht [ I tIi r ci art ges itl cn clopc correlation are I'l- Tht-sc e xperniits lead to four conclusions.

d !dercj :iHL bc ut it relIi t b shown that ens lope (1) There is a frequency region ( f. .. j) for wkhich
re ,1C~i~r it ru Icre respontsibi c for ile reduoct ion in mask- chiangtes fi envyelope correlations can be detected and, in t Iiis

11ii, ol'sLI % Cd ill the (N1I R p~lradigml. rgopromnedpnso fI eeaa h ea
-[hese( expaeriiecnts are not sullcient to resolve this is- rgopromnedpnsolA.I eeaa h ea

ration between the bands of noise is increased, performance
stic. the daia ofexperirnlerit 3 may. however, be used in order levels drop, approaching chance as the frequency separation
to examinie the plausibility of such -,ni argumnent. B~ased onl apochsIot

Ciren t a. (196), a_250-lz sgna litnoie soul be ( 2) The discrimittatiotn of noise envelopes, is not derived
detected A lien ant r/, of approxinutcly 12 dBi is used. Ta- solely fromt combination tones introduced by nonlinearities
bMe 11 prownits liotli lister's _-scores anid correlation coetli- ~~adttsset
cients for the ease in wkhich a tone is added to one of two noise (3) The discrimination of changes in monaural ens6e-
banwds w hose envelopes are otherwkise identical. The tonle was lp o lto per ob needn f(i tnado
aitdd to a I 1ii)-l li-wide band ofinoise centered at 25LK) i. lp lto per ob rdpidn fh tnado
sc\ Ir al I~ iI,~ of I A, 0 crc CItriied. chan1Cs inl vaues rcerence colrelation.

h i ben :eiicve bschai eiit th leel f te aded (4) If CM P. I'. LconSidered ill tern)s of !t Change-s in
It~ ~ ~ wti .ihcc %etaigtel~lo h de envelope correclatioi that are conconmitanit with thre addition

_' 00-li on, Ilic sct,- a.-his d il 00cniptesilu- f tone to one of twko noise band,; whose envelopes are
landthePs xL'etII p O 10C11 crre t (orST_ e a dl K . odeaird. ot ire; .' iso identical, the current data predict reasonable vat-

:11'9 pred K'-Ct~ rICi -O Clfrah crsdes for the release fin masking measured for bands of noise
I tdcio 0a- hiraf oni tfie uaia oi iig. 7. '3 centered at high freqjuencies. _ In contrast. CM R may be oh-

.As is c!, iI at' ab . an1 I; WA,, h1 tweet:i 0 and 5 dl talled usin o\% JrI e, bnso oie u neoec
,:ild lhe W'ii wt I, dIcict ilc presenice of a 2500-Hlz si.. rltos o-rqc.ybnd fnie u neoecrreain dto not a;fpear to he extracted at lowk frequencies.
nal if cetcct it- is (11ctebnc in envelope correlat ioTI.
I ll 'titnae1l.d si 'tAIl-i,se ratio is, about 10 dB3 below thi:

expe~ted titchild foi tile dLtection of 2500-l1[z tone in
nloise I (is dJoy !, [' /.\*'. aiiont If) dl).I is inl tile w%.ith thle ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

li i n T Ill:, loll of a'- itt to 10 113) expected basc )In
ire~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~' (\i, \Ro e\enintift lean cuet( 7 lo swrk \% as supported, in part, by A FOSR a'd, fin

tloed 'oest:tsiitilirll sintlilts p;1ra'uct;'rs. raoabe part. by an NIIh po'.t-doctoral fellowship. Portions of this

IThese ron cli estiii:s indlicat e that it is resnbeto article were presented at thle 112th meeting of the Acoustical

.1',ta ;IN eIOFC cilatc[Ii and CX!fR expet itricrits re- itvof Ameica fit Anaheim. I thank Dr. David M.
flet ~it~ltr ta'cesiie.n irniv ti dscr niitbiitvof (1reeni, Dr. Leslie R.. Bernstein. and Dr. Tim Forrest for

ltarix"e inl etoelope eorrelation. k-e ecoeralits of thisali- helpful conintents throughout this project as well as onl ear-

ticte is. lio\ ever. liiited. At (east too recenit studies (1Hall tier drafts of lie article. I also thank 1. W. Hall Ill and an

tI'.I. I QS Sciiooiiescldi and \Moore. 1987) have dcition- anionyvmous re%. ico Cr foir comments.

str~itcd that CMI P. a he obtained at low firequencies. lIn
contrast. the cuirrent data, and those of Schubert and Nixon
11)7()), establish that clixie-cs inl enclor 0 c orrelation, ''re PENI

liet (etctableiat ln"'. Thiices.ls is one -trea it! wbibh I tere. thle blitaUtal coi relation data of Pollack aid Tnit-

\teicl tselaitft deci relts~to a l'rn NI betwen CtMRd tipoe ( 1959 ) and Gabriel and Colburn ( 1981 ) xk Ill be con-
ot:ilcl tlope dlcelati 'o nos dids e lceredl .t% h sidered. Inthe fiiicNrcinients, "Aolack and I'rittipoe ( 1959)

md :mcopc or-~laiotl60rwlic bads ctieredat oth asked listeners, to discriminate chatnges inl thle ilttraural cor-
itic itci h'. reqeneis rmain tohe etcriou~i.relation ol o ie hand noise. For the ease fi wvhich thle refer-

iic correlaion %%as, 0, a chatipe in correlation' of 0.4 \%as
neceded for tuec si ibjeets to performi at a level of 75% ' correct.
Whitei the r-cefeicecoirrelattioin w.as I, a1 chanc inl Correia-

ot ot tmcl pt: i-in lx~cn t~ bm~k ir iiri of 0.04 \%as neceded for thle Subjects to per form at a level

I~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~1l,; Ottl. t tt1me ti. "it~crw n 'icitIdi\'- 1h,rolci of 75%- correct, Although the authors mention calculations

i.? tie oKnids scie!jl \.dwi. V E, w'Ac iniuhd i ant til te rcitinrg ceinctertiti changes iii Fisher's z, (lie extent of evalu-attoit is
* -i.,iicfici 0.itiit itit i Illdi-'MC5 ii . id eiiv. 110t Iil~ieatsii. 1-igUre A I presenits their data against thte tilea-

reclmvn 'us' ,.irt 11',1%kii Pw *c~q, i ie 1rto-iili .... .. W " \ 1V clirre,' ',i sur of ill A isher's z. AIt hough their -tu yin iae superior
,tJii, fp,ri ti 1 7.ar li it, i 111C.1iil setisiti'. it% ( iinuteraitral correlation of I'was mapped to a z

/ .---- ---- ito 2.4). the iittioti relatingII percent correct to chaniges fi

liste' . i~tesimiilar to ours ( Vig. 9. In1 general. equal
Ii' lId7c 1* '-t e Iftre n 1 ' t s:z ladf t o equIalI d iscri ittnabi lit y. ItI s hould

Sle wIi, !',.it t',1 Iltese hittaural studies, thle reported corre-
I,tfr,ri -ot tl i 

4
(i an t r Ire iI termIns if wlIto le- waveformi correla -

S ' ' I -7 itons rati l li1 ti p coirclatiouis. and that \ka'.efornil

- ---- -~-~--~- citroionilm i;:-, Iri'erc it~ eonrclations based ott envelopes

'~ - - 7 .'i ' 7
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bandwidths of either 3 oi- 115 Ili tidI, A 4 km rasIos
l 00- 0Re 0 + nisehli r,-1erettec correlation,~ \scrmither 0I oi 1. [l1 Ip

t cl, RK agra.phof Fi g.A2 is for thle Conditon1101 III 11ci tle re IAIC14
coreltin %as1,and,, thle bun[orn giapiplit e.:tt

L
0 o Which t he reCf~lCICi: Corre latiOnl %%a UIl. \VilLcn ti CI eci Ce

75 -0 ct )rrehi ionl was I , clia nges inl currelaio to I (J.O00, 15, at .0

0.0)4 Yielded 75/C' correct diScr in)tit1010t1s fi'i thle stntItlis
U 0
L 0 condlitionlsofI 3 Hz, 115 Ili, and 4.7 khI/ I.rxcn I).[i

+ respectively, wkere nee.ded. WNVII tI1e tetIeic crrLat-IM,1
50 -+ ( fro. Pollock ond Trilfiro. 1959) W5as 0, chainges Inl ('rrcliitio,; of 0.7, ii 4.,ti nd 0_1. te'.pc_

-I 0_ 2 tis ely, yielded 75%'i correct iliscritiiittii. Iti these :01'i.1i-

A Fisher's z tions, changes in Fisher's zof .).US ii'UI.rsetlc
ly, wvere needed.

FIG At. As Fig. 9 escpi that tile ciaa are taken from thre dichimiic e\11eri Tite readei should recioz_, i 1o./t_____
Inetnt Ot I'nltaek and Trifr,,, 0 ' l(.s A i(-rl ....... ... shnterfrnecreain'.a .iir~sdbtd~di
correilitti o f I and (0) in dicatcsa refcrencewmcern itt i a ses erali ,: MiiiieICC-I~ 0112ail \I .Il~'iCIb ld%1!1

rei'ererice correlatitons are Includ~ed, o.1 0 1A) ( .. I U 7tm*) lid 0 "U led to poorer 'Ifrttne hli (lAt that he1, ,l,ic 11,
( . The z's are bawed onl \%lhote %%aref'orn cotrekttis.' ii il ojicla- F iher 'S : is tioiio0t~rii \% :t11 h,lndsi 11dili 11 1 c l to t i

horis bet weeni ell% vetpes. cIlinch fix Of thIn sitt.l,16ott. P tiller, it is, a tdatts.lit 1t ti,

niodel's failit e to JJCi~~uaicl] deCriCM the da,-J.ta (..'li[Itra lo

alone (xetat r 0adr , \heeiol.%a f I nd the theoretical e.\pctatioii ofce(1 ial %atince. iei est.SiMIJ,

envelope correlations are the same). dist ibutiotis ii tie I115-liz anld 4.7-hlI / cotidi tisw thad \it.-

Figutre A2 plots data presented by Gabriel anid Coihorti lanices that detIM tided otit thle referentiec si.iial' correlt ol. Ill

(1981; subject DO). Again, percent correct is plotted as a- Fig. A2, tile difc;VIC eIc l isVarianCe is, :Vatist 1 as aChan"':

function of A~ Fisher's --. Gabriel and Colburn1 used three Ii slope, the slope be-inL sliAllo\ er taue I:L;C I riate 1i 1!

StimluIs conlditionIS: noise hanids centered ait 500 liz that lad the referencee conrelition \% as 1. OtiN l' illh 3-l11 co!cJltt.;
do equal changes in Fisher's: leac~d to i:(i1il dt iinsitiahihiv.

i 0:31Hz *, 1,lH,
0) 4 .7 kHz -r':rs -iJ ;. IU '

L. .!11U

75

ufo o'~ ~ o.,, Sl Coi. Nt 1~kld- l iih vrI , I I) Q'7 I , . i i a

('4 J i4(
CuIite ,t JI. t' Str- c-,:

50 f...ri CI)i. Nt.Kd C.btr 198 CMITI t: n~ ~ I..I'Si.

it k,,.i~l i . it I" ti I 1. 1 -! , .

50 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ u - li -i :!,,I h1:1i~ 11,11 11!,,rs 1 L52 ' c iiig .I IlO

o 0 u,iNM iio ; Ull. '11 ' L ' 1:i J

i ih r' Sn iecc, id-- i. l].P 1 11;I ll I i.

Ii 50 ae (frC~hie~r . .~ in G 'is~ .d lilt. 1,351 j.. 11~. tv/re'. I t (18l 5t, I hi ls I I[II-i1 I i

,isrrtir~i,'nsisplttrtts md ri ft A: -~ u-icr L \.i Iv.t-i iuh"tru 0111 , ' -%] &S , 5 4 4

0' ttU eeuit iiiieti(nie5~~'cttl. it 2t (l Iltirrtt. 'd a.. ii..ucs 1~ 11.,. c 1
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ABSTRACT

The ability of listeners to discriminate between

simultaneously presented bands of noise whose envelopes were either

the same or statistically independent was determined. Bands of 100-

Hz wide noise were employed which had low and high center

frequencies of (2500,2750), (2500,3000), (2500,3500) and

(4000,4400) Hz. Average discriminations were above 90 percent

correct except for the (2500, 3500) Hz condition, which yielded an

average of 77 percent correct. Next, a factorial stimulus design

was employed in order to determine the relative importance of

envelope and power spectrum cues. The results indicate that in the

absence of power spectrum cues, bands with the same envelopes could

be discriminated fcom bands with statistically independent

envelopes. When the envelopes were always the same, listeners ware

able to discriminate between power spectra that were either the

same or different. In contrast, when the envelopes were always

different, listeners were unable to discriminate between the same

and different power spectra.

Key Words: Comodulation masking release, Envelope, Power spectrum
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INTRODUCTION

Hall, Haggard and Fernandes (1984) showed that the

detectability of a tone in a band of noise is improved when

synchronous bands of noise, rather than independent bands of noise,

are presented at frequencies removed from the critical band

containing the signal. This reduction in masking, termed

comodulation masking release or CMR (see also McFadden, 1986; Cohen

and Slubart, 1987a), indicates that the auditory system is

sensitive to temporal synchrony. Recent experiments (Cohen and

Schubert, 1987b; McFadden, 1987) have demonstrated that temporal

synchrony affects the detectability of not just tones, but the

detectability of bands of noise as well.

In an experiment motivated by the CMR paradigm, Richards

(1987) asked subjects to discriminate between simultaneously

presented 100 Hz wide bands of noise whose envelopes were either

the same or statistically independent. Discriminations were not

possible unless the center frequency of the bands of noise exceeded

1000 Hz. For center frequencies above 1000 Hz, discriminations were

above chance when the two bands of noise were separated by less

than an octave. Richards argued that for high frequencies, the

auditory system is able to compare information c-ontained in the

envelopes of diotically presented bands of noise.

This conclusion does not take into account the possible cues

derived from the power spectra of Richards' stimuli. Figure 1

presents Richards' stimuli (from Richards, 1987). When the two

bands of noise had the same envelopes (left panel), the power
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spectra were also the same (save for a shift of frequency).

Likewise, when the bands had statistically independent envelopes

(right panel), the power spectra had phases and amplitudes that

were independent. Thus, the correlated vs uncorrelated envelope cue

co-varied with a similar vs dissimilar spectral cue. The same

argument may be made concerning the CMR experiments; spectral cues

are not considered.

-------- Figure 1--------

There are at least two ways in which spectral cues might be

have been incorporated in Richards' experiment. First, drawing from

the work of Green and his colleagues (Green, 1988), one might

hypothesize the existence of a 'mini-profilA analyzer'. Such a

mechanism would compare the shape of the spectra of the

simultaneously presented bands of noise. It seems unlikely that

such a mechanism was available in Richards' experiment since the

100 Hz wide bands of noise were narrow relative to the high-

frequency critical bands. A second, seemingly more likely strategy

would be to compare the total energy of the two bands of noise.

When the two bands of noise had identical envelopes, the total

energy in each spectral region was equal. In contrast, when the

bands of noise were independent, the total energy of the two bands

of noise differed. Thus, a gross, simultaneous energy comparison

would afford an opportunity to discriminate between correlated and

uncorrelated bands of noise.
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The current experiment was designed to determine the relative

importance of the envelope and power spectrum cues. To this end, a

factorial stimulus design was employed. The four stimuli are

indicated in shorthand along the top and side of Table 1. Each

waveform is the sum of two bands of noise. 'E' indicates that the

two noise bands had the same envelopes, and 'S' indicates that the

two noise bands had the same power spectra (save for the shift in

center frequency). A '-' indicates the complement: 'E' indicates

that the two noise bands had different envelopes and '' indicates

that the two noise bands had different power spectra. Using this

notation, the four possible stimuli are:

ES: The two bands of noise had the same envelopes and the same

power spectra.

ES: The two bands of noise had the same envelopes, but

different power spectra.

ES: The two bands of noise had different envelopes but the

same power spectra.

f-S: The two bands of noise had different envelopes and

different power spectra.

In a 21FC paradigm, listeners were asked to discriminate

between two of the stimuli described above. All possible stimulus

comparisons were tested, yielding six experimental conditions.

These are represented by the cells of Table 1. For example,

discrivinating between ES and E-S waveforms (lower left hand corner)

is the condition examined by Richards; in one interval of the 2IFC

presentation the banas oi noise were the same (ES), and in the

other interval the two bands of noise were statistically
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independent (n). Note that the ES and 1 conditions are analogous

to the 'correlated' (sometimes called 'coherent') and

'uncorrelated' (sometimes called 'independent') cue conditions

often used in CMR experiments (McFadden, 1986; Cohen and Schubert,

1987).

--------- Table 1--------

I. atimuli

The stimuli will be referred to as described above: ES, ES,

YS, and E-S. Each was the sum of two bands of noise, which were

computer-generated in accordance with the following equations.

1. ES

The ES bands of noise are as presented in the left panel of

Figure 1. Each of the two bands of noise is the sum of several

cosines:

m
wl(t) = E ai'cos(2"v-(fL+6 "i)"t+oi) (la)

i=-m

m
w2 (t) = Z ai*cos(2**(fL+Af+6*i)'t+Oi), (lb)

i=-rn

where 6 is the frequency separation of the tones added to generate

the noise and Af is the difference in center frequency between the

two bands of noise, wl(t) and w2 (t). Here 6 was 10 Hz and m was 5,

yielding a band of noise nnminally !00 11z in width. rhe amplitudcs

(ai) were chosen at random from Rayleigh-distributed values, and

the phases (0i) were chosen from values uniformly distributed
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between zero and 27. Again, ES bands have the feature that the

envelopes and power spectra are the same.

2. E9

The E9 bands of noise have the same envelopes but different

power spectra. In practice, the E9 stimuli were created using the

same stimulus parameters described in Eqns. (1), but the amplitudes

were reversed and the phases were reversed and multiplied by -1.

m
wl(t ) =. E ai'cos(2"r"(fL+6"i)"t+Oi) (2a)

m
w2 (t) = Z a-i'cos(2"r"(fL+Af+S"i)"t-Oi). (2b)

i=-m

It should be noted that the power spectra are not statistically

independent, but uncorrelated (one is the mirror image of the

other). The appendix shows that these two noise bands have the same

envelopes.

3. ES

For the PS bands, the amplitudes of the tones that composed

the two bands of noise were the same, but the phases were chosen

independently:

m
wl(t) = Z ai'cos(2" " (fL+6"i)'t+pi) (3a)

i=-m

m
w2 (t) = E ai'cos(2"r(fL+Af+6"i)'t+ei), (3b)

i=-m

where Oi and O4 were chosen independently from values uniformly

distributed from zero to 2r. The effect of phase randomization is
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to generate noise bands with similar power spectra, but different

envelopes.

4. R-S

The --S noise bands were generated in a manner similar to Eqns.

(1), (2), and (3), except that the amplitud.s and phases were

chosen independently for the two noise bands. The construction will

be detailed in the procedure section. An example of an E-S waveform

is shown in the right panel of Fig. 1.

II. Procedure

In a 2IFC paradigm, listeners attempted to discriminate

between two signals that differed in one or more aspects (i.e.,

envelopes and/or power spectra). For example, listeners might

indicate which of two intervals contained the two bands of noise

whose envelopes were the same. The percentage of correct

discriminations was the dependent variable.

The six conditions tested are represented by the cells of

Table 1. The first column of Table 1 presents those conditions in

which listeners discriminated between the ES bands, which shared

both envelopes and spectra, and bands that differed in one or more

aspects: the ES§ bands had different spectra, the US bands had

different envelopes, and the E-S bands had different envelopes and

different spectra. The bottom row of Table 1 presents those

conditions in which listeners discriminated between independent

bands of noise (E-S) and bands that shared at least one aspect;

envelopes, spectra or both. For example, in the [ES,E-S] condition,

the E9 bands were presented in one interval, and the E-S bands were
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presented in the other interval. Listeners were asked to indicate

which signal was composed of bands that had identical envelopes

(ES).

The cells of Table 1 present the center frequencies (fL, fL+Af)

that were used. All comparisons included bands of noise centered at

2500 and 2750 Hz, which were chosen because subjects were able to

discriminate between the ES and ES waveforms on an average of 98

percent of the trials. It was reasoned that the use of the 2500 and

2750 Hz center frequencies would allow ample opportunity for lower

scores to be observed. As presented in Table 1, four pairs of

center frequencies were examined in the [ES,ES] and (ES,ES] test

conditions.

The different conditions were completed in random order,

except that all listeners completed the [ES,E-S] conditions first.

For each of the six experimental conditions represented in Table 1,

the row and column stimuli had equal a-priori probability of being

in the first interval.

I The stimuli were generated 
on an IBM-PC microcomputer.

Depending on the stimulus condition, one of two presentation

algorithms was followed. For the conditions presented along the

bottom row of Table 1, thirty-two low- and high-frequency noise

band pairs were generated and stored. The column stimulus was the

sum of the 'paired' low- and high-frequency bands, and the E-S

stimulus was the sum of independently chosen low- and high-

frequency noise bands. For the remaining conditions ((ES,EST],

[ES,ES), and (ES,ES]), thirty-two low- and high-frequency pairs

were generated and stored, sixteen pairs for the row stimulus, and
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sixteen pairs for the column stimulus. Th: stimuli were chosen

randomly from among each of the sixteen pairs.

All waveforms were played through a 12-bit D/A at a sampling

rate of 14.3 kHz and low-pass filtered (Kemo VBF/23) at 6 kHz. The

signal duration was 100 ms, plus 5-ms cosine-squared onset/offset

ramps. The two listening intervals were separated by 300 ms, and

both intervals were visually indicated on a display screen.

Following the listener's response, visual feedback was displayed

for 240 ms.

The stimuli were presented diotically via Sennheiser HD 414 SL

earphones at an average total level of 75 dB SPL. Subjects listened

in a sound-treated room. Conditions were tested in 50-trial blocks,

six blocks at a time. Thus, each data point is based on 300 trials.

Listeners typically completed 18 to 24 blocks a day. Each condition

was completed before practice for the next condition was begun.

Listeners were undergraduate students paid to participate,

except GR, who is the author. All had previously participated in

similar expcriments, and little practice was completed prior to

data collection. When a novel condition was introduced, listeners

typically required only 50 to 100 trials in order to 'learn' the

task. In order to assess possible effects of practice,

approximately 1/3 of the conditions were repeated. Of those

repeated, about 10% led to significantly different averages. For

the repeated conditions, the average of only the last 300 trials

are reported.
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III. Results

Table 2 lists the average percent correct discriminations for

each of the conditions tested. The averages are based on four

subjects. The standard errors of the mean, based on averages of the

four listeners and six estimates per listener, are indicated in

parentheses. The presentation parallels the conditions of Table 1,

the scores referring to the center frequencies indicated in Table

I.

Table 2

Figure 2 presents the data for two of the experimental

conditions, [ES,E-S] (open bars) and [ES,ES (filled bars). For

each subject, a histogram plots the percent correct for each

(fL, fL+Af) center frequency pair tested. The error bars indicate

the standard errors of the mean.

Figure 2

First consider the data obtained in the [ES,E-S] condition

(open bars). For all four subjects, increasing the center frequency

of the higher noise band from 2750 to 3500 Hz (holding the lower

frequency noise band fixed at 2500 Hz) yielded poorer performance.

The extent of the drop in performance was subject dependent, with

subjects VF and KK changing relatively little, and subjects GR and

MS changing relatively more. In the (4000,4400) Hz condition,
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discrimination was nearly perfect. These data constitute a

replication of the experiment presentrd by Richards (1987), with

the same results.

Next consider the data in the (ES,E-S] condition (filled bars),

which is similar to the [ES,ES] condition, except that the two

bands of noise always had different power spectra. Clearly,

envelope similarity is detectable in the absence of co-varying

spectral cues. For three of the four subjects (KK, GR, and MS),

increasing the frequency separation of the two noise bands led to

decreased discriminability. Reading from Fig. 2, for fifteen of the

sixteen possible comparisons, performance levels in the [ES,E-S]

condition were superior to performance levels obtained in the

[E§,E] condition. On average, the difference was thirteen

percentage points, but the effect was subject dependent. Subjects

VF and KK were little affected (an average difference of 5.2

percent correct), while subjects GR and MS showed larger changes

(an average difference of 20.5 percent correct).

The data presented in Figure 2 indicate that listeners were

able to discriminate between bands of noise with either identical

or statistically independent envelopes, even when spectral cues

were absent. For two of the subjects, however, performance levels

were superior when both spectral and envelope cues were available.

The relatively little change observed for the other two subjects

may reflect a performance ceiling in the [ES,E-S] condition.

Figure 3 presents the data for the [ES,ES], (ES,ES), [ES,ES],

and the [ES,PSJ conditions. The bands of noise were centered at

2500 and 2750 Hz. In the [ES,ES) condition, none of the four
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listeners was able to reliably perform above chance levels (50%

correct), even though three of the four subjects completed in

excess of 1000 trials. That is, when the envelopes were always

different, changes in power spectra were not detectable. Most of

the efforts were limited to center frequencies of 2500 and 2750 Hz,

but others were occasionally tested. In no instance did performance

appear to rise above chance. These data indicate that simultaneous

comparisons of either spectral shape or energy levels is not an

important aspect cf what has been termed envelope correlation

detection (Richards, 1987).

Figure 3 shows that subjects were able to discriminate between

the ES and E9 waveforms (an average of 85 percent correct

discriminations). That is, when both intervals contained noise

bands with identical envelopes, changes in power spectra were

detectable. This contrasts with the finding that the subjects were

unable to discriminate between similar and dissimilar power spectra

when the noise bands had dissimilar envelopes (the [ES,ES]

condition described above).

Figure 3

In the (ES,ES] condition, the listeners discriminated between

bands of noise whose envelopes were either identical or different,

but the noise bands always had the same power spectra. The fact

that discriminations were good (an average of 97 percent correct)

supports the notion that similar and dissimilar envelopes are

discriminable even when spectral and envelope cues do not co-vary.
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Finally, subjects were able to discriminate, with an average

accuracy of 84 percent correct, between the EN waveforms, which had

identical envelopes and different power spectra, and the ES

waveforms, which had similar spectra but different envelopes. The

interpretation of this finding is not clear, as the role of

spectral cues is unclear.

In summary, listeners were always able to discriminate between

waveforms composed of bands of noise that had identical envelopes

and waveforms composed of bands of noise that had independent

envelopes. When the bands of noise had power spectra that were

either the same or different, listeners were unable to discriminate

the change unless the bands of noise had identical envelopes.

Finally, subjects performed well in the (ES,ES) condition, in which

both envelopes and power spectra changed. In that condition, it is

not clear whether the discrimination was based on changes in

envelopes, changes in power spectra, or both. It seems reasonable

to assume that the discriminations were based on changes in

envelope similarity, since changes in spectral similarity were not

detectable unless the noise bands had the same envelopes.

IV. Discussion

The data presented above introduce two discrepancies, both

involving the discriminability of changes in the power spectrum of

the narrow bands of noise. The first involves the data of Figure 2:

If removing power spectrum cues led to a reduction in the

discriminability of envelope similarity ((ES,E--] vs (ES,ES, an
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average difference of 13 percent), why were subjects unable to to

detect (an average of 50 % correct) the change in power spectra

between the PS and P- waveforms? Second, given that subjects

discriminated between the ES and E9 waveforms on an average of 85

percent of the trials, why were listeners unable to exceed chance

performance in the FS and P- condition?

Before examining these inconsistencies at length, the reader

should be made aware of potential problems in the experimental

procedure. First, as has been observed in other CMR experiments

(McFadden, 1986; Buus, 1985), there are considerable between-

subject differences. Indeed, for the current experiment, a

consistent ranking of the dependent variable as a function of the

condition across the four listeners cannot be achieved.

Second, due to the large number of conditions tested, there is

no guarantee that the subjects were comfortable with the

discrimination response required for each of the conditions tested.

Although listeners gave no indication of confusion, it is possible

that other experimental procedures (for example, a same-different

procedure) or further practice might have altered the magnitude of

the performance levels. Certainly longer signal durations would

have lead to superior performance levels (Richards, 1988), but

whether the relative performance levels would have been altered

remains to be determined. For these reasons, moderate changes in

performance level deserve little emphasis. While such limitations

argue for further experimentation, we do not feel that they are so

crippling as to affect the basic observations noted above. The

difference between discriminability ((ES,E9]) and
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indiscriminability ([ES,U-9)) is clear, and so will be the primary

comparison of interest. The difference in performance levels

between the [ES,P-S] and the [ESES] conditions will receive little

attention as the difference was subject dependent.

In order to address the change in performance levels between

the [ES,ES] and the [ES, -- conditions, we shall examine an

assumption that the two dimensions, envelope and spectral, provide

a sufficient basis from which to describe the discriminations. The

possibility that these dimensions are not sufficient is explored

below, but no satisfactory explanation of the data is presented.

Are envelope and spectral considerations sufficient? To this

point we have ignored changes in the 'fine structure' of the

signals. Consider the bands of noise that made uip the ES waveforms.

The bands had the same envelopes and the same power spectrum (save

for a shift in center frequency). Further, the phase function (the

phase of the fine structure as a function of time; Davenport and

Root, 1958) was the same. In contrast, the bands that made up the

ES waveforms had identical envelopes, but the power spectrum and

the phase functions were not the same. Might dynamic changes in the

phase functions affect the discriminations?

A direct comparison of the phase functions seems an unlikely

cue; the fine structure is not 'extractable' at the high

frequencies used here. However, there is the possibility that

changes in fine structure might be manifested in other ways.

Initially we considered McFadden's (1987; see also McFadden,

1975) observation that for CMR experiments, and by extension the

current experiment, it is often unreasonable to assume that
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envelopes extracted from the low- and high-frequency regions bands

match. The higher-frequency band is probably better described as a

sum of the high- and low-frequency bands. This point is especially

germane here since the experimental bands were relatively close,

with the center frequencies being separated by no more than a

critical band. For these reasons we considered the envelopes of the

summed ES, PS, ES and -S waveforms.

The bands of noise that comprise the ES, ES, ES and P

waveforms were generated, the paired bands added, and the envelopes

of the resulting waveforms extracted. The root-mean-squared (RMS)

values for the extracted envelopes were then computed. The RMS

values of the ES and E9 waveforms did not differ significantly (for

similar parameter conditions, the envelopes of the summed waveforms

were indistinguishable). Nor were the RMS values for the US and P-S

waveforms significantly different. The RMS values for the ES and ES

waveforms were, however, significantly larger than the RMS values

for the ES and E-S waveforms. Thus, the change in the RMS values of

the envelopes of the summed waveform cannot account for the

difference in performance levels for the [ES,ES] and the [ES,E)S-

conditions. The simulations do, however, indicate that the peak-to-

valley-ratio, or the 'modulation depth', of the envelopes of the

summed waveforms may contribute to the discrimination between

simultaneously presented bands of noise that have either identical

(ES and ES) or statistically independent (ES and E-S) envelopes.

It is evident that changes in the phase functions do not alter

the summed bands in a manner consistent with our results. We are

currently investigating the extent to which other peripheral
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interactions may contribute to the discrimination between waveforms

composed of correlated and independent bands of noise.

V. Summary

(1) The ability to discriminate between bands of noise whose

envelopes were either the same or statistically independent was

accomplished in the absence of spectral cues. If spectral cues co-

varied with envelope cues, performance levels were typically

superior to those obtained in the absence of co-varying cues.

(2) When the bands of noise had envelopes that were not the

same, listeners were unable to discriminate between noise bands

whose power spectra were either the same of different. When the

noise bands had identical envelopes, listeners were able to

indicate whether the bands of noise had the same power spectra.
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Appendix

Here is shown that the waveforms described by Eqns. (2a) and

(2b) have identical envelopes. To this end, the envelopes of each

of the two waveforms will be derived.

The envelope of a narrow band of noise, A(t), may be written

in terms of the original waveform, w(t), and its Hilbert Transform,

Aw(t) :

A2 (t) = w2 (t) + w2 (t). (AI)

Because the Hilbert transform is linear, the Hilbert Transform of a

sum of cosines is the sum of the Hilbert Transforms of the cosines.

Further, because the Hilbert Transform of a cosine is a sine, the

Hilbert Transform of the noise bands described by Eqn. (2a):

m
wl(t) = i ai'cos(2"i" (fL+ 6 "i)'t+Oi) (2a)

i=-m

is

m
Wl(t) = Z. ai'sin(2"" (fL;+S"i)'t+oi).

i=-m

Squaring and adding:

A(t M-- Wl2(t)+W^12(t) Z T ai~cos(2. .(fL+S.i).t+Oi ) )
i=-m

m
+ ( E aisin(2.r (fL+6.i).t+Oi) )2

i=-m

Expanding the right hand side,
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Al2t) = a2"cos2(2"7" (fL+6"i)'t+obi)

i=-mL

(m-1)
+ E E ai'aj'cos(2" "(fL+6"i)'t+ i ) ' cos(2" " (fL+6"J)"t+ j)

i=-m j>i
, m

E ai2 .sin2 (2*r*(fL+S"i)'t+Oi)
i=-m

(n-i)
+ E E ai'a j ' s i n ( 2 " " (fL+"i)'t+ i)'sin(2" "(fL+6"j)'t+oj).

i=-m j>i

Because cos2a+sin2 = 1, and because cosa'cosl + sinc'sinp = cos(a-

), A1 2 (t) may be written as
m

A 2 (t) = E a1 2

i=-rn

+ E E ai"aj•[cos (2""6(i-j)"t+ (i-0j))]• (A2)
i=-m j>i 1

Next, we shall show that the complementary waveform, w2 (t)

(Eqn. (2b)), has the same envelope. Although the noise band's

center frequency has no bearing on the shape of the envelope

(provided the center frequency is large relative to the bandwidth),

the difference in center frequency will be maintained in order to

demonstrate that point.

m
w2 (t) = E_ a_i'cos(2" "(fL+Af+6"i)'t-oi). (2b)

i=-m

Equation (2b) may be rewritten, replacing i with -i, and changing

the order of addition,
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m

w2 (t) =E ai'cos(2"r"(fL+Af-6"i)'t-i). (A3)
i=-m

After the change of variables, w2 (t) resembles wl(t), except that

the center frequency has been increased, the phase constant is

subtracted rather than added, and the frequencies are decremented

from high to low.

The Hilbert Transform of w2 (t) is given by

mw2(t )A E- ai sin(2"*" (fL;+Af-6"i) "t-0i

Squaring and adding the waveform and its transform yields

A2( 2 w2 (t)+A 2 t ( 2
A22(t) = w22)+w2tM= (Z aicos(2.r . (fL+Af-6.i).t-_i)

m
+ E ai'sin(2.r (fL+Af- 6 i)t-_i) )2

i=-m

As before, we expand the right hand side and combine like terms to

obtain

mA2 2(t) = Z ai2

i=-m

+ E E ai'aj'[cos(2" '6"(j-i)'t+(j-0i))].
i=-m j>i

Since the cosine is an even function, this may be rewritten as

m
A 2 (t) = Z ai2

i=-m

(in-1)
+ E E ai(aA'[cos(24')t6(i-j)+(Oi-j)) ] . (4)
i=-m j>i
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Thus, the waveforms represented by Eqns. (2a) and (2b) have

identical envelopes ( (A2)=(A4) ).
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Table Captions

Table 1. The experimental conditions are presented. Each cell

indicates discrimination between the row and column stimuli. The

center frequencies that were tested are indicated in each cell.

Table 2. The average percent correct is shown for each of the

experimental conditions presented in Table 1. The standard errors

of the mean, based on six estimates for all of the four listeners,

are indicated in parentheses.

I.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. Two stimuli are shown. The top panel presents the

stimulus whose envelopes and power spectra are the same (ES). The

bottom panel shows two statistically independent noise bands (E-S).

The summed waveform, the amplitude spectra, and the waveforms of

the individual noise bands are drawn.

Figure 2. Percent correct discriminations are indicated for

two experimental conditions, [ES,E-S) (open bars) and [ES,ES]

(filled bars), and for each of the (fLfL+Af) center frequencies

tested. The data for each listener are plotted separately. Error

bars indicate the standard errors of the mean.

Figure 3. Percent correct discriminations are indicated for

the [RS,E-S], [ES,ES], [ES,ES), and [ES,ES] conditions. The noise

bands were centered at 2500 and 2750 Hz.
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Table 1

Experimental Design

Center frequencies are indicated in parentheses

ES E9 RS -

ES

E9 (2500,2750)

us (2500,2750) (2500,2750)

(2500,2750) (2500,2750)
P-S (2500,3000) (2500,3000) (2500,2750)

(2500,3500) (2500,3500)
(4000,4400) (4000,4400)
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Table 2

Average Percent Correct

For the test ccnditions shown in Table 1

ES ES ES

ES

ES 85.2 (2.5)

Us 97.4 (0.8) 83.9 (2.3)

98.4 (0.4) 81.4 (2.2)
90.1 (1.2) 73.8 (2.6)

E-S 77.0 (2.7) 70.8 (3.6) 50.3 (1.4)
93.5 (0.6) 80.8 (2.8)



CORRELATED

2.00 2.25 2.50 2.75 3.00

UNCORRELATED

2.00 2.25 2.50 2.75 3.00
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